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ABSTRACT

IMPROVING AND UNDERSTANDING DATA QUALITY IN
LARGE-SCALE DATA SYSTEMS
FEBRUARY 2019
XIAOLAN WANG
B.Sc., SOUTH CHINA UNIVERSITY OF TECHNOLOGY
M.Sc., ARIZONA STATE UNIVERSITY
Ph.D., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST
Directed by: Prof. Alexandra Meliou

Systems and applications rely heavily on data, which makes data quality a critical factor
for their function. In turn, low quality data can be incredibly costly and disruptive, leading
to loss of revenue, incorrect conclusions, and misguided policy decisions. Improving data
quality is far more than purging datasets of errors; it is more important to improve the
processes that produce the data, to collect good data sources that are used for generating the
data, and to truly understand the quality of the data. Therefore, the objective of this thesis is
to improve and understand data quality from the above aspects.
First, we develop two efficient and effective tools, DATA XR AY and QF IX, that are
able to diagnose systematic errors in general data extraction systems and relational data
systems respectively. Second, we design a recommendation system, M IDAS, that focuses on
identifying high quality data sources for augmenting knowledge bases. Third, we implement
an explaining system, explain3D, which explains the disagreements in disjoint datasets.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

Communication systems, social networks, online retail, sensing applications, healthcare
devices, and all aspects of human activity generate massive amounts of data at unprecedented
speed. In 2016, 44 Billion GB of data was created in every single day [103]. The revolution
of big data has fundamentally impacted business processes, scientific research, education,
and human activity and interactions: data and algorithms play a major role in product
recommendations, news personalization, social media interactions, autonomous vehicle
decisions, and even medical diagnosis and treatment. The quality of the data, in turn,
is crucial for the functionality of these data-driven applications and analytic processes:
Errors in data can be incredibly costly and disruptive, leading to loss of revenue, incorrect
conclusions, and misguided policy decisions. For example, errors in spreadsheet data have
led to million dollar losses [168, 170]; database errors have caused insurance companies
to wrongly deny claims and fail to notify customers of policy changes [192], agencies to
miscalculate their budgets [101], and medical professionals to deliver incorrect medications
to patients, resulting in at least 24 deaths in the US in 2003 [164]. Poor data quality is
estimated to cost the US economy more than $3 trillion per year [13] and erroneous price
data in retail databases alone cost the US consumers $2.5B each year [80]. At the same time,
end-users are also overwhelmed by the erroneous and conflicting data, thus start to distrust
these data-driven applications and analytic processes: According to a recent study [97],
more than 85% of people do not fully trust content from data-driven web services. Therefore,
to avoid the financial losses and rebuild the trust with users, there is a strong demand for
improving and understanding the quality of data.
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Figure 1.1: Lifecycle of data.

To improve and understand the quality of data, it is essential to understand how data is
generated and used (Figure 1.1). Automatic procedures, e.g., information extractions and
sensor networks, and manual data entry are the primary sources of data across organizations, industries, and applications. Unfortunately, both of the automatic and manual data
generation procedures are error-prone. For example, through 1973 to 1985, NASA failed
to discover the largest ozone hole on earth due to an error in its data processing software
TOMS, which mistakenly “cleaned” data points that significantly deviated with scientists’
expectations [110]. In 2014, Medicaid had an improper payout rate of approximately 17.5
billion that was mainly caused by data entry errors [131]. To make matters worse, such
erroneous data is often used by downstream applications, which further propagate the errors,
obscure their actual causes, and render the errors even harder to identify. For example,
neither NASA nor Medicaid were able to identify the errors timely: NASA continuously
used the erroneous data, produced by its data processing software TOMS, for different
analytic research for over one decade until the error was finally identified. Medicaid failed
to identify a large portion of erroneous benefits until the subscribers had been deceased for
years.
2

In this thesis, our goal is to improve and understand data quality with respect to its
lifecycle and evolution: from the upstream sources and generation processes, to the downstream applications. In particular, this thesis contributed to three data quality fronts: (1)
we developed diagnosing systems that trace errors to their sources and propose repairs, (2)
we designed a recommendation framework to identify appropriate sources to enhance the
quality and completeness of a dataset, and (3) we designed a framework for explaining
discrepancies across datasets.

1.1

Diagnosing data errors

Data management research has long recognized the importance of data quality, and has
developed an extensive arsenal of data cleaning approaches for purging data errors through
rules, statistics, analyses, and interactive tools. However, a majority of such data cleaning
tools concentrate on the data instead of the processes that generate the data. As a result,
they disregard the fact that a lot of errors are systemic, inherent to the process that produces
the data, and thus will keep occurring unless problems are corrected at their source. Unlike
traditional data cleaning techniques, this thesis focuses on developing diagnostic tools that
help people understand the cause of data errors and provide opportunities for people to
cure the erroneous system rather than the symptoms (the errors in data). In particular, we
concentrate on two distinct processes, automatic data extraction systems and DML queries
on relational databases, that generate or update the data.
With the emergence of the Web and Big Data, automatic data extraction processes
nowadays play an important role in producing structured and semi-structured data. For
example, knowledge extraction [67, 77] has become a hot topic for constructing Web-scale
knowledge bases — a store of semi-structured triples in the form of (subject, predicate,
object). However, the automatically extracted data often contain a large number of errors,
resulting both from mistakes, omissions, or oversights in the data generation process, and
from erroneous, out-of-date information from the data sources. In contrast to traditional
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data curation techniques that focus on finding correct data items, we focus on identifying
the possible systematic reasons for the errors in such automatic data generation processes.
In spite of the growing importance of automatic data extraction processes, DML queries
that operate on relational databases continues to be a primary source of high-value data
across organizations of all sizes, industries, and applications. For example, human resources,
accounting, and finance departments still manage employee and corporate information
through terminal or internal browser-based applications, which translate manual data entry
into UPDATE, INSERT, or DELETE queries over the backend databases [137]. Existing
data cleaning techniques often focus on identifying and pruning erroneous data on a caseby-base basis. However, these techniques can only resolve the problem superficially: by
removing the error, they render the true cause of error further obscured and harder to identify.
In this thesis, our goal is to develop a diagnosis and repair system that identifies and fixes
data errors caused by anomalous DML queries in OLTP applications.

1.2

Selecting the right data sources

The quality of data not only depends on the systems that produce the data, but also on
the data sources used for generating the data. In particular, knowledge bases have become
important tools in improving the search results for multiple major search engines, however,
a significant number of facts are still missing from those knowledge bases, especially
compared to the wealth of information available on the Web. Existing industrial knowledge
base augmentation processes leverages the intelligence of crowd and state-of-art information
extraction tools to guarantee the correctness and completeness of the facts they generate.
However, the data sources in this procedure are still typically hand-picked by domain experts;
thus, data source recommendation is a critical bottleneck. The second component of this
thesis focuses on building a data source recommendation system to accelerate the industrial
knowledge base augmentation processes without sacrificing the quality of facts it generates.
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1.3

Explaining query differences

Many downstream analytic processes and queries rely on data to derive conclusions and
answer user questions. However, the results of the processes or queries sometimes provide
conflicting insights, even though they are derived from homogeneous data and through a
series of comparable operations. For example, election prediction websites often claim
very different results despite the fact that they use very similar processes to draw their
conclusion; movie profile websites, e.g., IMDB1 and Metacritic2 , may provide different
statistics on simple user questions like “the number of movies released in the US in 2017”.
Understanding the causes of the differences and conflicts is essential in determining the
trustworthiness of the results. The last component of this thesis aims at implementing an
explaining tool that helps people understand such differences. More specifically, we aim to
explain differences over semantically similar queries that operate on disjoint databases.

1.4

Overview of this thesis

This thesis is organized and divided into 7 chapters as follows.
• In Chapter 2, we provide a literature review over existing techniques that focus on
improving and understanding data quality. We analyze the correlation and distinctions
between such existing techniques and the systems proposed in this thesis.
• In Chapter 3, we introduce a generic data diagnostic system, DATA XR AY, that identifies
causes of data errors in large-scale automatic data extraction systems. Essentially,
we abstract the data extraction processes using a hierarchical structure of features and
formalize the diagnostic problem as the problem of identifying features that are associated
with data errors. We further use Bayesian analysis to derive a cost model of a set of
1

http://www.imdb.com/

2

http://www.metacritic.com/
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features. Based on the cost model, we provide an effective and scalable algorithm for
deriving the optimal features, which is also the optimal diagnosis of the data errors.
• In Chapter 4, we present a diagnostic and repairing system, QF IX, that focuses on
error diagnosing in relational query histories. Leveraging on identified or reported data
errors, QF IX traces the OLTP query logs and identifies queries that may contribute to the
erroneous data. In particular, QF IX translates the queries that operate over the databases
as linear constraints, and then identifies and repairs the problematic queries by solving
an MILP problem. We further improve QF IX through a suite of optimization strategies,
which achieve several orders of magnitude of speedup.
• In Chapter 5, we demonstrate a recommendation system, M IDAS, that fills the knowledge
gaps between existing knowledge bases and the Web. Given a collection of automatically
extracted facts, we first model the contents in a web source as web source slices and then
measure the utility of a web source slice through a profit function. Based on the profit
function, we propose an algorithm that is able to derive high-utility web source slices in
an effective and efficient manner.
• In Chapter 6, we propose a explaining system explain3D. explain3D explores the causes of
differences over two semantically similar queries that operate on disjoint databases. In
explain3D, we formalize two generic types of explanations, in the form of provenancebased explanation and value-based explanation, and the evidence, in the form of tuple
matches between the databases, for supporting the explanations. We then develop
an algorithm that leverages on constraint optimization problem to derive the optimal
explanations.
• In the last Chapter, we summarize and conclude this thesis. Moreover, we talk about
several limitations of the proposed techniques and provide a discussion of future directions
and open questions.
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CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW

In this thesis, we study the lifecycle of data and improve quality of data in three folds:
First, we develop diagnostic systems that identify systematic errors in the data generation
processes; Second, we build a recommendation system that discovers the right data sources
for automatic data extraction systems; Third, we implement a explaining system that provides
explanations over semantically similar queries on disjoint databases. Our proposed systems
serve as complement to the data cleaning and data quality research. The functionality of
the proposed systems heavily rely on a variety of existing techniques, such as techniques
for data cleaning, information extraction, and source selection. In this chapter, we provide
a brief overview of these existing techniques and discuss the correlation and distinctions
between these existing techniques and the proposed systems.

2.1

Related works – Error diagnosis

The first fold of this thesis targets the problem of error diagnosis. We develop two
systems, DATA XR AY and QF IX, to provide diagnosis over where and how the errors happen
in a data generative process.
2.1.1

Traditional data cleaning techniques

Traditional data cleaning techniques [159] focus on identifying and correcting erroneous
data. This is different with our objective, which focuses on exploring the cause of the error,
however, they are complementary to our proposed diagnostic systems. In particular, our
systems may leverage the identified errors to diagnose the causes of errors. Identifying
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and correcting data errors is an important and well studied problem. Data management
research has supplied a variety of tools to deal with errors originating from integrating
data from multiple sources [2, 16, 149, 158], identifying data items that refer to the same
entity [104, 125], resolving conflicts [72, 193, 196], and providing language extensions for
cleaning [89]. The ultimate goal for all of these techniques is to identify which items in
a dataset are correct, and which are incorrect. As mentioned earlier, these techniques are
complementary to this thesis; they can be used to label the truthfulness of elements in our
diagnostic frameworks. Consequently, our work focuses on identifying mistakes in the
process that produced the data, rather than finding errors in the dataset itself.
2.1.2

Data provenance and data quality

Besides traditional data cleaning, the error diagnosis problem, especially the problem
of diagnosing errors in relational queries, is strongly correlated to the field of data and
workflow provenance, which expresses why a particular data item appears in a query result.
Data provenance studies formalisms that express why a particular data item appears in a
query result, or how that query result was produced in relation to input data [33, 47, 54, 102].
However, since we often do not know the details of each data generator (e.g., knowledge
extractors), we cannot easily apply these approaches. In comparison, our first diagnostic
system, DATA XR AY, describes how collections of data items were produced in relation to
high-level characteristics of the data generative process. Roughly, features in our framework
are a form of provenance annotations, but these are much simpler than the complex process
steps and interactions that workflow provence [6, 61] typically captures and maintains. Our
second diagnostic system, QF IX, not only considers the provenance, but also analyzes and
diagnose the data generation process –DML queries.
Closer to our diagnostic systems, work on interactive investigation of information
extraction [60] uses provenance-based techniques and discusses a concept of diagnosis
under a similar application setting. The focus of that work however, is on interactive
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exploration and repair tools, which is different from the scope of our work. Another thrust
of works that is highly correlated with our work is data quality analytic techniques that
summarize patterns or tuples in the provenance or lineage of the identified errors. Data
Auditor [99, 100] and Descriptive and prescriptive cleaning [42] both use the provenance
(or lineage) of the output to explore systemic reasons and patterns, or input tuples that are
correlated to the errors. Data Auditor uses rules and integrity constraints to construct pattern
tableaux, which summarizes the subsets of elements that fail to satisfy a constraint, with
some flexibility to avoid over-fitting. The tableaux outputs resemble diagnoses with a list
of features by a top down algorithm. Descriptive and prescriptive cleaning leverages data
quality rules and statistic analysis to summarize input tuples that are connected to most
errors. Similar to Data Auditor and Descriptive and prescriptive cleaning, our first diagnostic
system, DATA XR AY, also generates feature sets or patterns of attributes that characterize
errors; and our second diagnostic system, QF IX, also explores the potential cause of errors
from the lineage or provenance of the errors. However, there are several distinctions between
these existing techniques and our proposed systems. First, both of the two techniques require
user input, e.g., Data Auditor requires users to select the attributes that will be in the tableaux
and Descriptive and prescriptive cleaning requires users to specify a list of data quality rules.
Second, instead of analyzing the causal relationship, the objective of these two techniques
mainly evaluate the coverage of the patterns or tuples over the erroneous data.
2.1.3

Data error repair

An aspect of data cleaning targets at automatically generate repairs for the recovered
errors [48]. Again, there is a large arsenal of tools in this category that use rules [23, 51]
and functional dependencies [48, 81], while there is also work that focuses on generating
repairs in an interactive fashion, using user feedback [160, 191]. Our first diagnostic tool,
DataXRay, focuses on exploring insight on the likely causes of error, rather than a cure.
Thus, it does not suggest specific repairs for the identified data errors. Our second diagnostic
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tool, QFix, analyzes errors in the data to diagnose and repairs errors in queries that operated
on the data. This is in contrast to existing data repair techniques, which operate on the data
directly.
2.1.4

Data causality

The work on database causality [139, 140, 142] refines the notions of provenance, and
describes the dependencies that a query result has on the input data. Similar to our proposed
works, causality offers a diagnostic method that identifies data items that are more likely
to be causes of particular query outputs. This leads to a form of post-factum data cleaning,
where errors in the output can be traced and corrected at their source [141]. There are
two significant differences between causality and our diagnostic systems. First, causal
reasoning can only be applied to simple data generative processes, such as single queries and
boolean formulas, whereas our diagnostic systems work with both generic and arbitrarily
complex processes by relying on feature annotations and workloads with hundreds of queries.
Second, existing algorithms for causality do not scale to the data sizes that we tackle with
the proposed systems.
2.1.5

Others

Our first diagnostic system, DATA XR AY, explores and identifies features that are responsible for the identified errors. Thus, the proposed technique naturally relates to several
existing techniques, including clustering [9, 14, 144], which summarizes and finds the groupings of a set of data items; feature selection [31, 132, 146, 184], which identifies features
that may distinguish negative and positive labels; and set cover problem [41, 50, 56, 84, 150],
which identifies a collection of features that cover data errors. The clustering methods
are ill-suited for deriving diagnosis since they assumes non-overlapping clusters, however,
features in the data generation processes may heavily overlap to each other. In this thesis,
through our evaluation, we also showed that feature selection techniques, e.g., logistic
regression, and set cover variant, e.g., Red-blue set cover [41, 150], are not well suited for
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deriving good diagnoses. In addition, both of these two techniques are hard to parallelize
and therefore suffer from scalability limitations.

2.2

Related works – Source selection

The second fold of this thesis focuses on identifying web source slices for information
extraction systems. Our proposed recommendation system, M IDAS, leverages the automatically extracted facts and the web sources associate with these facts to find the right web
sources for augmenting an existing knowledge using the industrial augmentation standard.
2.2.1

Automatic extraction systems

The input of M IDAS includes the automatically extracted facts from knowledge extraction
systems. Typically, knowledge extraction systems extract facts from diverse data sources
and generate facts in either fixed ontologies for their subjects/predicate categories, or
in unlexicalized format: ClosedIE extraction systems, including KnowledgeVault [67],
NELL [39], PROSPERA [145], DeepDive/Elementary [147, 176], and extraction systems in
the TAC-KBP competition [7, 43, 180, 181], often generate facts of the first type; whereas
OpenIE extraction system [75, 77, 79, 174] normally extract facts of the latter type. Existing
knowledge extraction and fusion systems [67, 176] often operate on a wide range of random
web sources like ClueWeb09 [38]. However, such systems suffer from low accuracy due to
the low quality of data sources and the lack of training data. To achieve quality guarantee,
industry often conducts a semi-automated procedure [70, 129] that relies on domain experts
to manually select data sources for augmenting the knowledge bases. In addition, there are
many data cleaning and data fusion tools [27, 68, 130, 152] to improve extraction quality
of such extraction systems. M IDAS solves the problem of identifying web source slices
for augmenting the content of knowledge bases by leveraging on the extracted and cleaned
facts. Therefore, the quality of web source slices M IDAS derives significantly relies on the
performance of the above systems.
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2.2.2

Source selection

The selection of data sources is crucial for various data processing tasks. Many existing
techniques [69, 161, 162] focus on selecting sources for integrating data in order to improve
the quality of results and reduce the cost of the integration process. These source selection
techniques often use a gain and a cost function to measure the quality of a data source. In
contrast to data integration, our data source recommendation system, M IDAS, focuses on
selecting web sources for augmenting knowledge bases. Inspired by the source selection
techniques, M IDAS also uses customized gain and cost functions to evaluate the profit of the
content in a web source. However, M IDAS is fundamentally different from source selection
problems since the candidate web source contents are unknown whereas the sources in the
latter problems are given as an input.
2.2.3

Collection selection

Collection Selection [5, 36, 37, 40] has been long recognized as an important problem in
distributed information retrieval. Given a query and a set of document collections stored
in different servers or databases, collection selection techniques retrieve a ranked list of
relevant documents: They first perform the selection algorithm on each collection, based
on the pre-generated collection descriptions and a similarity metric, and then integrate and
consolidate the results into a single coherent ranked list. Our proposed problem is correlated
with the collection selection problem: web sources under the same web domain form a
collection, which is further described by the extracted facts; our goal, finding the right web
sources for knowledge gaps, can also be considered as a query operate on the collections of
web sources. However, instead of a query of keywords, our query is an existing knowledge
base. Other than the difference on the queries, there are several additional properties that
render these two problems fundamentally different: first, the similarity metrics, which focus
on measuring the semantic similarity, in collection selection, do not apply to our problem;
second, the web sources in a collection in our problem form a hierarchy; third, our problem
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not only targets retrieving relevant web sources, but also generating descriptions for the web
sources with respect to our query on the fly.

2.3

Related works – Query explanation

In this thesis, we study the problem of explaining the disagreements in the results of
semantically similar queries over disjoint datasets. While there is a growing body of work in
data management research on deriving explanations, existing work focuses on one dataset at
a time, and cannot address disagreements across datasets with potentially different schemas.
Explain3D is, to the best of our knowledge, the first framework of its kind, that handles
disagreements across disjoint datasets.
2.3.1

Query explanation in a single database

Data management research on explanations has focused on the assumption that data
resides in a single dataset. The Scorpion system [190] finds predicates on the input data
as explanations for a labeled set of outlier points in an aggregate query over a single
relation. Roy and Suciu [167] extended explanations with a formal framework that handles
complex SQL queries and database schemas involving multiple relations and functional
dependencies. This explanation tool does not require any preparation for the data and derives
the explanations as a set of conjunctive predicates. Roy, Orr and Suciu [166] further extend
their work to provide richer and more insightful explanations on datasets with prepared
candidate explanations derived by domain experts.
Other explanation work investigates the absence of answers from a query result [44, 182,
186]; these systems provide why-not explanations and sometimes modification suggestions
to the queries. Work on provenance and causality [34, 87, 140] focuses on identifying the
tuples that contribute to a query, and quantify their contributions. Finally, applicationspecific explanations focus on a particular domain, such as performance of MapReduce
jobs [122], item rating [59, 183], and auditing and security [19, 76].
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2.3.2

Schema matching and entity resolution

To compare two semantically similar queries and the corresponding databases, explain3D
leverages existing schema matching techniques [21, 64, 108, 136] to derive the correspondence among attributes in two semantically correlated schemas. Existing schema matching
solutions leverage a wide variety of techniques, from heuristics [64], to rules [136], to
learning-based approaches [21, 108].
Another essential input for explain3D is the initial tuple matches (or the tuple mapping).
We may acquire such initial tuple matches by leveraging existing entity resolution (or record
linkage) techniques [20, 26, 62, 66, 187]. More specifically, explain3D treats existing entity
resolution approaches as blackboxes and uses them to derive the matches and include them
as part of the input.
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CHAPTER 3
DATAXRAY: DIAGNOSING ERRORS IN INFORMATION
EXTRACTION SYSTEMS

A lot of applications are data-driven, and the correctness of their operation relies heavily
on the quality of their data. While existing data cleaning techniques can be quite effective at
purging datasets of errors, they disregard the fact that a lot of errors are systematic, inherent
to the process that produces the data, and thus will keep occurring unless the problems
are corrected at their source. For example, a faulty sensor will keep producing wrong
measurements, a program bug will keep generating re-occurring mistakes in simulation
results, and a bad extraction pattern will continue to derive incorrect relations from web
documents.
My research has focused on providing data diagnostic tools that help data producers
to identify the possible systematic reasons that cause errors in the data. This is in contrast
to traditional data cleaning approaches, which treat the symptom (the errors in a dataset)
rather than the underlying condition (the cause of the errors). In particular, we target
diagnosing data errors in two directions: (1). error diagnosis in large-scale information
extraction systems (in this Chapter), and (2). error diagnosis in relational data systems (in
next Chapter).
In this chapter, we present a generic approach to find groupings of errors that may be due
to the same causes. The identified groupings further give clues for discerning the underlying
problems. We call our tool DATA XR AY: just as a medical X-ray can facilitate (but not in
itself give) the diagnosis of medical conditions, our tool shows the inherent relationship
between errors and helps diagnose their causes. We use two examples to illustrate how
DATA XR AY achieves this goal.
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Example 3.1 Knowledge extraction has become a hot topic for constructing Web-scale
knowledge bases [67, 78, 111]. Knowledge bases often contain a large number of errors,
resulting both from mistakes, omissions, or oversights in the extraction process, and from
erroneous, out-of-date information from the data sources. Existing knowledge curation
techniques focus on finding correct knowledge in the form of (subject, predicate, object)
triples by analyzing extractions from multiple knowledge extractors [67, 71]; however, they
do not offer any insight on why these errors occurred and how to prevent them in the future.
We applied DATA XR AY on knowledge extracted by a real-world knowledge extraction
pipeline1 using more than 10 extractors. Our tool returns groupings of erroneous triples
that may be caused by the same systematic error. We discuss two samples of errors that
DATA XR AY reports:
Annotation errors: About 600 knowledge triples are extracted from besoccer.com
with object “Feb 18, 1986” using WebMaster annotations (according to schema.org);
among them, the error rate is 100% (all triples conflict with the real world). Such a
high error rate raises a red flag for further investigation. Manual examination revealed
that the WebMaster used 2/18/1986 to annotate the date of birth for all soccer players,
possibly by copying HTML segments.
Reconciliation errors: About 700,000 triples are extracted from various Web sources with
object Baseball coach; among them, the error rate is 90%. Manual investigation showed
that the mistakes resulted from reconciliation errors: all coaches were reconciled to
Baseball coaches.
In these scenarios the errors are systemic, resulting from mistakes, omissions, or oversights
in the extraction process. Using traditional cleaning tools, one can identify the incorrect
triples and remove them from the knowledge base, but the errors will keep reoccurring as
long as the underlying causes persist.
1

We omit the name of the knowledge extraction system to preserve double-blind anonymity.
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Example 3.2 (Wireless packet loss) A wireless sensor network experiences significant
packet loss. DATA XR AY reports a grouping of messages containing the range of node
IDs 10-15 as destinations, where the message drop rate is very high. Manual investigation
unveils that nodes 10–15 are all located on a side of the building with poor connectivity due
to interference.
Diagnosing errors in knowledge extraction and other big data settings raises three major
challenges, making existing techniques, such as provenance analysis, feature selection, and
answering “why” question in database query answering, not applicable.
Large error rates. Data on the web is often inaccurate and mostly unstructured, leading
to frequent extraction errors. In addition, extraction systems often make systemic errors,
such as using default values, or incorrectly matching a predicate for some types of data.
Corroboration techniques [72, 74, 90, 153, 193, 196] can help identify errors in the extraction
output, but this only treats the symptom of the problem; without proper diagnosis, the
extraction pipeline will continue to produce incorrect data.
Massive scale. Systems extracting information from the web produce very large amounts
of information, usually in the form of RDF knowledge triples. Google’s Knowledge Vault
contains 1.6 billion extraction results [67]. Such data sizes require algorithms with linear
time complexity and the ability to process them in parallel.
System complexity. Extraction systems are usually very complex, they implement a large
number of algorithms, they invoke external tools, and they use a very large number of
patterns. As a result, it is not feasible to analyze them and reason with them directly.
DATA XR AY addresses these challenges by analyzing the relationship between erroneous
instances in an efficient and scalable manner. More concretely, we make the following
contributions.
• We abstract the processes that derive data using a hierarchical structure of features. Each
feature corresponds to a subset of data properties and each cause of errors can be considered
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to be associated with a feature. We then transform the problem of error diagnosis to the
problem of finding the features that best represent erroneous elements. This transformation
enforces minimal assumptions, can model a large range of application scenarios, and
allows for efficient exploration of possible diagnoses (Section 3.1).
• We apply Bayesian analysis to estimate the causal likelihood of a set of features being
associated with the causes of the errors, and use that to determine the most likely diagnosis
for a given set of errors. We identify three intuitive principles for good diagnoses: conciseness (simpler diagnoses are preferable), specificity (each diagnosis be closely associated
with the real cause), and consistency (diagnoses should not be contradicted by a lot of
correct data). We design a cost model that captures these principles and can be evaluated
efficiently (Section 3.2).
• We exploit the hierarchical structure of features and propose a top-down iterative algorithm
with linear time complexity that evaluates possible diagnoses from broader to more concise
using our cost model. We then extend our algorithm to a parallel, MapReduce-based
version (Section 3.3).
• Our evaluation includes three phases of experiments. First, we evaluate our cost model on
real-world extraction data and demonstrate that it is significantly more effective at deriving
diagnoses than other feature selection methods, including logistic regression models.
Second, we demonstrate that our algorithm is orders of magnitude more efficient than the
other feature selection methods. Third, we present experimental results on synthetic data
demonstrating that our approach can scale effectively to very large data sizes (Section 3.4).

3.1

The element-feature model

In this section, we introduce a running example motivated by knowledge extraction, and
describe a model abstraction to formalize the problem of diagnosing errors in this setting.
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Musicians – Table 1

Composers – Table 2

Name

Date of Birth

Date of Death

Name

Date of Birth

Date of Death

P. Fontaine
J. Vide

c.1380
unknown

c.1450
1433

G. Legrant
H. Lantins

fl.1405
fl.c.1420

N/A
unknown

(a) Two web tables with information about musicians, that appear on the same wiki page.
Extracted triples

z

}|

Triple properties

{

z

}|

{

ID

knowledge triple

source
URL
tableID

subject
type

instance

predicate
type instance

object
type

instance

t1
t2
t3
t4
t5
t6
t7
t8
t9
t10
t11
t12

{P. Fontaine, Profession, Musician}
{P. Fontaine, DoB, c.1380}
{P. Fontaine, DoD,c.1450}
{J. Vide, Profession, Musician}
{J. Vide, DoB, 01/01/1900}
{J. Vide, DoD, 1433}
{G. Legrant, Profession, Composer}
{G. Legrant, DoB, fl.1405}
{G. Legrant, DoD, 01/01/1900}
{H. Lantins, Profession, Composer}
{H. Lantins, DoB, fl.c.1420}
{H. Lantins, DoD, 01/01/1900}

wiki
wiki
wiki
wiki
wiki
wiki
wiki
wiki
wiki
wiki
wiki
wiki

People
People
People
People
People
People
People
People
People
People
People
People

P. Fontaine
P. Fontaine
P. Fontaine
J. Vide
J. Vide
J. Vide
G. Legrant
G. Legrant
G. Legrant
H. Lantins
H. Lantins
H. Lantins

Bio
Bio
Bio
Bio
Bio
Bio
Bio
Bio
Bio
Bio
Bio
Bio

Profession
Date
Date
Profession
Date
Date
Profession
Date
Date
Profession
Date
Date

Musician
c.1380
c.1450
Musician
01/01/1900
1433
Composer
fl.1405
01/01/1900
Composer
fl.c.1420
01/01/1900

tbl #1
tbl #1
tbl #1
tbl #1
tbl #1
tbl #1
tbl #2
tbl #2
tbl #2
tbl #2
tbl #2
tbl #2

Profession
DoB
DoD
Profession
DoB
DoD
Profession
DoB
DoD
Profession
DoB
DoD

(b) Knowledge triples extracted from the web tables in (a) and values of their properties in all
dimensions. Incorrect triples are highlighted.

Figure 3.1: Error diagnosis in information extraction. An extraction pipeline processes
the web tables in (a) and derives 12 knowledge triples (elements). Each element has four
property dimensions with different granularity levels. The extractors assign a default value
to dates that are unknown (“01/01/1900”), leading to three highlighted incorrect triples (t5 ,
t9 , and t12 ).

Although we focus on knowledge extraction as the driving application for our framework,
our approach can easily adapt to general settings.
Example 3.3 Figure 3.1a depicts two example Web tables that reside on the same wiki page,
containing information about musicians. Figure 3.1b depicts the data extracted from these
Web tables using an extraction system. The extracted data consists of knowledge triples in
the form of (subject, predicate, object); for example, the triple (P. Fontaine, DoB, c.1380)
states that the date of birth of P. Fontaine is c. 1380.
Some of the extracted triples are incorrect, and are highlighted in the table of Figure 3.1b
(t5 , t9 , and t12 ). While traditional cleaning techniques may simply remove these triples from
the knowledge base, or further provide a list of such triples as feedback, our objective is
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to help diagnose the problem and understand the reasons for these errors. In this case, the
reason for the incorrect results is that the extractors assign a default value (“01/01/1900”)
to unknown dates.
In this work, we assume that we know which extracted triples are incorrect, either
through manual labeling or by applying existing cleaning and classification techniques. Our
goal is not to identify the errors, but to reveal common properties of the errors that may be
helpful in diagnosing the underlying causes.
From Example 3.3, we observe that a cause of errors is often associated with some
properties of the erroneous instances and causes a high error rate for data with these
properties. In Example 3.3, the three erroneous triples are caused by using 01/01/1900 as
the default value when a date is unknown. Indeed, they share a common property that their
objects are all 01/01/1900. By highlighting the observation that the error rate is high (1.0 in
our example) for triples with “object value: 01/01/1900”, we can help users diagnose this
possible cause. As another example, imagine a high error rate for triples extracted from Tbl
#1 (Figure 3.1b) where the objects are of the Date type. It suggests that the date format in
that table may not be captured properly by the extractors. Surfacing such observation for
triples with “source tableID: Tbl # 1” and “object type: date” can help the diagnosis.
Based on this intuition, we define the element-feature model, where we consider each
data instance as an element, and capture its properties by a set of property values. We then
use a subset of property values, which we call a feature, to capture a possible cause of errors.
The problem of error diagnosis then reduces to the problem of finding a set of features that
best summarizes all erroneous data elements.
Property dimension: A property dimension describes one aspect of a data instance. For our
example data set, there are four dimensions: source, subject, predicate, and object. Without
losing generality, we consider a certain ordering of the dimensions.
Property hierarchy: For each dimension, the properties form a hierarchy: some property
values are finer-granularity representations of others. For example, source tableID provides
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Element

V

e1
e2
e3
e4
e5
···

TRUE
TRUE
TRUE
TRUE
FALSE

···

Property Vector
{(source
{(source
{(source
{(source
{(source

tableID, tbl #1),
tableID, tbl #1),
tableID, tbl #1),
tableID, tbl #1),
tableID, tbl #1),
···

(subj
(subj
(subj
(subj
(subj

instance, P. Fontaine),
instance, P. Fontaine),
instance, P. Fontaine),
instance, J. Vide),
instance, J. Vide),
···

(pred
(pred
(pred
(pred
(pred

instance, Profession),
instance, DoB),
instance, DoD),
instance, Profession),
instance, DoB),
···

(obj
(obj
(obj
(obj
(obj

instance, Musician)}
instance, c.1380)}
instance, c.1450)}
instance, Musician)}
instance, 01/01/1900)}
···

(a) List of Elements: The triples of Figure 3.1b, represented in the element format. The truthfulness
value (V) of incorrect elements is FALSE.

Feature

Property vector

Structure vector

List of elements

Level 0

f0

{ALL, ALL, ALL, ALL}

{0, 0, 0, 0}

{e1 , e2 , e3 , e4 , e5 , e6 , e7 , e8 , e9 , e10 , e11 , e12 }

Level 1

f1
f2
f3
f4
f5

{(source URL, wiki), ALL, ALL, ALL}
{ALL, (subj type, People), ALL,ALL}
{ALL, ALL, (pred type, Bio), ALL}
{ALL, ALL, ALL, (obj type, Profession)}
{ALL, ALL, ALL, (obj type, Date)}

{1, 0, 0, 0}
{0, 1, 0, 0}
{0, 0, 1, 0}
{0, 0, 0, 1}
{0, 0, 0, 1}

{e1 , e2 , e3 , e4 , e5 , e6 , e7 , e8 , e9 , e10 , e11 , e12 }
{e1 , e2 , e3 , e4 , e5 , e6 , e7 , e8 , e9 , e10 , e11 , e12 }
{e1 , e2 , e3 , e4 , e5 , e6 , e7 , e8 , e9 , e10 , e11 , e12 }
{e1 , e4 , e7 , e10 }
{e2 , e3 , e5 , e6 , e8 , e9 , e11 , e12 }

Level 2

f6
f7
···

{ALL, ALL, ALL, (obj instance, 01/01/1900)}
{ALL, ALL, ALL, (obj instance, c.1380)}
···

{0, 0, 0, 2}
{0, 0, 0, 2}
···

{e5 , e9 , e12 }
{e2 }
···

f8
f9
···

{(source tableID, tbl #1), ALL, (pred instance, DoB), ALL }
{(source tableID, tbl #2), ALL, (pred instance, DoD), ALL }
···

{2, 0, 2, 0}
{2, 0, 2, 0}
···

{e2 , e5 }
{e9 , e12 }
···

···
Level 4
···

(b) List of Features: Candidate reasons of extraction errors in the feature format. The incorrect
elements in each feature are marked as red. Structure vector and feature level are defined in
Section 3.3.

Figure 3.2: The Element-Feature model is a more efficient representation of the data instance
and the possible error causes that takes advantage of the hierarchical relationship of the
extraction properties.

finer-granularity source information than source URL, and subject instance provides finergranularity subject information than subject type. Such granularity levels form a hierarchy
for each dimension, and we use ALL to denote the root level.
In our example, the source dimension has three levels in the hierarchy:

ALL, source URL,

source tableID. Each other dimension also has three levels; taking subject as an example,

the hierarchy is ALL, subject type, subject instance. Interchangeably, we denote a property
by the concatenation of dimension name and property name, or of dimension name and the
level number (e.g., subject type vs subject 1 ).
Property vector: With property dimensions and hierarchies, we can use a property vector
to represent a data instance or a set of instances that share common properties. The vector
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Notation

Description

e(V, P )
f (P, E)
E
F
Pr(F|E)
f.E−
f.E+
i
α
SVf
Lf
f
Pi p
V arif

Element with truthfulness V and property vector P
Feature with property vector P and set of elements E
Dataset of elements E = {e1 , . . . , en }
Set of features F = {f1 , . . . , fk }; candidate diagnosis
Causal likelihood: probability that F caused the errors in E
The false elements in f : {e | (e ∈ f.E) ∧ (¬e.V )}
The true elements in f : {e | (e ∈ f.E) ∧ e.V }
−|
The error rate of feature fi : i = |f|fi i.E
.E|
The a priori probability that a feature is a cause of error
The structure vector of feature f
The level of feature f
Partition i of the child features of fp
f
The variance of error rates of features in partition Pi p

Figure 3.3: Summary of notations used in this chapter.

contains one (property, value) pair for each dimension, where the property is in the hierarchy
of that dimension, and the value is for the particular property. The root level property
corresponds to the pair (ALL, ALL), but we write just ALL for short. For example:
• {ALL,

ALL , ALL ,

(object instance, 01/01/1900)} represents all triples with object

01/01/1900.
• {(source tableID, Tbl#1), ALL, ALL, (object type, Date)} represents all triples from Tbl#1
of the particular wiki page with objects of the Date type.
Element: For each data instance (triple) we define an element to capture its truthfulness
and property vector; the vector should contain a value for the leaf-level property for every
dimension.
Definition 3.4 (Element) Consider a data set with m property dimensions. A data instance
is called an element e = (V, P ), where
• V is TRUE if the instance is correct and

FALSE

otherwise;

• P = {d1 , . . . , dm } is a property vector, where di , i ∈ [1, m], is a (property, value)
pair for the leaf property of the i-th dimension.
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Figure 3.2a presents a subset of the elements that correspond to the triples in Figure 3.1b.
Feature: Each property vector defines a set of triples that share a set of properties; we call it
a feature.
Definition 3.5 (Feature) Consider a data set with m property dimensions. A Feature f is a
pair f = (P, E), where
• P = {d1 , . . . , dm } is a property vector, where di , i ∈ [1, m], is a (property, value)
pair for a property in the hierarchy of the i-th dimension.
• E is the set of elements with the properties represented by P .
Figure 3.2b shows some example features for Example 3.3. As an example, feature f6
represents all triples whose object is 01/01/1900; elements e5 , e9 , and e12 carry this feature.
We now formalize the problem of deriving diagnoses for data errors using the elementfeature model. Each feature identifies a possible cause of error, and a diagnosis is a set of
features that collectively explain the causes of the observed errors.
Definition 3.6 (Optimal Diagnosis) Given a dataset of elements E = {e1 , ..., en } and a
cost function c, we want to find the set of features, F = {f1 , ..., fk }, such that: (a) ∀ei ∈ E
with ei .V =false, ∃fj ∈ F such that ei ∈ fj .E, and (b) c(F) is minimized.
The first condition of the definition requires that the diagnosis explains all the errors,
while the second condition requires that the diagnosis is optimal with respect to a cost
function c. Note again that the output are the features that are associated with the causes,
instead of the causes themselves. In this thesis, we tackled two challenges: (1) how to derive
an appropriate cost function, and (2) how to solve the optimal diagnosis problem efficiently.
Overview: cost model (Section 3.2)
We start by using Bayesian analysis to derive the set of features with the highest probability
of being associated with the causes for the mistakes in the data set. We derive our cost
function from the Bayesian estimate: the lowest cost corresponds to the highest a posteriori
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probability that the selected features are the real causes for the errors. The resulting cost
function contains three types of penalties, which capture the following three intuitions:
Conciseness: Simpler diagnoses with fewer features are preferable.
Specificity: Each feature should have a high error rate.
Consistency: The features not include many correct elements.
We propose an additive cost function based on these three penalties that approximates the
Bayesian estimate and is efficient to compute.
Overview: diagnostic algorithm (Section 3.3)
We can prove that finding the set of features with the minimal cost is NP-complete. We
design a top-down, iterative algorithm with linear-time complexity. Our algorithm traverses
the feature hierarchy from coarser to finer granularity features. It uses local stopping
conditions to decide whether to accept the current feature or explore deeper. We extend our
algorithm to a parallel, MapReduce-based version that is effective at large-scale diagnosis
tasks.

3.2

A diagnostic cost model

The core of our diagnostic framework is the cost model used to determine the optimal
diagnosis (Definition 3.6). In this section, we focus on deriving a cost function that is
effective in identifying good diagnoses and that can be computed efficiently. We start by
using Bayesian analysis to compute the probability that a set of features is the cause of the
mistakes in the dataset (Section 3.2.1). Then, we propose a cost function that approximates
the Bayesian analysis efficiently, through simple, additive penalty functions (Section 3.2.2).
Finally, we show that deriving the optimal diagnosis is NP-completeness, which further
motivates the need for efficient algorithms with parallelization potential (Section 3.2.3).
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3.2.1

Bayesian estimate of causal likelihood

Given a set of elements E = {e1 , . . . , en } and their correctness, we wish to estimate the
probability Pr(F|E) that a set of features F = {f1 , . . . , fk } is the cause for the erroneous
data instances in E. From Bayesian inference, the a posteriori probability Pr(F|E) is
proportional to the likelihood Pr(E|F) times the prior Pr(F):
Pr(F|E) ∝ Pr(E|F) Pr(F)

(3.1)

We assume that mistakes represented by features are independent. This assumption is
reasonable because even for related features, the associated causes can still be independent.
For example, feature f6 = {ALL, ALL, ALL, (obj instance, 01/01/1900)} is subsumed by
feature f5 = {ALL, ALL, ALL, (obj type, Date)}; however, f6 can be associated with the
cause of incorrectly assigning the default value 01/01/1900, while f5 can be associated with
the cause of inability of an extractor to parse dates, and the two causes are independent.
Using this independence assumption, we can express the priori Pr(F) as follows.
Pr(F) =

Y

Pr(fi )

(3.2)

fi ∈F

We further use α to denote the a priori probability that a feature is a cause (Pr(fi ) = α).
Then, Pr(F) = αk .
Now consider Pr(E|F). We assume the elements in E are independent conditioned on
F. For an element ej ∈ E, we denote by F (ej ) ⊆ F the features that contain ej ; only
errors associated with features in F (ej ) can affect the correctness of ej . Thus, we have the
following.
Pr(E|F) =

Y

Pr(ej |F) =

ej ∈E

Y

Pr(ej |F (ej ))

(3.3)

ej ∈E

We assume that for each cause of errors, there is an error rate between 0 and 1. For
example, assigning a default date 01/01/1900 often has an error rate close to 1 (if not 1),
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date format parsing error from a particular Webpage can also have a high error rate, whereas
a webtable providing erroneous data often has a lower error rate. We denote by i the error
rate of the cause associated with feature fi . The error rate i can be derived directly from
fi .E and denotes the probability that an element represented by feature fi is incorrect when
fi is associated with a cause of error.
Then, the probability of an element ej being correct is the probability that none of the
causes associated with the features it belongs to affects its correctness. Similarly, we can
compute the probability of an element being incorrect.

Pr(ej .V = true|F (ej )) = Πfi ∈F (ej ) (1 − i )

(3.4)

Pr(ej .V = f alse|F (ej )) = 1 − Πfi ∈F (ej ) (1 − i )

(3.5)

As special cases, we define P r(ej .V = true|∅) = 1, rewarding not including correct
elements in the returned features, and define P r(ej .V = f alse|∅) = 0, penalizing not
including incorrect elements in the returned features. Since Definition 3.6 requires covering
all incorrect elements, we assume in the rest of the chapter that F (ei ) 6= ∅ for every
ei ∈ E, ei .V = f alse.
Equations (3.1-3.5) together compute the probability that the features in set F are the
causes of the errors in data instances of E. Our goal is to find the set F with the highest
probability Pr(F|E).
Example 3.7 We consider two sets of features, F1 = {f6 } and F2 = {f8 , f9 }, as possible
causes for the errors in the set of elements E = {e1 , . . . , e12 } in Figure 3.2a. Semantically,
the former means that the errors are caused by the wrong default value “01/01/1900”; the
latter means that the errors are caused by two mistakes–wrongly parsing the dates of birth
in Table 1 and wrongly parsing the dates of death in Table 2.
Feature f6 has 3 incorrect elements and no correct elements; its error rate is 6 = 1.
Using α = 0.5, we get that P r(F1 ) = 0.5, P r(E|F1 ) = 1−(1−1) = 1, so P r(F1 |E) ∝ 0.5.
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On the other hand, f8 has one incorrect element, and one correct element (8 = 0.5),
and f9 has two incorrect elements and no correct elements (9 = 1). Thus, P r(F2 ) = 0.52 ,
P r(e2 |F2 ) = P r(e2 |f8 ) = (1 − 0.5) = 0.5, P r(e5 |F2 ) = P r(e5 |f8 ) = 1 − (1 − 0.5) = 0.5,
P r(e9 |F2 ) = P r(e12 |F2 ) = 1 − (1 − 1) = 1, so P r(F2 |E) ∝ 0.52 · 0.5 · 0.5 · 1 · 1 = 0.0625.
This result indicates that F1 is more likely to be the cause of error than F2 .
3.2.2

The diagnostic cost model

The Bayesian analysis described previously represents the probability that a set of
features F are the causes of the errors in E. It requires probability computation for each
element. Since our goal is to find the set of features that best diagnose the errors, it would
be much more intuitive to transform the a posteriori probability to a cost function that
computes a cost for each feature, and sums up the cost for all selected features.
Note that both Pr(F) and Pr(ej .V = true|F (ej )) can be written as the product of a set
of terms, each associated with a feature. If we can transform Pr(ej .V = f alse|F (ej )) to
such a form, we can then define a cost function for each feature and take an aggregation.
For this purpose, we estimate Pr(ej .V = f alse|F (ej )) as follows.

Pr(ej .V = f alse|F (ej )) = Πfi ∈F (ej ) i

(3.6)

In general, this estimate can be arbitrarily bad (consider the extreme case |F (ej )| → ∞).
However, our experimental results show that it leads to good diagnosis results. This is
because of two reasons. First, the estimate is precise for disjoint features (|F (ej )| = 1 for
all ej ∈ E), which is preferable for the conciseness of a diagnosis. Second, for the case of
overlapping features, Equation (3.6) computes a lower probability than (3.5). This penalizes
overlapping features even harsher, which is consistent with our intuition.
We combine Equations (3.1-3.4) and (3.6) to get the following expression for the
probability Pr(F|E).
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Pr(F|E) ∝

Y

Y

Pr(ej |F (ej ))

ej ∈E

fi ∈F

=

Y

Pr(fi )

+
|fi .E− |
αi
(1 − i )|fi .Ei |

(3.7)

fi ∈F

where fi .E− and fi .E+ are the sets of false and true elements of fi , respectively. Accordingly,
we define a cost function for each feature.
Definition 3.8 (Feature cost) The cost c(fi ) of a feature fi is the sum of the fixed cost, false
cost, and true cost, defined as follows.

cf ixed (fi ) = log

1
α

1
i
1
ctrue (fi ) = |fi .E+ | log
1 − i
cf alse (fi ) = |fi .E− | log

The use of logarithms2 allows our cost function to be additive. Then, the a posteriori
probability Pr(F|E) can be estimated using the diagnosis cost, defined as follows.
Definition 3.9 (Diagnosis cost) The cost c(F) of a diagnosis F = {F1 , ..., Fk } is the sum
of the costs of all its features:
c(F) =

X

c(fi )

fi ∈F

Interestingly, the three penalties considered for the feature cost capture the three important properties for the returned diagnosis.
Conciseness: Penalty cf ixed (fi ) > 0 represents the a priori probability. This means that the
diagnosis cost increases as the size of F increases, so this factor prioritizes smaller feature
sets (i.e., concise explanations).
2

Without loss of generality, we assume logarithms of base 2.
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Specificity: Penalty cf alse (fi ) prioritizes the choice of features with higher error rate to
cover the same wrong element. If two features cover the same wrong elements, the one with
higher error rate will result in a lower cost.
Consistency: Penalty ctrue (fi ) prioritizes the choice of features that contain fewer correct
elements. Feature sets that cover a lot of correct elements will result in a high cost.
Adding these cost penalties, balances conciseness, specificity, and consistency. For
example, the diagnosis with a single feature that contains all elements is obviously the
most concise diagnosis, but its error rate is presumably low and it involves a lot of correct
elements, so there is a high true cost and false cost. On the other hand, returning each
element as a single-element feature in the diagnosis is obviously the most specific and
consistent diagnosis, but the number of features is high, resulting in a high fixed cost.
3.2.3

Complexity

For a given dataset of elements E, our cost model assigns a constant cost to each feature.
This transforms the problem of deriving optimal diagnoses (Definition 3.6) to a weighted
set cover problem [92]. There is a straightforward reduction from weighted set cover to the
problem of optimal diagnosis, which means that our problem is NP-complete.
Theorem 3.10 (NP-Completeness) Given a dataset of elements E = {e1 , ..., en }, the cost
function c of Definition 3.9, and a maximum cost K, determining whether there exists a
diagnosis F, such that c(F) ≤ K, is NP-complete.
Proof We prove that the problem of deriving optimal diagnoses is NP-complete. We complete our proof by reducing from the Weighted Set Cover problem [92]. Let S be a collection
of subsets, each of which associates with a weight w(S), over a set of elements X , the
Weighted Set Cover problem searches for a subcollection S 0 ⊆ S such all elements are
covered and the total weights is minimized.
Given an instance of the weighted set cover problem, we construct an instance of our
problem as the follows. For each element xi ∈ X , we create a erroneous element ei in
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our problem; and for each subset S with weight w(S), we create a feature F with cost
w(S). Through our reduction, the constructed problem has the exact same objective with the
given weighted set cover problem. Thus, if the optimal solution of the constructed problem
is guaranteed to be optimal solution for the weighted set cover problem, and vise versa.
Therefore, the problem of deriving optimal diagnoses is NP-Complete.
Weighted set cover is a well established problem, with extensive related work. Specifically, there are several approximation algorithms for this problem [49, 55, 83], but typically,
they don’t come near to addressing the scale of problems that are relevant to our motivating
application domain. These algorithms typically have high-degree polynomial complexity
(e.g., quadratic in the number of features [83]), and they are not amenable to parallelism.
In the next section, we introduce a powerful, sort-free, top-down iterative algorithm
for the optimal diagnosis problem, with linear time complexity and great parallelization
potential. We extend our algorithm to a MapReduce-based implementation, and show that it
is both effective and efficient.

3.3

Driving a diagnosis

In this section, we propose an algorithm that can derive diagnoses efficiently, by exploiting the hierarchical structure of features. We start with a description of the feature hierarchy
(Section 3.3.1). We then propose an algorithm that constructs a diagnosis by traversing the
hierarchy in a top-down fashion (Section 3.3.2). Finally, we present a MapReduce version of
our algorithm that makes causal diagnosis practical for large-scale data sets (Section 3.3.5).
3.3.1

The feature hierarchy

Features form a natural hierarchy due to the property hierarchy (Section 3.1). For example, the feature {(source URL, wiki), ALL, ALL, ALL} contains the feature {(source tableID,
tbl #1), ALL, ALL, ALL}; semantically, the table is a subset of the wiki page. This hierarchy
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Partition 1
!! !

PV:{(source_URL,wiki), ALL,
ALL, ALL}
SV: {1, 0, 0, 0}
ES: {e1, e2, …, e5, …, e9,…, e12}

!! !

PV: {ALL,(subj_type, people),
ALL,ALL}
SV: {0, 1, 0, 0}
ES: {e1, e2, …, e5, …, e9,…, e12}

!! !

PV: {ALL,ALL,
(pred_type, Bio),ALL}
SV: {0, 0, 1, 0}
ES: {e1, e2, …, e5, …, e9,…, e12}

Partition 2

!! !

PV: {ALL,ALL,ALL,ALL}
SV: {0, 0, 0, 0}
ES: {e1, e2, …, e5, …, e9,…, e12}

Partition 3

Partition 4
!! !
!! !
Level 0

PV: {ALL,ALL,
ALL,(obj_type, Profession)}
SV: {0, 0, 0, 1}
ES: {e1, e4, e7, e10}
PV: {ALL,ALL,
ALL, (obj_type, Date)}
SV: {0, 0, 0, 1}
ES: {e2, e3, e5,…, e9,…, e12}

……

Partition 4
!! !

!! !

PV: {ALL,ALL,ALL,
(obj_instance, 01/01/1900)}
SV: {0, 0, 0, 2}
ES: {e5, e9, e12}
PV: {ALL,ALL,
ALL, (obj_instance,c.1380)}
SV: {0, 0, 0, 2}
ES: {e2}

……

Level 1

Level 2

Figure 3.4: The hierarchy structure of features.

is embedded in the features’ property vectors, and we model it explicitly by deriving a
feature’s structure vector and its hierarchy level.
Structure vector (SV): A SV is an integer vector {s1 , . . . , sm }, where the i-th element
represents the granularity of the feature in the i-th property dimension. Lower numbers
represent coarser granularity, with 0 mapping to ALL. For example, in the source dimension,
we have the granularity levels ALL, source URL, and source tableID, which are represented
in the structure vector with 0, 1, and 2, respectively. Therefore, the structure vector of
feature f1 in Figure 3.2b is {1, 0, 0, 0}, because wiki is a value at the granularity level of
source URL. The structure vector is derived from a feature’s property vector, and provides

an intuitive representation of the feature’s relationship with other features.
Feature level: The feature level is an integer that denotes the distance of a feature from the
root of the feature hierarchy. It can be computed directly from the structure vector, as the
P
sum of all its dimensions ( i si ). For example, feature f1 has level 1.
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Feature hierarchy: We define the parent-child relationships in the feature hierarchy using the
list of feature elements (f.E), the feature structure vector (SVf ) and the feature level (Lf ).
Definition 3.11 (Parent-child features) A feature fp is the parent of feature fc (equivalently, fc is a child of fp ) when the following conditions hold:
(a) e ∈ fc .E ⇒ e ∈ fp .E
(b) Lfp = Lfc − 1
(c) ∀i ∈ [1, m], SVfp (i) ≥ SVfc (i)
The conditions of the definition ensure that (a) the elements of a parent feature are a
superset of the elements of the child feature, (b) the parent feature is one level closer to
the root of the hierarchy, and (c) each dimension of the child feature has equal or finer
granularity than the parent.
A feature can have multiple parents. For example, the features {(source URL, wiki),
ALL, (pred

instance, DoB), ALL} and {(source tableID, tbl #1), ALL, (pred type, Bio), ALL}

are both parents of feature {(source tableID, tbl #1), ALL, (pred instance, DoB), ALL}. The
hierarchy defined by the parent-child feature relationships is a directed acyclic graph (DAG).
The root of the hierarchy is feature {ALL, ALL, ALL, ALL}, and each leaf is a feature that
maps to a unique element. For example, the feature {(source tableID, tbl #1), (subj instance,
J. Vide), (pred instance, DoB), (obj instance, 01/01/1900)}, at level 8, represents element e5
in Figure 3.2a, and equivalently, triple t5 in Figure 3.1b.
Feature partitions: Features at the same hierarchy level generally have overlapping sets of
elements. For example, f1 and f4 have four elements in common. This can be a problem
for an algorithm that explores the hierarchy, because it is harder to compare features that
overlap in an arbitrary way. To address this problem, we organize the child features of a
parent feature fp into m partitions, where m is the number of property dimensions.
f

f

Definition 3.12 (Partition) A partition Pi p is a set of features, such that ∀f ∈ Pi p , f is a
child feature of fp and SVfp (i) = SVf (i) − 1.
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Algorithm 1 DATA XR AY
Require: A set of elements E;
Ensure: A set of problematic features R;
1: parentList ← InitialFeature(elementList);
2: R ← empty;
3: while parentList! = empty do
4:
S, U, childList, nextLevel ← empty;
5:
for each parentF ∈ parentList do
6:
S PLIT F EATURE(parentF, childList);
7:
end for
8:
partitionList ← getPartition(parentList, childList);
9:
for each partition ∈ partitionList do
10:
C OMPARE F EATURE(partition, S, U );
11:
end for
12:
M ERGE F EATURE(parentList, nextLevel, S, U, R);
13:
parentList ← nextLevel;
14: end while
15: return R
For example, f4 and f5 form partition P4f0 in level 1: they share the same parent, f0 ,
and SVf4 (4) = SVf5 (4) = SVf0 (4) + 1. Overall, level 1 has four partitions: P1f0 = {f1 },
P2f0 = {f2 }, P3f0 = {f3 }, and P4f0 = {f4 , f5 }. By construction, partitions ensure that their
features do not overlap (f4 .E ∩ f5 .E = ∅), and the union of all their features cover all the
parent elements (f4 .E ∪ f5 .E = f0 .E).
3.3.2

Top-down iterative diagnosis

Our diagnostic algorithm traverses the hierarchy in a top-down fashion (breadth-first),
exploring coarse-granularity features first, and drilling down to finer-granularity features
while improving the cost estimate at every step. The algorithm maintains three sets of
features in the traversal.
• Unlikely causes U: features that are not likely to be causes.
• Suspect causes S: features that are possibly the causes.
• Result diagnosis R: features that are decided to be associated with the causes.
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Our algorithm, DATA XR AY, is described in Algorithm 1. At a high level, every iteration
of the algorithm considers features at a particular level (Line 5–Line 7), compares each
parent feature with its child features, and populates the list of suspect causes S and the
list of unlikely causes U (Line 8–Line 11). At the end of the iteration, the sets S and U
are consolidated (Line 12): parent features that occur only in S are added to the result
diagnosis R, and all elements that R contains are marked as “covered”; child features that
occur only in S are kept for traversal in the next iteration. The traversal completes once all
incorrect elements are marked as being covered by some feature in R. To avoid producing
redundancies, parent features that are already in R are not considered. We next describe the
major components of the algorithm.
Algorithm 2 S PLIT F EATURE
Require: A parent feature parentF ; a list of child features childList
Ensure: A updated list of child features childList;
1: childStrcList ← empty;
2: for j = 0; j < parentF.SV.length; j + + do
3:
childStrcList ← childStrcList∪ getChildSV(j, parentF.SV );
4: end for
5: for each element ∈ parentF do
6:
for each childSV ∈ childStrcList do
7:
childP V ← getChildPV(element, childSV );
8:
update(childList, childP V , element, parentF.covered);
9:
end for
10: end for
11: return childList;

S PLIT F EATURE : Given a feature and its elements, this component derives the corresponding
child features and partitions (Algorithm 2). It uses the structure vector of the parent feature
to derive the structure vectors of the children and the partition of the parent (lines 2-4). It
then generates the property vectors of each child feature by examining the elements in the
parent (lines 5-10). Finally, if the parent feature is marked as “covered”, all the elements
of the feature are already covered by ancestor features selected to R. To avoid producing
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redundant diagnoses, the child features of the current feature are also marked as “covered”.
Features marked as “covered” will not be added to R.
Algorithm 3 C OMPARE F EATURE
Require: A parent feature-partition combo p = {paraentF, childList}; S, U sets.
Ensure: Updated S, U sets.
1: if trustedFeature(p.parentF ,p.childList) then
2:
parentInS ← true;
3: else
4:
if suspectFeature(p.parentF ,p.childList) then
5:
parentInS ← f alse;
6:
else
7:
parentInS ← p.parentF.cost < getCost(p.childList);
8:
end if
9: end if
10: if parentInS then
11:
S ← S ∪ p.parentF ; U ← U ∪ p.childList;
12: else
13:
U ← U ∪ p.parentF ; S ← S ∪ p.childList;
14: end if
15: return S, U ;

C OMPARE F EATURE : Given a parent node and a partition, this component (Algorithm 3)
compares the feature set containing only the parent, and the feature set containing all child
features in the partition, to determine which is a better solution. The winner features are
added to S and the loser features are added to U. The comparison is based on the cost
model of Definition 3.9. In Section 3.3.3 we describe two additional criteria that simplify
this computation.
M ERGE F EATURE : In the previous step (Algorithm 4), each partition populates the sets S
and U independently. This component consolidates the results. Parent features only in S and
not in U transfer to the result diagnosis R, and their child features are marked as “covered”.
Parent features in U are discarded, since it means there exists some partition where the child
features form a better solution. Child features in S are sent to the next iteration for further
traversal.
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Algorithm 4 M ERGE F EATURE
Require: A set of parent feature parentList; S, U, R sets.
Ensure: Updated result set R; a list of features nextLevel for next round.
1: nextLevel, coveredF ← empty;
2: for each f eature ∈ S, ∈
/ U, &!f eature.covered do
3:
if f eature ∈ parentList then
4:
R ← R ∪ f eature;
5:
setCovered(f eature.childList);
6:
else
7:
nextLevel ← nextLevel ∪ f eature;
8:
end if
9: end for
10: if nextLevel! = empty then
11:
nextLevel ← nextLevel∪ getCovered(S ∪ U − parentList);
12: end if
13: return R, nextLevel;
Proposition 3.13 Algorithm 1 (DATA XR AY) has complexity O(|F|), where F is the set of
features that can be derived from E.
This algorithm exploits the hierarchy of the features, leading to better worst-case complexity (linear in the number of features) than other approximations for set cover. We
note that the number of features can be huge: O(lm |E|), where m is the number of dimensions and l the maximum number of levels in the property hierarchy for each dimension.
However, in practice, DATA XR AY outperforms greedy set cover by an order of magnitude
(Section 3.4). Moreover, DATA XR AY is by design highly-parallelizable and naturally fit
into the MapReduce framework.
3.3.3

Optimizations

Line 10 of Algorithm 1 compares two sets of features using the cost model of Definition 3.9. This computation requires enumerating each element in the feature sets. We use
two heuristic criteria that simplify computation and prune features faster.
Variance pruning: The variance of a feature describes how the errors are distributed among
the child features. We compute the variance in each partition Pif of a feature f as:
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V arif =

X

(fc − f )2

fc ∈mathcalP f

|Pif |

Intuitively, if a feature is associated with a cause of errors, it is likely to result in uniform
mistakes across its child features, resulting in low variance of error rates among its children.
A feature with high variance indicates that the actual culprit is deeper in the feature hierarchy;
we thus add a parent feature f to U if V arif ≥ θmax . Based on empirical testing, we chose
θmax = 0.1 for our experiments. For example, feature f5 in Figure 3.2b has 6 child features
in partition P4f5 ; five with zero error rate, and one with  = 1. Then, the variance in that
partition is V ar4f6 = 0.14 > θmax , so f6 is added to U.
Error rate pruning. When a feature is associated with a cause of errors, typically its error
rate would not be too low. Accordingly, we add a parent feature f to U if f ≤ δmin . Again,
empirically, we chose δmin = 0.6.
3.3.4

Greedy refinement

Our diagnostic framework does not consider correlations among features. If correlations
exist, they can result in diagnoses that contain redundant features (i.e., features with a lot
of overlap). DATA XR AY detects redundancies across features of different levels, but is
unaware of overlap in features selected from the same hierarchy level. To eliminate such
redundancies in the resulting diagnosis, we post-process it with a greedy set-cover step. This
greedy step looks for a minimal set of features among those chosen by DATA XR AY. Since
the number of features in the DATA XR AY result is typically small, this step is very efficient.
In Section 3.4, we show that with negligible overhead, DATA XR AY with greedy refinement
results in significant improvements in accuracy.
3.3.5

Parallel diagnosis in MapReduce

We design our algorithm with parallelization in mind: the split, compare, and merge
steps can each execute in parallel, as the computation always focuses on a specific partition
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or feature. In this section, we describe how our algorithm works in a MapReduce framework,
creating a separate M-R stage for each of the split, compare, and merge functions.
Stage I parallelizes the generation of child features. The Map phase maps each element
in the parent feature to relevant child features; in other words, for each element in a parent
feature, it generates pairs where the element is the value and a child property vector is
the key. The Reduce phase generates each child feature according to the set of elements,
computes its error rate and cost.
Stage II parallelizes the comparison of each parent feature and a partition of child
features. The Map phase generates, for each child feature, the possible partitions it belongs
to; in other words, for each partition that contains the child feature, it generates a pair where
the child is the value and the parent-partition pair is the key. The Reduce phase compares
the parent feature with each partition of its child features.
Stage III parallelizes the decision of whether to discard a feature, or to return a feature
in the diagnosis, or to keep it for further traversal. The Map phase populates S and U; in
other words, for each feature in the comparison, it generates a pair where the feature is the
key and the decision for adding it to S or U is the value. The Reduce phase makes a final
decision for each feature.

3.4

Evaluation

This section describes a thorough evaluation of our diagnostic framework on real-world
knowledge extraction data, as well as large-scale synthetic data. Our results show that (1)
our cost function models the quality of diagnoses effectively; (2) our algorithm is both
more effective and more efficient than other existing techniques; and (3) our MapReduce
implementation of the algorithm is effective at handling datasets of large scale.
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Extraction

false triples

true triples

error rate

reverb
reverbnolex
textrunner
woepos
woeparse

304
338
478
535
557

315
290
203
218
324

0.49
0.54
0.70
0.71
0.63

Figure 3.5: Real-world datasets from 5 different knowledge extraction systems of the ReVerb
ClueWeb Extraction dataset [78].

3.4.1

Datasets

We first describe the real-world data used in our evaluation; we describe our synthetic
data experiments in Section 3.4.5.
Knowledge triple extraction systems. We demonstrate the effectiveness of our diagnosis
framework in practice, using five real-world knowledge extraction systems of the ReVerb
ClueWeb Extraction dataset [78]. Figure 3.5 provides high-level characteristics about each
of these 5 extractors. The dataset samples 500 sentences from the Web, using Yahoo!’s
random link service. The dataset contains labeled knowledge triples: each triple has a true
or false label indicating whether it is correct or incorrect, respectively.
We proceed to describe how we model the knowledge extraction datasets in our featurebased framework. In our model, each knowledge triple is an element with a 5-dimensional
property vector, with the following property hierarchies:
1. Source (Root, sentenceID) describes which sentence the triple is extracted from.
2–4. Subject, Predicate, Object (Root, structure, content). Each of these dimensions describes the structure of the sentence, and the content value. The structure is composed
by the Pos Tags [185] (e.g., none, verb). The content is the actual content value of the
triple.
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5. Confidence (Root, confidence bucket). Extraction systems annotate the extracted
knowledge with confidence values as an assessment of their quality. We capture the
confidence bucket as part of the property dimensions.
In our experiments, we focused on these 5 dimensions, because of limited knowledge
of each systems’ inner workings. In practice, domain experts are likely to include more
dimensions (e.g., specific extraction patterns) to derive more accurate diagnoses.
Silver standard. The dataset does not provide a “gold standard” of diagnoses for the
erroneous triples. We manually derived a “silver standard” against which we evaluate our
methods. In particular, we considered every feature returned by each alternative technique
we implemented, and manually investigated if it is very likely to be associated with a
particular error.
3.4.2

Comparisons

We compare our diagnostic framework with several alternative algorithms and stateof-the-art methods designed for similar problem settings. We implemented two versions
of our algorithms, DATA XR AY and DATA XR AY +G REEDY; a greedy algorithm for set
cover, G REEDY; and two algorithms with different optimization functions, R ED B LUE and
F EATURE S ELECTION.
DATA XR AY (Section 3.3): Derives diagnoses by identifying “bad” features using the
DATA XR AY algorithm proposed in this chapter. We set α = 0.1, used in the fixed cost, and
θmax = 0.1 and δmin = 0.6, used in the pruning and filtering heuristics.
DATA XR AY +G REEDY (Section 3.3.4): This algorithm applies a greedy set-cover refinement step on the result of DATA XR AY to eliminate redundancies.
G REEDY [49]: We apply the greedy approximation for weighted set cover to select the set
of features of minimum weight that cover all of the false elements, using our cost model
(Section 3.2.2) as the weight function. Our cost model allows set cover to penalize features
that cover true elements, which it does not do in its default objective.
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R ED B LUE [41,150]: Given a collection of sets with “blue” and “red” elements, the red-blue
set cover problem looks for a sub-collection of sets that covers all “blue” elements and
minimum number of “red” elements. In contrast to regular set-cover, red-blue set cover
can model both correct and incorrect element coverage. We map false elements to “blue”
elements, and true elements to “red” elements, while features are sets. We use a greedy
approximation algorithm [150] to find the cover.
F EATURE S ELECTION [146, 184]: We use logistic regression to derive a set of features that
is a good classifier between true and false elements. For each feature the algorithm
learns a weight between -1 and 1: a positive weight indicates that the feature is positive
proportional to the class (in our context the feature is a cause), and a negative weight
indicates the opposite. We use our labeled data as the training dataset, excluding features
with only true elements to speed up learning, and return features with positive weights. We
apply L1 -regularization, which favors fewer features for the purpose of avoiding over-fitting.
We use 0.01 as the regularization parameter (a higher parameter applies a higher penalty for
including more features), as we empirically found that it gives the best results.
We use the SLEP package implementation for logistic regression [132], and we implemented the rest of the algorithms in Java. In addition, the MapReduce version of DATA XR AY
uses Hadoop APIs.
3.4.3

Metrics

We evaluate the effectiveness and efficiency of the different approaches.
Precision/Recall/F-measure: We measure the correctness of the derived diagnoses using
three measures: Precision measures the portion of features that are correctly identified as
part of the optimal diagnosis; Recall measures the portion of features associated with causes
of errors that appear in the derived diagnosis; F-measure computes their harmonic mean
( 2·precision·recall
). Note that we do not know all causes for the errors, so recall is evaluated
precision+recall
against the union of all features marked as correct diagnoses in our silver standard.
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Execution time: We report the execution time for each method, broken down into preprocessing time (prep.), computation time (comp.), and total execution time (total time).
The preprocessing time (Prep.) for DATA XR AY and DATA XR AY +G REEDY is the time to
compose the initial root feature at level 0. For the other methods (G REEDY, R ED B LUE,
and F EATURE S ELECTION), the preprocessing time accounts for the time to find all eligible
features and compute their costs if necessary. Computation time (Comp.) is the time that
each method takes on average, after the preprocessing step. The total time is the sum of
preprocessing and computation time.
We ran experiments comparing all of the methods on an iMac with 3.2 GHz Intel Core i5
processor, 8GB RAM. We also conducted experiments on the scalability of our MapReduce
implementation. The experiments were conducted on a Hadoop 2.2.0 cluster with 15 slave
nodes. The head node has 2.4 GHz processor and 24GB RAM. The slave nodes have 2.66
GHz processor and 16GB RAM.
3.4.4

Real-world data

In our first round of experiments, we test our diagnostic framework using real-world
knowledge extraction data. Figures 3.6a–3.6e report the quality of the diagnoses produced
by each method on the data extracted by five real-world extraction systems. Figure 3.6f
reports the average execution time for each method. Our results in Figure 3.6 demonstrate
that our framework derives better diagnoses than the other approaches, and does so more
efficiently.
Our first goal is to evaluate the effectiveness of our cost function. The results in
Figures 3.6a–3.6e demonstrate that the methods that apply our cost function (DATA XR AY,
DATA XR AY +G REEDY, and G REEDY) result in diagnoses of significantly better quality.
R ED B LUE generally has high recall, but lower precision. This is because R ED B LUE
favors finer-granularity features: its objective function depends on the number of red
elements (i.e., true elements) that are included in the diagnosis, but does not consider
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(a) Extractor: reverb

(b) Extractor: reverbnolex

(c) Extractor: textrunner

(d) Extractor: woepos

Method
DATA XR AY +G REEDY
DATA XR AY
G REEDY
R ED B LUE
F EATURE S ELECTION

(e) Extractor: woeparse

Prep.

Comp.

Total

0.02
0.01
0.7
0.7
0.9

0.41
0.40
2.3
3.5
4.6

0.43
0.41
3.0
4.2
5.5

(f) Average execution time (sec)

Figure 3.6: We measure the quality of the derived diagnoses for all of the methods, across
five knowledge extraction systems. Our approach that combines our DATA XR AY algorithm
with a greedy set-cover step outperforms all other approaches, in some cases significantly.
Moreover, our DATA XR AY methods are orders of magnitude faster than the other techniques.
Feature selection using logistic regression performs extremely badly on all counts.
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the number of returned features (size of the diagnosis). The logistic regression method
(F EATURE S ELECTION) shows low quality in all datasets. The goal of F EATURE S ELECTION
is to build a good prediction model, which is different from our diagnosis goal. Even with L1 regularization, it may still select small features for the purpose of optimizing classification.
We found that the F EATURE S ELECTION results often contained redundancy and features
with low error rates, resulting in both low precision and low recall. These results show that
our cost model is successful at producing good diagnoses, and the quality of the diagnoses
is significantly better than those produced by methods with alternative objectives.
Our second goal is to evaluate the effectiveness of our approximation algorithms in
solving the optimization problem. All of the methods that use our cost model (DATA XR AY,
DATA XR AY +G REEDY, and G REEDY) achieve high recall scores in all five datasets. We observe that typically DATA XR AY has a higher recall, whereas G REEDY has a higher precision,
especially for the textrunner, woepos , and woeparse datasets. One weakness of DATA XR AY
is that it does not detect overlap across features that are selected at the same level of the
hierarchy. When that occurs, the resulting diagnoses contain redundancies (multiple features
that explain the same errors), leading to low precision. DATA XR AY +G REEDY overcomes
this weakness by applying the greedy set-cover method over the result of DATA XR AY. This
eliminates the redundancy from the DATA XR AY diagnoses, leading to big improvements in
precision, and usually with a very small drop on recall. Overall, our DATA XR AY +G REEDY
method maintains excellent performance, with F-measure above 0.85 across all five of our
datasets.
Our final goal is to evaluate efficiency of various algorithms. Figure 3.6f reports the
average execution time for each method. DATA XR AY is an order of magnitude faster than
the other methods. The greedy refinement is only slightly slower than DATA XR AY: since it
executes greedy set cover on the solution of DATA XR AY, the problem space is significantly
reduced and thus the greedy step is very efficient.
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Interesting diagnoses: Our diagnostic framework identified several interesting problems
in these real-world extraction systems. In one case, we found that on the reverb dataset
our system produced the feature {ALL,

ALL , ALL ,

(obj structure, ECC),

ALL }

as part of

a diagnosis, where ECC stands for objects ending with coordinating conjunction such as
and, but, for, and nor (e.g., “newspapers and”). This feature corresponds to elements whose
objects are extracted from coordinating conjunctions. This indicates a clear problem with
the extraction process, as it does not make sense to have a coordinating conjunction as an
object in a knowledge triple.
As another example, our method identified {ALL, (subj structure, CD), ALL, ALL, ALL}
as a problem feature in the textrunner dataset, where CD stands for cardinal numbers. This
feature corresponds to the use of cardinal numbers as subject. This, again, provides a clear
pointer to a specific mistake with the extraction process.
3.4.5

Synthetic data

We built a synthetic data generator to test our diagnostic framework across varied data
sizes and error rates. We have three goals for these experiments: (1) evaluate how the
different methods perform in terms of diagnostic accuracy across datasets of varied size and
varied error rates, (2) evaluate how the different methods scale, and (3) evaluate the accuracy
and scalability of DATA XR AY in a parallel setting across a large range of data sizes. All
figures presented in this sectiondisplay averages across 50 executions.
In the first round of our synthetic data experiments, we test all methods against datasets
that range from 100 to 10,000 elements. In this experiment, each feature fails (becomes a
cause of error) with probability 0.3, and the error rate of failed features is 0.95. We present
the performance results in Figure 3.7. Our methods, DATA XR AY and DATA XR AY +G REEDY
are extremely effective across different data sizes, showing superior performance in both
effectiveness and efficiency. As the size of the dataset increases, the F-measure of the
competing methods steadily declines, falling below 0.6 for G REEDY and below 0.4 for the
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(a) Recall

(b) Precision

(c) F-measure

(d) Number of returned features

(e) Execution time

Figure 3.7: We use synthetic data to test the performance of the different methods. In this
experiment, we range the size of the generated data. In this configuration, features fail
with probability 0.3, and the error rate of failed features is set to 0.95. Our approaches,
DATA XR AY and DATA XR AY +G REEDY, maintain consistently good performance, while
the effectiveness of the other methods drops dramatically.
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other methods at 10,000 elements. In contrast, our techniques maintain F-measure above
0.8 for all data sizes.
Additionally, Figure 3.7d shows that DATA XR AY provides the most concise diagnoses,
with fewest features. It is interesting that F EATURE S ELECTION derives diagnosis of very
similar size, yet its F-measure is much lower, indicating that its objective is not suitable
for the problem that we tackle in this work. Our diagnostic methods are also the fastest
(Figure 3.7e). For the largest data size of 10,000 elements, DATA XR AY is two orders
of magnitude faster than F EATURE S ELECTION, and one order of magnitude faster than
R ED B LUE and G REEDY.
We note that DATA XR AY and DATA XR AY +G REEDY have almost identical performance
in the synthetic data experiments (other than a negligible difference in execution time). This
is because our synthetic data generator avoids feature overlap at the same hierarchy levels,
which makes the greedy refinement unnecessary. Therefore, from here on we do not include
results for the greedy refinement.
In our second round of experiments, we generate datasets of 10,000 elements but vary
the probability that a feature is incorrect (Figure 3.8) and the error rate among the elements
of an incorrect feature (Figure 3.9). As both these probabilities increase, they cause the
overall error rate of the dataset to increase, which leads us to consider adjustments to the
error pruning parameter (δmin ). Figures 3.8c and 3.9c display the overall performance for
two versions of DATA XR AY: DATA XR AY (fixed) uses fixed δmin = 0.6, while DATA XR AY
(adapted) adapts this parameter according to the overall error rate δmin = min(0.6, E ).
Both versions of DATA XR AY maintain F-measure well above the other methods under
this range of configurations, with DATA XR AY (adapted) having a natural advantage. The performance of G REEDY decreases as the probability of feature failure increases (Figure 3.8c).
This is because the greedy approximation is prone to mistakenly rejecting large features
from the diagnosis since they frequently contain true elements, which translates to higher
feature weight. This occurrence is more common at high feature failure probability, where
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(a) Recall

(b) Precision

(c) F-measure

(d) Number of returned features

(e) Execution time

Figure 3.8: We use synthetic data to test the performance while modifying the property of
the datasets. We change the probability of feature failure (probability of feature selected
into the ground truth). Note that by increasing the probability, lower level features (features
with large size) also has higher probability to be selected, as a result, the total size of ground
truth decreases as the probability of feature failure increases.
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such features are more likely to be incorrect. On the other hand, F EATURE S ELECTION
improves because the algorithm is better at selecting the larger incorrect features under
the classification objective. When the error rate of an incorrect feature decreases, the performance of G REEDY drops (Figure 3.9c). This is also expected: with lower error rates,
incorrect features include more correct elements, which leads the greedy approximation to a
lot of mistakes. The consistent high F-measure of DATA XR AY shows the robustness of our
algorithm.
3.4.6

Parallel evaluation

We evaluated our framework with even larger data sizes using our MapReduce implementation of DATA XR AY (Section 3.3.5). Figure 3.10a presents results on our MapReduce
DATA XR AY algorithm. We do not include data for G REEDY, R ED B LUE, and F EATURE S E LECTION,

as we were not able to scale them beyond 10,000 elements, and we were not able

to find comparable parallel implementations of these methods.3
We ran our parallel implementation of DATA XR AY on a Hadoop cluster with 15 slave
nodes, ranging the data size from 1,000 to 1 million elements. Our results in Figure 3.10a
show that the quality of our diagnoses does not degrade as the problem size grows larger.
In addition, using a parallel framework allows us to derive diagnoses efficiently, even for
large data sizes: our algorithm processes the 1 million elements in about 100 minutes and
the execution time grows linear with the data size. This execution time is very reasonable
for this type of problem, as data diagnosis, similarly to data cleaning, is an offline process.

3.5

Conclusion

We developed DATA XR AY, a large-scale, highly-parallelizable framework for error
diagnosis. Diagnosis is a problem complementary to data cleaning. While traditional data
3

To the best of our knowledge, existing parallel implementations of logistic regression target sharedmemory architectures, so they are limited to shared-memory, multi-core systems [134].
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(a) Recall

(b) Precision

(c) F-measure

(d) Number of returned features

(e) Execution time

Figure 3.9: We use synthetic data to test the performance while modifying the property of
the datasets. We change the error rate of selected failed feature (features in ground truth)
from 0.7 to 0.95.

cleaning focuses on identifying errors in a dataset, diagnosis focuses on tracing the errors in
the systems that derive the data. We showed how to model the optimal diagnosis problem
using feature hierarchies, and used Bayesian analysis to derive a cost model that implements
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(a) Accuracy & time vs. data size

Figure 3.10: We evaluate the scalability of our parallel implementation of DATA XR AY,
scaling up to 1 million elements.

intuitive properties for good diagnoses. Our experiments on real-world and synthetic datasets
showed that our cost model is extremely effective at identifying causes of errors in data, and
outperforms alternative approaches such as feature selection. By using the feature hierarchy
effectively, DATA XR AY is also much faster than the other techniques, while our parallel
MapReduce implementation allows us to scale to datasizes beyond the capabilities of the
other methods.
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CHAPTER 4
QFIX: DIAGNOSING ERRORS IN RELATIONAL DATA SYSTEMS

In spite of the growing importance of big data, sensors, and automated data collection,
manual data entry continues to be a primary source of high-value data across organizations
of all sizes, industries, and applications: sales representatives manage lead and sales data
through SaaS applications [169]; human resources, accounting, and finance departments
manage employee and corporate information through terminal or internal browser-based
applications [137]; driver data is updated and managed by representatives throughout local
DMV departments [8, 35]; consumer banking and investment data is managed through web
or mobile-based applications [24, 45]. In all of these examples, the database is updated by
translating form-based human inputs into INSERT, DELETE or UPDATE query parameters
that run over the backend database—in essence, these are instances of OLTP applications that
translate human input into stored procedure parameters. Unfortunately, numerous studies [15,
114, 126], reports [101, 164, 178, 192] and citizen journalists [112] have consistently found
evidence that human-generated data is both error-prone, and can significantly corrupt
downstream data analyses [148]. Thus, even if systems assume that data import pipelines are
error-free, queries of human-driven applications continue to be a significant source of data
errors, and there is a pressing need for solutions to diagnose and repair these errors. Thus,
in order to improve data quality, my thesis also study the problem of diagnosing errors in
well-formatted, structured data in relational database systems. We demonstrate the problem
of diagnosing errors in relational database through the following toy example.
Example 4.1 (Tax bracket adjustment) Tax brackets, determining tax rates for different
income levels, are often adjusted. Accounting firms implement these changes to their
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Taxes: D0
ID

income

owed

pay

t1
t2
t3
t4

$9500
$90000
$86000
$86500

$950
$22500
$21500
$21625

$8550
$67500
$64500
$64875

Query log: Q
q1 : UPDATE Taxes SET owed=income*0.3
WHERE income>=85700

q2 : INSERT INTO Taxes
Taxes: D4
ID

income

owed

pay

t1
t2
t3
t4
t5

$9500
$90000
$86000
$86500
$85800

$950
$8550
$27000 $63000
$25800 $60200
$25950 $60550
$21450 $64350

VALUES (85800, 21450, 64350)
q3 : UPDATE Taxes SET pay=income-owed

Figure 4.1: A recent change in tax rate brackets calls for a tax rate of 30% for those with
income above $87500. The accounting department issues query q1 to implement the new
policy, but the predicate of the WHERE clause condition transposed two digits of the income
value.

databases by appropriately updating the customer tax rates. Figure 4.1 shows a simplified
tax rate adjustment scenario and highlights how a single error to the predicate in update
query q1 can introduce errors in the owed attribute; a benign query q3 then propagates the
error to affect the pay attribute.
This type of data entry error can be found throughout information management systems.
However, instead of deeply investigate the actual reasons that cause the errors, such errors
are typically identified by individuals and corrected on a case-by-case basis. As a result,
unreported errors can remain in the database indefinitely, and their cause becomes harder to
trace as further queries modify the database, propagate the errors, and obscure their root
cause. To fix such errors from the root, we must address three key characteristics, which
make this problem both difficult to solve and unsuitable to existing techniques:
Obscurity. Handling data errors directly often leads to partial fixes that further complicate
the eventual diagnosis and resolution of the problem. For example, a transaction implement53

ing a change in the state tax law updated tax rates using the wrong rate, affecting a large
number of consumers. This causes a large number of complaints to a call center, but each
customer agent usually fixes each problem individually, which ends up obscuring the source
of the problem.
Large impact. Erroneous queries cause errors at a large scale. The potential impact of
the errors is high, as manifested in several real-world cases [101, 168, 192]. Further, errors
that remain undetected for a significant amount of time can instigate additional errors, even
through valid updates. This increases both their impact, and their obscurity.
Systemic errors. The errors created by bad queries are systemic: they have common
characteristics, as they share the same cause. The link between the resulting data errors is
the query that created them; cleaning techniques should leverage this connection to diagnose
and fix the problem. Diagnosing the cause of the errors will achieve systemic fixes that will
correct all relevant errors, even if they have not been explicitly identified.
In my thesis, we build a diagnosis and repair system, QF IX, that is able to identify and
fix data errors caused by anomalous DML queries in OLTP applications. Given a set of
reported errors (complaints) about records in the current database state, QF IX analyzes the
sequence of historical queries executed on the database, filters them to those that may have
affected the erroneous records, and generates diagnoses by identifying the specific subset
of queries that most likely introduced the errors. Alongside these diagnoses, QF IX also
proposes repairs for the erroneous queries; these repairs can correct the reported errors, as
well as potentially identify and fix additional errors in the data that would have otherwise
remained undetected. To derive these diagnoses and repairs, we must address three key
characteristics, which make this problem both difficult to solve and unsuitable to existing
techniques:
Obscurity. Handling data errors directly often leads to partial fixes that further complicate
the eventual diagnosis and resolution of the problem. For example, a transaction implementing a change in the state tax law updated tax rates using the wrong rate, affecting a large
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number of consumers. This causes a large number of complaints to a call center, but each
customer agent usually fixes each problem individually, which ends up obscuring the source
of the problem.
Large impact. Erroneous queries cause errors at a large scale. The potential impact of
the errors is high, as manifested in several real-world cases [101, 168, 192]. Further, errors
that remain undetected for a significant amount of time can instigate additional errors, even
through valid updates. This increases both their impact, and their obscurity.
Systemic errors. The errors created by bad queries are systemic: they have common
characteristics, as they share the same cause. The link between the resulting data errors is
the query that created them; cleaning techniques should leverage this connection to diagnose
and fix the problem. Diagnosing the cause of the errors will achieve systemic fixes that will
correct all relevant errors, even if they have not been explicitly identified.
Traditional approaches to data errors take two main forms. The first uses a combination
of detection algorithms (e.g., human reporting, outlier detection, constraint violations) to
identify a candidate set of error values that are corrected through human-based [98,107,113]
or semi-automated means (e.g., denial constraints [48], value imputation). Unfortunately,
this has the following problems: (a) it targets the symptom (incorrect database state) rather
than the underlying cause (incorrect queries), (b) it can be expensive to perform, (c) it may
introduce errors if the automated corrections are not perfect [1], and (d) it may make it
harder to identify other data affected by the bad query.
The second form attempts to prevent data errors by guarding against erroneous updates.
For example, integrity constraints [121] reject some improper updates, but only if the data
falls outside rigid, predefined ranges. In addition, data entry errors such as in the tax
example will satisfy the integrity constraints and not be rejected, despite being incorrect.
Certificate-based verification [46] is less rigid, but it is impractical and non-scalable as it
requires users to answer challenge questions before allowing each update.
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QF IX is complementary to existing techniques: it does not prevent errors from entering
the database, and its primary goal is not to identify errors in the data. Rather, given some
reported data errors, QF IX analyzes query histories to determine how the errors entered
the database. Determining the root cause of data errors can in turn help identify additional
data errors that are due to the same cause, and which would have potentially remained
unidentified. Specifically, in this chapter, we make the following contributions:
• We formalize the problem of Query Explanation: diagnosing a set of data errors using the
log of update queries over the database. Given a set of complaints as representations of
data discrepancies in the current database state, QF IX determines how to resolve all of
the complaints with the minimum number of changes to the query log (Section 4.1)
• We illustrate how existing synthesis, learning, and cleaning-oriented techniques have
difficulty scaling beyond a query log containing a single query. We then introduce an
exact error-diagnosis solution using a novel mixed integer linear programming (MILP)
formulation that can be applied to a broad class of OLTP applications. This approach
uses state-of-the-art solvers to identify optimal diagnoses that are guaranteed to resolve
all complaints without introducing new errors to the data (Section 4.2).
• We present a suite of optimizations that reduce the problem size without affecting the
quality of the proposed repairs. Further, we propose a pragmatic incremental algorithm
tailored to cases when the user is looking for individual corrupt queries (in contrast to
sets of corruptions), and show how these optimizations can scale to large datasets (100K
records, Figure 4.10a) and query logs (up to 2K DML statements, Figure 4.5), and tolerate
incomplete information such as unreported errors (Section 4.5.4).
• We perform a thorough evaluation of the data and query log characteristics that influence
QF IX’s trade-offs between performance and accuracy. We compare the baseline and
optimized algorithms under a controlled, synthetic setting and demonstrate that our
optimizations improve response times by up to 40× and exhibit superior accuracy. We
also evaluate QFix on common OLTP benchmarks and show how QFix can propose fully
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accurate repairs within milliseconds on a scale 1 TPC-C workload with 2000 queries
(Section 4.5.2).

4.1

Modeling abstraction

In this section, we introduce a running example inspired from the use-case of Example 4.1, and describe the model abstractions that we use to formalize the diagnosis problem.
Example 4.2 Figure 4.1 demonstrates an example tax bracket adjustment in the spirit of
Example 4.1. The adjustment sets the tax rate to 30% for income levels above $87,500, and
is implemented by query q1 . A digit transposition mistake in the query, results in an incorrect
owed amount for tuples t3 and t4 . Query q2 , which inserts a tuple with slightly higher income
than t3 and t4 and the correct information, obscures this mistake. This mistake is further
propagated by query q3 , which calculates the pay check amount based on the corresponding
income and owed.
While traditional data cleaning techniques seek to identify and correct the erroneous
values in the table Taxes directly, our goal is to diagnose the problem, and understand the
reasons for these errors. In this case, the reason for the data errors is the incorrect predicate
value in query q1 .
In this work, we assume that we know some errors in the dataset, and that these errors
were caused by erroneous updates. The errors may be obtained in different ways: traditional
data cleaning tools may identify discrepancies in the data (e.g., a tuple with lower income
has higher owed tax amount), or errors can be reported directly from users (e.g., customers
reporting discrepancies to customer service). Our goal is not to correct the errors directly in
the data, but to analyze them as a “symptom” and provide a diagnosis. The diagnosis can
produce a targeted treatment: knowing how the errors were introduced guides the proper
way to trace and resolve them.
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Notation

Description

Q

The sequence of executed update queries (log)
Q = {q1 , . . . , qn }
Initial database state at beginning of log
End database state (current) Dn = Q(D0 )
Database state after query qi : Di = qi (. . . q1 (D0 ))
Complaint: Tc (D) = (Dn \ {t}) ∪ {t∗ }
Complaint set C = {c1 , . . . , ck }
Modifier function of q (e.g., SET clause)
Conditional function of q (e.g., WHERE clause)
Tuple values introduced in an INSERT query
Log repair
Distance functions between two query logs

D0
Dn
Di
c : t 7→ t∗
C
µq (t)
σq (t)
tnew
Q∗
d(Q, Q∗ )

Figure 4.2: Summary of notations used in the chapter.

4.1.1

Error modeling

In our setting, the diagnoses are associated with errors in the queries that operated on
the data. In Example 4.2, the errors in the dataset are due to the digit transposition mistake
in the WHERE clause predicate of query q1 . Our goal is to infer the errors in a log of
queries automatically, given a set of incorrect values in the data. We proceed to describe
our modeling abstractions for data, queries, and errors, and how we use them to define the
diagnosis problem.
Data and query models: we first formalize the query log and database state as the follows.
Query log (Q): We define a query log that update the database as an ordered sequence
of UPDATE, INSERT, and DELETE queries Q = {q1 , . . . , qn }, that have operated on a
database D. In the rest of the chapter, we use the term update queries, or just queries, to
refer to any of the queries in (Q), including insertion and deletion queries.
Query (qi ): We model each query as a function over a database D, resulting in a new
database D0 . For INSERT queries, D0 = q(D) = D ∪ {tnew }. We model UPDATE and
DELETE queries as follows:

D0 = q(D) = {µq (t) | t ∈ D, σq (t)} ∪ {t | t ∈ D, ¬σq (t)}
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In this definition, the modifier function µq (t) represents the query’s update equations, and
it transforms a tuple by either deleting it (µq (t) = ⊥) or changing the values of some
of its attributes. The conditional function σq (t) is a boolean function that represents the
query’s condition predicates. In the example of Figure 4.1, we model µq1 (t) and σq1 (t) as
µq1 (t) = (t.income, t.income ∗ 0.3, t.pay) and σq1 (t) = (t.income ≥ 85700) respectively.
Note that in this thesis, we do not consider sub-queries or aggregation.
Database state (Di ): We use Di to represent the state of a database D after the application
of queries q1 through qi from the log Q. D0 represents the original database state, and Dn
the final, or current, database state. Out of all the states, the system only maintains D0
and Dn . In practice, D0 can be a checkpoint: a state of the database that we assume is
correct; we cannot diagnose errors before this state. The intermediate states can be derived
by executing the log: Di = qi (qi−1 (. . . q1 (D0 ))). We also write Dn = Q(D0 ) to denote that
the final database state Dn can be derived by applying the sequence of queries in the log to
the original database state D0 .
True database state (Di∗ ): Queries in Q are possibly erroneous, introducing errors in the
data. There exists a sequence of true database states {D0∗ , D1∗ . . . , Dn∗ }, with D0∗ = D0 ,
representing the database states that would have occurred if there had been no errors in the
queries. The true database states are unknown; our goal is to find and correct the errors in Q
and retrieve the correct database state Dn∗ .
For ease of exposition, in the remainder of the chapter we assume that the database
contains a single relation with attributes A1 , . . . , Am , but the single table is not a requirement
in our framework.
Error models: Following the terminology in Example 4.1, we model a set of identified or
user-reported data errors as complaints. A complaint corresponds to a particular tuple in the
final database state Dn∗ , and identifies that tuple’s correct value assignment. We formally
define complaints below:
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Definition 4.3 (Complaint) A complaint c is a mapping between two tuples: c : t 7→ t∗ ,
such that t and t∗ have the same schema, t, t∗ ∈ Dn ∪ {⊥}, and t 6= t∗ . A complaint defines
a transformation Tc on the final database state Dn : Tc (Dn ) = (Dn \ {t}) ∪ {t∗ }, which
replaces t in Dn with t∗ .
In the example of Figure 4.1, two complaints are reported on the final database state D3 :
c1 : t3 7→ t∗3 and c2 : t4 7→ t∗4 , where t∗3 = (86000, 21500, 64500) and t∗4 = (86500, 21625,
64875). For both these cases, each complaint denotes a value correction for a tuple in D3 .
Complaints can also model the addition or removal of tuples: c : ⊥ 7→ t∗ means that t∗
should be added to the database, whereas c : t 7→ ⊥ means that t should be removed from
the database.
Complaint set (C): We use C to denote the set of all known complaints C = {c1 , . . . , ck },
and we call it the complaint set. Each complaint in C represents a transformation (addition,
deletion, or modification) of a tuple in Dn . We assume that the complaint set is consistent,
i.e., there are no two complaints that propose different transformations to the same tuple
t ∈ Dn . Applying all these transformations to Dn results in a new database instance
Dn0 = Tc1 (Tc2 (. . . Tck (Dn ))).1 C is complete if it contains a complaint for each error in
Dn . In that case, Dn0 = Dn∗ . In our work, we do not assume that the complaint set
is complete, but, as is more common in practice, we only know a subset of the errors
(incomplete complaint set). Further, we focus our analysis on valid complaints; we briefly
discuss dealing with invalid complaints (complaints identifying a correct value as an error)
in Section 4.4. Meanwhile, in this thesis we did not focus on incorrect and adversarial
complaints. This is still an open question and potential future direction for this line of work.
Log repair (Q∗ ): The goal of our framework is to derive a diagnosis as a log repair
Q∗ = {q1∗ , . . . , qn∗ }, such that Q∗ (D0 ) = Dn∗ . In this work, we focus on errors produced
by incorrect parameters in queries, so our repairs focus on altering query constants rather
1

Since the complaint set is consistent, it is easy to see that the order of transformations is inconsequential.
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than query structure. Therefore, for each query qi∗ ∈ Q∗ , qi∗ has the same structure as qi
(e.g., the same number of predicates and the same variables in the WHERE clause), but
possibly different parameters. For example, a good log repair for the example of Figure 4.1
is Q∗ = {q1∗ , q2 , q3 }, where q1∗ =UPDATE Taxes SET owed=income*0.3 WHERE
income >= 87500.
Problem definition: We now formalize the problem definition for diagnosing data errors
using query logs. A diagnosis is a log repair Q∗ that resolves all complaints in the set C and
leads to a correct database state Dn∗ .
Definition 4.4 (Optimal diagnosis) Given database states D0 and Dn , a query log Q such
that Q(D0 ) = Dn , a set of complaints C on Dn , and a distance function d, the optimal
diagnosis is a log repair Q∗ , such that:
• Q∗ (D0 ) = Dn∗ , where Dn∗ has no errors
• d(Q, Q∗ ) is minimized
More informally, we seek the minimum changes to the log Q that would result in a clean
database state Dn∗ . Obviously, a challenge is that Dn∗ is unknown, unless we know that the
complaint set is complete.
4.1.2

Problem scope and solution outline

In this work, we focus on handling data manipulation statements (UPDATE, INSERT,
and DELETE queries) with simple, basic query structures without subqueries, aggregations,
or joins. Expressions (in predicates and SET clauses) may be over linear combinations of
constants and a single attribute, and we do not support arbitrary user defined functions. We
find that the queries that we focus on are applicable to a broad range of user-facing web
applications (e.g., conference attendee scheduling, voting, data entry) and OLTP benchmarks,
and that complex query structures and operations are less common than in read-oriented
analytical workloads.
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Given a query log and a set of complaints, QF IX proposes repairs as modifications of
values in one or more queries. QF IX does not modify the structure of queries, and makes
the implicit assumption that the log starts either with an empty or a clean database. We
demonstrate that QF IX can solve problems with corruptions in multiple queries, but its
scalability in this setting is limited (up to about 50 queries in the log). For cases where
corruptions are restricted to a single query, QF IX can scale to large data and log sizes.
In Section 4.2, we describe our basic method, which uses a constraint programming
formulation that expresses this diagnosis problem as a mixed integer linear program (MILP).
Section 4.3 presents several optimization techniques that extend the basic method, allowing
QF IX to (1) handle cases of incomplete information (incomplete complaint set), and (2) scale
to large data and log sizes. Specifically, the fully optimized, incremental algorithm, can
handle query logs with hundreds of queries within minutes, while the performance of the
basic approach collapses by 50 queries.

4.2

A MILP-based solution

The Optimal Diagnosis problem states that a log repair should resolve all complaints
when re-executing the repaired log on the initial (possibly empty) database state. The key
challenge is that solutions must be able to handle data dependencies between queries in the
log (e.g., qi reads what qj wrote). Unfortunately, this challenge renders existing database
techniques [44, 190], as well as machine learning-based approaches, infeasible because they
are designed to “repair” individual non-nested SELECT queries.
To address these cross-query dependencies, we introduce a constraint-based approach to
the Optimal Diagnosis problem. To do so, it maps the problem into a mixed-integer linear
programming (MILP) problem by linearizing and parameterizing the corrupted query log
over the tuples in the database. Briefly, a MILP problem involves assigning values to a set
of undetermined variables such that they satisfy a set of linear equations and minimize an
objective function—it is mixed because the variables may be integers or real numbers.
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Our general strategy is to model each query as a linear equation that computes the output
tuple values from the inputs and to transform the equation into a set of of linear constraints.
In addition, the constant values in the queries are parameterized into a set of undetermined
variables, while the database state before and after the query is encoded as constraints on the
initial and final tuple values. Finally, the objective function over the undetermined variables
prefers assignments that minimize the amount that the queries change and the number of
non-complaint tuples that are affected.
The rest of this section will introduce the properties of MILP solvers, describe how to
encode a single query and single tuple attribute, then extend the encoding procedure to the
entire database and query log. We finally define the objective function. Subsequent sections
introduce optimizations and variations of the problem.
4.2.1

MILP Solvers

MILP problems are known to be NP-hard with respect to the number of constraints
and undetermined variables, however numerous pruning and pre-processing optimizations
and heuristics have made solvers very fast [3, 58, 156, 165, 171, 179]. As a result, MILP
solvers are both quite efficient and widely used in practice for applications such as trajectory
planning [127, 135, 163], assembly and scheduling processes [86, 172, 173], and general
decision support [91, 133]. Modern solver performance is primarily sensitive to the number
of constraints and the number of undetermined variables in the problem [11,93,138]. One of
our key contributions in this chapter is to use this observation to design a set of optimizations
to dramatically reduce the size of the MILP problem—enough so that we can produce
repairs for TPC-C workloads within one second.
4.2.2

Encoding a single query

MILP problems express constraints as a set of linear inequalities. Our task is to derive
such a mathematical representation for each query in Q. Starting with the functional representation of a query (Section 4.1), we describe how each query type, UPDATE, INSERT,
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and DELETE, can be transformed into a set of linear constraints over a tuple t and an
attribute value Aj .
UPDATE: Recall from Section 4.1 that query qi can be modeled as the combination of a
modifier function µqi (t) and conditional function σqi (t). First, we use binary variable xqi ,t
to indicate whether query qi produces an effect on tuple t.

xqi ,t = eqi ,t ⊗ σqi (t)

(4.1)

We use eqi ,t to support DELETE statements. eqi ,t is a binary indicator of t’s existence in the
database prior to qi , and is by default set to 1 when there are no DELETE queries in the log.
If a tuple exists, then xqi ,t depends on t satisfying the condition function σqi . Otherwise,
t has been deleted, eqi ,t = 0, and xqi ,t will always be false. We describe how to set eqi ,t
(Equation 4.7) when we introduce DELETE queries.
Next, we introduce real-valued variables for the attributes of t. We express the updated
value of an attribute using semi-modules, borrowing from the models of provenance for aggregate operations [6]. A semi-module consists of a commutative semi-ring, whose elements
are scalars, a commutative monoid whose elements are vectors, and a multiplication-byscalars operation that takes a scalar x and a vector u and returns a vector x ⊗ u. A similar
formalism has been used in literature to model hypothetical data updates [143].
Given a query qi and tuple t, we express the value of attribute Aj in the updated tuple t0
as follows:

t0 .Aj = xqi ,t ⊗ µqi (t).Aj + (1 − xqi ,t ) ⊗ t.Aj

(4.2)

In this expression, the ⊗ operation corresponds to regular multiplication, but we maintain
the ⊗ notation to indicate that it is a semi-module multiplication by scalars. This expression
models the action of the update: If t satisfies the conditional function (xqi ,t = 1), then t0 .Aj
takes the value µqi (t).Aj ; if t does not satisfy the conditional function (xqi ,t = 0), then t0 .Aj
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takes the value t.Aj . In our running example, the rate value of a tuple t after query q1 would
be expressed as: t0 .owed = xq1 ,t ⊗ (t.income ∗ 0.3) + (1 − xq1 ,t ) ⊗ t.owed. Equation (4.2)
does not yet provide a linear representation of the corresponding constraint, as it contains
multiplication of variables. To linearize this expression, we adapt a method from [143]:
We introduce two variables u.Aj and v.Aj to represent the two terms of Equation (4.2):
u.Aj = xqi ,t ⊗ µqi (t.Aj ) and v.Aj = (1 − xqi ,t ) ⊗ t.Aj . Assuming a number M is a large
enough value [17] that is outside of the domain of t.Aj , we get the following constraints:
u.Aj ≤ µqi (t).Aj

v.Aj ≤ t.Aj

u.Aj ≤ xqi ,t M

v.Aj ≤ (1−xqi ,t )M

u.Aj ≥ µqi (t).Aj −(1−xqi ,t )M

v.Aj ≥ t.Aj −xqi ,t M

(4.3)

The set of conditions on u.Aj ensure that u.Aj = µqi (t).Aj if xqi ,t = 1, and 0 otherwise.
Similarly, the conditions on v.Aj ensure that v.Aj = t.Aj if xqi ,t = 0, and 0 otherwise. Now,
Equation (4.2) becomes linear:
t.A0j = u.Aj + v.Aj

(4.4)

INSERT:An insert query adds a new tuple tnew to the database. If the query were corrupted,
then the inserted values need repair. We use a binary variable xqi ,t to model whether the
query impacts the value of tuple t. Each attribute of the newly inserted tuple (t0 .Aj ) may
take one of two values: the value specified by the insertion query (tnew .Aj ) if the query
changes the value of the tuple t (xqi ,t = 1), or an undetermined value (v.Aj ) otherwise.
Thus, similar with Equation (4.2), we write:
t0 .Aj = xqi ,t ⊗ tnew .Aj + (1 − xqi ,t ) ⊗ v.Aj

(4.5)

DELETE: A delete query removes a set of tuples from the database. Since the MILP
problem doesn’t have a way to express a non-existent value, we encode a deleted tuple by
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setting its attributes to a “ghost” value, M − , outside of the attribute domain. Since M −
is outside of the attribute domain, any subsequent conditional functions will evaluate to
false, so subsequent queries do not affect ghost tuples. There are nuances to how M − is set.
It needs to be sufficiently large, for the MILP problem to prioritize a modification to the
WHERE clause of the DELETE query (σqi (t) = 0/1), compared to a modification of the SET
clause of an UPDATE query to the ghost value (µqi (t.Aj ) = M − ). However, it should be
M − ≤ M to ensure the constraints remain feasible (Equation 4.3). Using M − thus ensures
that subsequent queries will treat the tuple as a “ghost” and ignore it.

t0 .Aj = xqi ,t ⊗ M − + (1 − xqi ,t ) ⊗ t.Aj

(4.6)

The variable xqi ,t is set according to Equation (4.1); in Equation (4.1), eqi ,t is set to 0 if t was
deleted in qi (t.Aj = M − ) and the deletion is correct due to its presence in the complaint set
(t∗ .Aj = M − ). Otherwise, the tuple exists and eqi ,t = 1.

eqi ,t = ¬((t.Aj = M − ) ∧ (t∗ .Aj = M − ))

(4.7)

This expression is further linearized using the same method as Equation (4.3).
Putting it all together. The constraints defined in Equations (4.1)–(4.6) form the main
structure of the MILP problem for a single attribute Aj of a single tuple t. To linearize
a query qi one needs to apply this procedure to all attributes and tuples. This process is
denoted as Linearize(q, t) in Algorithm 5. Our MILP formulation includes three types of
variables: the binary variables xqi ,t , the real-valued attribute values (e.g., u.Aj ), and the
real-valued constants in µqi and σqi . All these variables are undetermined and need to be
assigned values by a MILP solver.
Next, we extend this encoding to the entire query log, and incorporate an objective
function encouraging solutions that minimize the overall changes to the query log.
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4.2.3

Encoding and repairing the query log

We proceed to describe the procedure (Algorithm 5) that encodes the full query log into
a MILP problem, and solves the MILP problem to derive Q∗ . The algorithm takes as input
the query log Q, the initial and final (dirty) database states D0,n , and the complaint set C,
and outputs a fixed query log Q∗ .
We first call Linearize on each tuple in D0 and each query in Q, and add the result to
a set of constraints milp cons. The function AssignVals adds constraints to set the values of
the inputs to q0 and the outputs of qn to their respective values in D0 and TC (Dn ). Additional
constraints account for the fact that the output of query qi is the input of qi+1 (ConnectQueries). This function simply equates t0 from the linearized result for qi to the t input for
the linearized result of qi+1 .
Finally, EncodeObjective augments the program with an objective function that models
the distance function between the original query log and the log repair (d(Q, Q∗ )). In the
following section we describe our model for the distance function, though other models are
also possible. Once the MILP solver returns a variable assignment, ConvertQLog updates
the constants in the query log based on this assignment, and constructs the fixed query log
Q∗ .
4.2.4

The objective function

The optimal diagnosis problem (Definition 4.4) seeks a log repair Q∗ , such that the
distance d(Q, Q∗ ) is minimized. We follow similar intuition as other existing data repair
problems [57] in our objective function. In this section, we describe our model for the
objective function, which assumes numerical parameters and attributes. This assumption
is not a restriction of the QFix framework. Handling other data types, such as categorical
values, comes down to defining an appropriate distance function, which can then be directly
incorporated into QFix.
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Algorithm 5 Basic : The MILP-based approach.
Require: Q, D0 , Dn , C
1: milp cons ← ∅
2: for each t in R do
3:
for each q in Q do
4:
milp cons ← milp cons ∪ Linearize(q, t)
5:
end for
6:
milp cons ← milp cons ∪ AssignV als(D0 .t, Dn .t, C)
7:
for each i in {0, . . . , N − 1} do
8:
milp cons ← milp cons ∪ ConnectQueries(qi , qi+1 )
9:
end for
10: end for
11: milp obj ← EncodeObjective(milp cons, Q)
12: solved vals ← M ILP Solver(milp cons, milp obj)
13: Q∗ ← ConvertQLog(Q, solved vals)
14: Return Q∗
In our experiments, we use the normalized Manhattan distance (in linearized format in
the MILP problem) between the parameters in Q and Q∗ . We use q.parami to denote the
ith parameter of query q, and |q.param| to denote the total number of parameters in q:

∗

d(Q, Q ) =

n |qi .param|
X
X
i=1

|qi .paramj − qi .param∗j |

j=1

Different choices for the objective function are also possible. For example, one may
prioritize the total number of changes incurred in the log, rather than the magnitude of these
changes. However, a thorough investigation of different possible distance metrics is beyond
the scope of our work.

4.3

Optimizing the basic approach

A major drawback of our basic MILP transformation (Section 4.2) is that it exhaustively
encodes the combination of all tuples in the database and all queries in the query log.
In this approach, the number of constraints (as well as undetermined variables) grows
quadratically with respect to the database and the query log. This increase has a large impact
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Figure 4.3: Log size vs. execution time for 1000 records. The basic approach failed to
complete by the time limit of 1000sec for a log of 80 queries.

on the running time of the solver, since it needs to find a (near)-optimal assignment of all
undetermined variables (exponential with the number of undetermined variables). This is
depicted in Figure 4.3, which increases the query log size over a database of 1000 tuples.
The red bars encode the problem using the basic algorithm that parameterizes all queries,
while the blue bars show the potential gain of only parameterizing the oldest query that
we assume is incorrect. Beyond 80 queries, basic fails to produce an answer within 1000
seconds. Although MILP solvers exhibit empirical performance variation, this experiment
illustrates the performance limitation of the basic approach.
A second limitation of basic is its inability to handle errors in the complaint set. This
is because the basic MILP formulation generates hard constraints for all of the database
records, thus any error, whether a false negative missing complaint or a false positive
incorrect complaint, must be correct. It may be impossible to find a repair that satisfies this
condition and will lead to solver infeasibility errors.
The rest of this section describes three classes of slicing optimizations that reduce
the number of tuples, queries, and attributes that are encoded in the MILP problem. The
tuple-slicing technique additionally improves the repair accuracy when the complaint set is
incomplete. We also propose an incremental algorithm that avoids the exponential increase
in solver time by only parameterizing a small number of queries at a time—thus limiting the
cost to the left side of Figure 4.3.
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Figure 4.4: Graphical depiction of correct (a) and over-generalized (b) repairs. Solid and
empty circles represent complaint and non-complaint tuples. Each thick line represents the
interval of query q’s range predicate. Dirty: incorrect interval in corrupted query; truth:
correct interval in true query; repair: interval returned by the solver.
4.3.1

Tuple Slicing: Reducing Tuples

Our first optimization, tuple-slicing, applies a two step process to reduce the problem
size without sacrificing accuracy: it first aggressively reduces the problem size by only
encoding tuples in the complaint set and then refines the log repair through a second but
much smaller MILP problem.
Step 1 (Initial Repair Step): The first step of tuple slicing aggressively reduces the problem
size by only encoding those tuples in the complaint set C (Algorithm 5 line 2 is replaced
with for each t in C). Each tuple necessitates the linearization of the entire query
log, thus, only encoding the complaint tuples minimizes the size of the problem with respect
to the relevant tuples. This optimization is guaranteed to resolve C, thus depending on
the properties of the non-complaint records, it can generate correct repairs an order of
magnitude faster without hurting the accuracy. In Figure 4.4(a), the solver will guarantee
a repair interval that excludes the two left-most complaints, includes the two right-most
complaints, and minimizes the difference between the dirty and repaired intervals (due to
the objective function). This effectively pushes the repair’s lower-bound towards that of the
dirty interval. This is a case where such a solution is correct, because the dirty and truth
intervals overlap. Recall that we do not have access to the truth interval, and our goal is to
reproduce the truth interval given C (solid circles) and the corrupted query.
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However, this approach can also cause the repair to be a superset of the truth interval,
and affect tuples not part of the complaint set. Figure 4.4(b) highlights such a case where
the dirty and truth intervals are non-overlapping, and the non-complaint record between
them has been incorrectly included in the repair interval—because the MILP problem did
not include the non-complaint.
In both of these cases, the objective function will ensure that the repair does not overgeneralize the upper bound towards the right because that strictly increases the objective
function. Therefore, our main concern is to refine the repair interval to exclude those
non-complaint tuples in case (b). Note that in the case of incomplete complaint sets, the
user may choose to not execute the refinement step if she believes that the non-complaint
records are indeed in error.
Step 2 (Refinement Step): Although there are many possible mechanisms to refine the initial repair (e.g., incrementally shrinking the repaired interval until the non-complaint tuples
are all excluded), the straightforward approaches are not effective when multiple corrupt
queries have been repaired because they don’t take the query interactions into account.
Instead, we solve this with a second, significantly smaller, MILP problem. Let Q∗rep be
the set of repaired queries from the initial MILP formulation with tuple slicing; N C be the
set of non-complaint tuples now matching the repaired WHERE clauses, as in Figure 4.4(b);
and C + = C ∪ N C. We create a new MILP using C + as the complaint set. The key is to only
parameterize the repaired clauses from Step 1 as constraints with undetermined variables.
The variables for all other tuples and queries are fixed to their assigned values from Step
1. This refines the solutions from the previous step while incorporating knowledge about
complaints in N C, Finally, we use a new objective function to minimize the number of
non-complaint tuples t ∈ N C that are matched by the solution.
In our experiments, we find that this second MILP iteration adds minimal overhead
(0.1 − 0.5%) with respect to the initial MILP problem. Tuple-slicing is a heuristic method
that decomposes a large MILP problem into two, typically much smaller, MILP problems.
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It is effective in practice and greatly helps improve QF IX performance, especially when
the ratio of the complaint set size and the database size is small. In general, this heuristic
can result in incorrect repairs. However, if corruptions are restricted to a single query,
the complaint set is complete, and incremental repair is employed (Section 4.3.4), we can
guarantee that tuple slicing will not lead to loss of accuracy using a small modification: By
disallowing non-complaint tuples in the refinement step (e.g., by restricting the value of
the objective function in the refinement MILP to zero), the solver will be forced to pick the
correct repair.
4.3.2

Query Slicing: Reducing Queries

In practice, many of the queries in the query log could not have affected the complaint
attributes (defined below). For example, if qN −1 and qN only read and wrote attribute A1 ,
then they could not have contributed to an error in A2 . However, if qN wrote A2 , then either
or both queries may have caused the error. In short, if we model a query as a set of attribute
read and write operations, those not part of the causal read-write chain to the complaint
attributes can be ignored. This is the foundation of our query-slicing optimization.
Definition 4.5 (Complaint Attributes A(C)) The set of attributes identified as incorrect
in the complaint set.
A(C) = {Ai |t.Ai 6= t∗ .Ai , c(t, t∗ ) ∈ C}
We proceed to define the impact that a query has directly (the set of attributes it modifies),
and its full impact (the set of attributes it may affect through all subsequent queries).
Definition 4.6 (Query dependency & impact) Query qi has direct impact, I(qi ), which
is the set of attributes updated in its modifier function µqi , and dependency, P(qi ), which
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is the set of attributes involved in its condition function σqi . We use Fj (qi ) to denote the
impact of qi on the output of qj (j ≥ i):

Fj (qi ) =





Fj−1 (qi ) ∪ I(qj ),




Fj−1 (qi ),






I(qi ),

if j > i ∧ Fj−1 (qi ) ∩ P(qj ) 6= ∅
if j > i ∧ Fj−1 (qi ) ∩ P(qj ) = ∅
otherwise

Thus, query qi ’s full impact—the set of attributes it may affect through all subsequent
queries in the log—is its impact to the most recent query: F(qi ) = Fn (qi ).
Full impact is a form of forward provenance: it traces the query history toward more
recent queries and extending the impact of a query to include every attribute that may have
been affected by it. For example, assume the following query log: {q1 writes A; q2 reads A
writes B, q3 reads B writes C}. The direct impact of q1 is {A}. Through q2 , it extends to
{A, B}, and it’s full impact (after q3 ) is {A, B, C}.
Based on the full impact of q, we can determine if it affects the complaints C and is a
candidate for repair. Specifically, if F(q) ∩ A(C) = ∅, then q does not contribute to the
complaints and can be ignored in the repair process; otherwise, it is a candidate for repair. In
the case of single-query corruptions, q is a candidate for repair only if F(q)∩A(C) = A(C),
which makes this optimization even more effective.
We use Rel(Q) to denote the set of queries that are candidates for repair. Query slicing
only linearizes the queries in Rel(Q) which is a conservative estimate of all queries that
may have affected the user complaints. Since this set is typically much smaller than the
entire query log, this optimization leads to smaller problems than basic without any loss of
accuracy. We formalize this result in Lemma 4.7.
4.3.3

Attribute Slicing: Reducing Attributes

In addition to removing irrelevant queries, we additionally avoid encoding irrelevant attributes. Given Rel(Q), the relevant attributes can be defined as: Rel(A) =
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Algorithm 6 F ullImpact : Algorithm for finding F(q).
Require: Q, qi
1: F(qi ) ← I(qi )
2: for each qj in qi+1 , ..., qn ∈ Q do
3:
if F(qi ) ∩ P(qj ) 6= ∅ then
4:
F(qi ) ← F(qi ) ∪ I(qj )
5:
end if
6: end for
7: Return F(qi )
Algorithm 7 Inck : The incremental algorithm.
Require: Q, Dj , Dn , C, k
1: Sort Q from most to least recent
2: for each qi ...qi+k ∈ Q do
3:
Qsuf f ix = {qj |j ≥ i}
4:
Q∗ ← Basicparams (Qsuf f ix , Dj , Dn , C, {qi , qi+k })
5:
if Q∗ 6= ∅ then
6:
Return Q∗
7:
end if
8: end for
∪qi ∈RelQ (F(qi ) ∪ P(qi )) We propose attribute slicing optimization that only encodes constraints for attributes in Rel(A). We find that this type of slicing can be effective for wide
tables along with queries that focus on a small subset of attributes.
Similar to query slicing, this optimization removes only non-relevant attributes through
static analysis of the query log. Thus, it reduces the problem size without loss of accuracy.
We formalize the soundness of the query and attribute slicing in the following lemma.
Lemma 4.7 If R is a set of repairs that QF IX produces under no slicing optimizations, then
QF IX will produce the same repairs R under query and attribute slicing.

4.3.4

Incremental Repairs

Even with the slicing optimizations, the number of undetermined variables can remain
high, resulting in slow solver runtime. The red bars in Figure 4.3 showed the exponential
cost of parameterizing the entire query log as compared to only solving for a single query
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(blue bars). These results suggest that it is faster to run many small MILP problems than
a single large one, and motivates our incremental algorithm.
ur Inck approach (Algorithm 7) focuses on the case where there is a single corrupted
query to repair. It does so by linearizing the full query log, including any slicing optimizations, but only parameterizing and repairing a batch of k consecutive queries at a time. This
procedure first attempts to repair the k most recent queries, and continues to the next k
queries if a repair was not generated. The algorithm internally calls a modified version of
the basic approach that takes extra parameters {qi , qi+k }, only parameterizes those queries,
and fixes the values of all other variables.
The incremental approach prioritizes repairs for complaints that are due to more recent
corruptions. Given that the basic algorithm simply fails beyond a small log size, we
believe this is a natural and pragmatic assumption to use, and results in a 10× scalability
improvement. Our experiments further evaluate different batching levels k in the incremental
algorithm and show that it is impractical from both a performance and accuracy to have
k > 1.

4.4

Noisy Complaint Sets

As described in the problem setup (Section 4.1), complaint sets may be imperfect. First,
complaint sets are typically incomplete, missing errors that occur in Dn , but are not reported.
In this case, the naive encoding of the query log and database (basic) will likely produce an
infeasible MILP. In the running example of Figure 3.1, if the complaint set is incomplete
and only contains a complaint on t4 , basic will interpret t3 as a correct state and repairing
the condition of q1 to a value greater than $86500 will appear to introduce a new error. The
solver will declare the problem infeasible and will not return a solution.
However, the tuple slicing optimization (Section 4.3.1) implicitly corrects this problem:
By only encoding the tuples in the incomplete complaint set, the encoded problem does not
enforce constraints on the query’s effect on other tuples in the database. This allows the
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result to generalize to tuples not in the complaint set. The second iteration of the MILP
execution then uses a soft constraint on the number of non-complaint tuples that are affected
by the repair in order to address the possibility of over-generalization.
Another possible inaccuracy in the complaint set is the presence of false positives: some
complaints may be incorrectly reporting errors, or the target tuple t∗ of a complaint may
be incorrect. This type of noise in the complaint set can also lead to infeasibility. One can
remove such erroneous complaints as a pre-processing step, using one of numerous outlier
detection algorithms. While this is an interesting problem, it is orthogonal to the query
repair problem that we are investigating in this work. Thus, in our experiments, we focus on
incomplete complaint sets and assume that there are not erroneous complaints.

4.5

Evaluation

We now study the sensitivity of the basic, optimized and incremental variations of
the QF IX algorithm to changes in the database and query log characteristics. Due to the
difficulty of collecting corrupt query logs from active deployments, we try to understand
these trade-offs in controlled synthetic scenarios, as well as for queries from two widely
used OLTP benchmarks.
To this end, we first focus on the case of single query corruptions and evaluate the
optimized QF IX incremental algorithm on two OLTP benchmarks (Section 4.5.2) and
find that QF IX can return high quality repairs in interactive speeds. We then evaluate the
variations of the incremental algorithm in a wide range of controlled database and query log
settings (Section 4.5.3) Finally, we evaluate the incremental and basic algorithms on more
challenging settings of incomplete complaint sets and multiple query corruptions and discuss
why the latter setting is fundamentally difficult (Section 4.5.3.1). All experiments were run
on 12x2.66 GHz machines with 16GB RAM running IBM CPLEX [53] as the MILP solver
on CentOS release 6.6. In the following text, QF IX refers to the incremental algorithm with
the tuple-slicing optimization: this setting works well in most OLTP benchmark settings
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because the tables seldom have more than 50 attributes; Section 4.5.3.2 shows how attribute
and query-slicing can further improve performance a wide (up to 500 attributes) tables. We
refer the reader to Section 4.5.5 for a study of alternative machine learning-based repair
algorithms.
4.5.1

Experimental Setup

For each of our experiments we generate and corrupt a query log. We execute the
original and corrupt query logs on an initial (possibly empty) database, perform a tuple-wise
comparison between the resulting database states to generate a true complaint set, and
simulate incomplete complaint sets by removing a subset of the true complaints. Finally,
we execute the algorithms and compare the repaired query log with the true query log, as
well as the repaired and true final database states, to measure performance and accuracy
metrics. Performance is measured as wall clock time between submitting a complaint set
and the system terminating after retrieving a valid repair. Accuracy is reported as the repair’s
precision (percentage of repaired tuples that were correctly fixed), recall (the percentage of
the full complaint set that was repaired), and F-measure (the harmonic mean of precision
and recall). These metrics measure whether the complaint tuples are repaired correctly, but
it is possible that the repaired query differs from the true query. Besides precision, recall,
and F-measure, we separately evaluate whether QF IX selects the right query to repair. In
summary, we find that QF IX always fixes the right query when the complaint set is complete.
However, the less complete the complaint set, and the older the corruption, the more likely
it is that QF IX will repair the wrong query. Our experiments report averages across 20 runs.
We describe the experimental parameters in the context of the datasets and workloads below.
Synthetic: We generate an initial database of ND random tuples. The schema contains a
primary key id along with Na attributes a1 . . . aNa , whose values are integers picked from
[0, Vd ] uniformly at random. We then generate a sequence of Nq queries. The default setting
for these parameters are: ND = 1000, Na = 10, Vd = 200, Nq = 300.
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UPDATE queries are defined by a SET clause that assigns an attribute a Constant or
Relative value, and a WHERE clause can either be a P oint predicate on a key, or a Range
predicate on non-key attributes:
SET Clause:
Constant: SET (a_i=?), ...
Relative: SET (a_i=a_i+?)
WHERE Clause:
Point: WHERE a_j=? & ...
Range: WHERE a_j in [?,?+r] & ...
where ?∈ [0, Vd ] is random and r is the size of the range predicate. Query selectivity
is by default 2% (r= 4). Note that a range predicate where r = 0 is distinct from a
P oint predicate due to the non-key attribute. The WHERE clauses in DELETE queries are
generated in an identical fashion, while INSERT queries insert values picked uniformly at
random from Vd . By default, we generate UPDATE queries with non-key range predicates
and constant set clauses.
Benchmarks: We use the TPC-C [52] and TATP [189] benchmarks. The former generates
the ORDER table at scale 1 with one warehouse, and uses the queries that modify the
ORDER table. We execute a log of 2000 queries over an initial table containing 6000 tuples.
1837 queries are INSERTs and the rest are UPDATEs. The latter TATP workload simulates
the caller location system. We generate a database from SUBSCRIBER table with 5000
tuples and 2000 UPDATE queries. Both setups were generated using the OLTP-bench [65].
Corrupting Queries: We corrupt query qi by replacing it with a randomly generated query
of the same type based on the procedures described above. To standardize our procedures,
we selected a fixed set of queries indexes based on their age with respect to the most recent
query. For instance, an age of 50 means the corruption was 50 queries ago on qNq −50 . We
call this parameter the Corruption Age.
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Figure 4.5: QFix quickly produces repairs for OLTP workloads.

4.5.2

Benchmark Results

In this experiment, we vary the location of a single corrupt query in the TPC-C and
TATP benchmark query logs and report QF IX’s performance; in all runs, QF IX achieves
an F-measure score of 1. Figure 4.5 shows that QF IX can generate a repair for TPC-C
and TATP within milliseconds and tens of seconds, respectively. The key reason is that
in practice, each query affects a small set of records and results in a very small complaint
set—1 − 2 on average. Tuple and query slicing are also able to aggressively reduce the total
number of constraints to < 100 constraints on average.
QF IX can repair TPC-C queries are predominantly INSERTs, which QF IX can solve
within milliseconds. In contrast, TATP only contains UPDATEs, which are harder to solve
than INSERT queries and thus lead to higher execution time compared with TPC-C queries.
Note that these experiments stripped out read-only queries from the workload, which
account for 8 and 80% of the queries in TPC-C and TATP, respectively. Finally, QF IX
repairs Example 4.1 in Figure 4.1 within 35 milliseconds.
Takeaways: many workloads in practice are dominated by INSERT and point UPDATE
queries (ignoring the dominant percentage of read-only queries). In these settings, QF IX
is very effective at reducing the number of constraints and can derive repairs with nearinteractive latencies.

4.5.3

Sensitivity of the Incremental Algorithms

This subsection evaluates the efficacy of using each slicing optimization on the incremental algorithm by varying the characteristics of the database and query log. By default, the
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(a) Performance for different query types.

(b) Performance of diff. query clause types.

(c) Query dimensionality vs time.

Figure 4.6: QF IX can repair INSERT and DELETE workloads quickly; complex UPDATE
queries are more expensive to repair.

tuple-slicing optimization is always enabled because the algorithms are unable to scale beyond 50 queries without it (Figure 4.3). We report performance and omit accuracy numbers
because the F-measure for all settings is nearly 1.
4.5.3.1

Sensitivity to the Query Log

The following experiments evaluate QF IX (incremental with all optimizations) under
differing query log characteristics. We first vary the query type and find that UPDATE
queries are the most expensive query type to repair. We then focus solely on UPDATE-only
workloads and vary query complexity and predicate dimensionality. The database is set
to the default settings (Na = 10, ND = 1000, Nq = 300) and we vary the location of the
single corrupt query.
Query Type: This experiment compares QF IX over INSERT, DELETE, or UPDATE-only
query logs to test the effect of the query type. Figure 4.6a shows that while the cost of
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repairing INSERT workloads remains relatively constant, the costs for DELETE-only and
UPDATE-only workloads increase as the corruption happens earlier in the query log—and
a much faster rate for UPDATE queries. This is because UPDATE queries translate into
more undetermined variables than INSERT or DELETE queries, and are significantly more
expensive to repair. For this reason, our subsequent experiments focus specifically on the
more challenging UPDATE-only workloads.
Query Clause Type: So far, we have focused on UPDATE queries with constant set clauses
and range predicates (Constant/Range). Figure 4.6b compares this against Constant/Point
and Relative/Range UPDATE query workloads. We found that point predicates are easier
to solve than range predicates because 1) the latter doubles the number of undetermined
variables as compared to point predicates and 2) point queries are on key attributes, which
further reduces the MILP search space. In addition, constant set clauses are easier than
relative set clauses because the former breaks the causal relationship between input and
output records for the overwritten values. This both simplifies the difficulty of the constraint
problem, and reduces the total number of constraints.
Predicate Dimensionality: Figure 4.6c varies the dimensionality of the update queries
by increasing the number of predicates in the WHERE clause, while keeping the query
cardinality constant (so the number of complaints is fixed). The cost increases with the
dimensionality because each additional predicate is translated into a new set of constraints
and undetermined variables, increasing the problem complexity.
Takeaways: we find UPDATE-workloads are on average significantly harder than
workloads with other types of queries, and that performance is closely related to the
complexity and the dimensionality of queries. In the challenging setting of range UPDATEonly workloads, QF IX find a repair within seconds or minutes for 200 queries—particularly
if the corruption is recent.
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(a) # of attributes vs time (ND = 100).

(b) Database size vs time (Na = 100).

Figure 4.7: For datasets with many attributes or many records, the optimizations result in
significant improvements.

4.5.3.2

Sensitivity to Database Properties

The following two experiments compare different combinations of the slicing optimizations tuple/query/attr under varying database size and schema size settings. The query log
contains the default Nq = 300 Constant/Range UPDATE queries. Each facet (subplot) in
Figure 4.7 represents the location of the corruption as qNq −250 , qNq −100 , qNq −0 .
# of Attributes: We first vary the number of attributes (Na ∈ [10, 500]) under a fixed
database size ND = 100. As shown in Figure 4.7a, when the number of attribute in a table is
small (e.g., Na = 10) or when the corruption is recent (e.g., q200,300 ), then all optimizations
appear identical. However, increasing the number of attribute exhibits a larger benefit for
query and attribute slicing (up to 6.8× reduction compared to tuple-slicing). When the table
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is wide (Na = 500), applying all optimizations (inc1 − all) is 40× faster than tuple-slicing
alone.
Database Size: We vary the database size (ND ∈ [1k, 100k]) with a large number of
attributes (Na = 100). We fix the number of complaints by decreasing the query selectivity
in proportion to ND ’s increase—the specific mechanism to do so did not affect the findings.
Figure 4.7b shows that the costs are relatively flat until the corruption occurs in an old query
(Corruption Age = 250). In addition, we find that the cost is highly correlated with the
number of candidate queries and attributes that are encoded in the MILP problem. The
increase in cost despite tuple-slicing is due to the increasing number of candidate queries
and attributes in the system; we believe this increasing trend limits the solver’s ability to
prune constraints that correspond to queries and attributes that clearly will not affect the
complaint set—an implicit form of query and attribute slicing. Ultimately, combining all
three optimizations outperforms tuple-slicing by 2 − 3×.
Takeaways: we find that repair performance is sensitive to the number of attributes and
the number of tuples in the database, particularly when the corruption is old. Tuple slicing
is essential to solve general problems, while attribute and query slicing show significant
gain for datasets with a large number of attributes.
Performance Limitations: QF IX fundamentally relies on MILP solvers to produce
repairs. This comes with two scalability limitations evident in QF IX: (1) current solver
limitations have trouble scaling to very large problem sizes, and (2) generating very large
problems is memory-intensive with respect to the data and log size. We use almost all
memory on the experiment machines with 100 attributes, 100k tuples, and 250 queries.
Techniques to address or side-step these limitations will be valuable in future work.
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(a) False negatives vs time.

(b) False negatives vs accuracy.

Figure 4.8: Incomplete complaint sets improve repair speed due to less complaints, but
degrade repair quality for older corruption (with higher Corruption Age).

4.5.4

More Challenging Repair Settings

In this section, we further study the performance of QF IX in solving hard problems—
when the set of complaints is incomplete, and when there is more than one corruption that
led to the complaints2 .
Incomplete Complaint Set: The first experiment (Figures 4.8a and 4.8b) varies the false
negative rate in incomplete complaint sets. We increase the rate from 0 (0% missing in the
complaint set) to 0.75 (75% are missing). We find that reducing the number of reported
complaints lowers the runtime; however, we observe a small reduction in repair quality
(precision and recall in Figure 4.8b) for recent corruptions and a significant drop for older
ones. This is expected: the less information we have on the problem (fewer complaints),
the lower our ability to fix it correctly. In the extreme case where very few complaints are
available, the problem can be under-specified, and the true repair harder to identify.
Multiple Corrupt Queries: This experiment studies how the basic algorithm, along with
the slicing optimizations, are able to repair complaints resulting from multiple corrupt
2
Note that even when there are multiple corruptions in the log, the incremental algorithm may still be
applicable if only one is responsible for the set of complaints. We leave this study to future work.
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(a) Multi-corrupt. vs time.

(b) Multi-corrupt. vs accuracy.

Figure 4.9: Our analysis highlights limitations of basic, the value of tuple-slicing, and the
high cost of UPDATE queries.

queries. We use the default settings, vary the number of corruptions using the following
procedure: we corrupt every tenth query in the log starting from oldest query q1 , and vary
the UPDATE-only query log size in increments of 10 within [10, 50] inclusive. For example,
when the Nq = 30, we corrupt queries q1,11,21 .
We find that all variants of basic have difficulty scaling beyond 30 queries (consistent
with the case with one corrupt query in Figure 4.3), although tuple and query slicing modestly
improve repair performance and quality. In addition, the number of corruptions and queries
greatly affect the scalabality (Figure 4.9a) and the accuracy (Figure 4.9b) of the algorithms.
Specifically, as the corruptions increase, the number of possible assignments of the MILP
parameters increases exponentially and the solver often takes longer than our experimental
time limit of 1000 seconds and returns an empty result. We find that problem infeasibility
is the predominant explanation for why the accuracy degrades past 30 queries. For example,
with 40 queries (4 corruptions), basic takes nearly 750s; however if we ignore the infeasible
executions, the average is 300 seconds and the precision and recall are greater than 0.94. Unfortunately, with 50 queries (5 corruptions), all runs are infeasible and exceed the time limit.
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Takeaways: QF IX solves recent errors (e.g., errors in most recent 100 queries) efficiently and effectively even with very incomplete complaint information. Also, basic, even
with slicing optimizations, has severe scalability limitations due to the large number of
undetermined variables—this is unsurprising as MILP constraint solving is an NP-hard
problem. This result highlights the value of the incremental algorithm optimization.

4.5.5

Comparing with a Learning-based Approach

A drawback of the MILP approach is that the generated models grow with the size of
the database and query log. However, we argue that the encoded information is necessary in
order to generate a sufficient set of constraints that result in a good repair. In this section,
we examine an alternative, simpler, decision tree-based approach called DecTree. We show
that even in a simple case of a single query log and a complete complaint set, it is expected
to perform poorly. We will first describe how to model the repair process using a decision
tree, and then we will present and discuss experimental results that illustrate its limitations.
4.5.5.1

Modeling Repairs with Decision Trees

Rule-based learners are used in classification tasks to generate a set of rules, or conjunctive predicates that best classify a group of labeled tuples. The rules are non-overlapping,
and each is associated with a label—a tuple that matches a given rule is assigned the corresponding label. These rules exhibit a natural parallel with SQL WHERE clauses, which
can be viewed as labeling selected tuples with a positive label and rejected tuples with a
negative label. Similarly, the structure of the rules is identical to those that QF IX is designed
to repair. Thus, given the database tuples labeled to describe the errors, we may use a
rule-based learner to generate the most appropriate WHERE clause. We focus our attention
on rule-based learners; specifically, we experiment with the C4.5 [157] decision tree learner,
which is an exemplar of rule-based learners.
A core limitation of this classification-based approach is that there is no means to repair
SET clauses, which modify data values rather than simply label them. We resolve this with
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a two step approach. We first use the decision tree to generate a repair for the WHERE clause,
and then use the modified query to identify repairs for the SET clause. The need for this two
step procedure limits this approach to encoding and repairing at most one query at a time.
Repairing the WHERE Clause: The WHERE clause of an update query is equivalent to
a rule-based binary classifier that splits tuples into two groups: (1) tuples that satisfy the
conditions in the WHERE clause and (2) tuples that do not. A mistake in a query predicate
can cause a subset of the tuples to be misclassified, and in turn, translate into data errors.
Therefore, repairing the complaints corresponds to repairing the imprecise classification.
The repair works as follows: For an incorrect query q, let D0 be the database state before
q, and D1∗ the correct database state that should have been the result after q, if q were correct.
We use each tuple t ∈ D0 as an element in the input training data for the classifier where
the values (of each attribute) of t define the feature vector and the label for t:

label(t) =




true

if D0 .t 6= D1∗ .t



f alse otherwise
The true rules generated by the decision tree trained on this labeled dataset forms a
disjunction of rules that constitute the repaired WHERE clause.
Repairing the SET Clause: The WHERE clause repair proposed by the classifier may not
completely repair the complaints if there was also an error in the SET clause. In this case,
we execute a second repair step.
We model the errors as a simple linear system of equations: each expression in the SET
clause is translated into a linear equation in the same fashion as described in Section 4.2.1.
Directly solving the system of equations for the undetermined variables will generate the
desired repair for the SET expression.
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(a) Comparison on Performance.

(b) Comparison on Accuracy.

Figure 4.10: DecTree compared with QF IX

4.5.5.2

Experimental Results

To illustrate these shortcomings, we compare DecTree with QF IX using a simplified
version of the setup from Section 4.5.1 that favors DecTree. We restrict the query log to
contain a single query that is corrupted, use a complete complaint set and vary the database
size. We use the following query template, where all SET clauses assign the attributes to
constants, and the WHERE clauses consist of range predicates:
UPDATE table
SET

(a_i=?), ...

WHERE a_j in [?,?+r] AND ...
Figure 4.10a shows that although the runtime performance of DecTree is better than
QF IX by small a constant factor (∼ 2.5×), both runtimes degrade exponentially. In addition,
the DecTree repairs are effectively unusable as their accuracy is low: the F-measure starts
at 0.5 and rapidly degrades towards 0. From these empirical results, we find that DecTree
generates low-quality repairs even under the simplest conditions—an approach that applies
DecTree over more queries is expected to have little hope of succeeding.
There are three important reasons why DecTree, and any approach that focuses on a
single query at a time3 , will not perform well.
3

Although our incremental approach tries to generate a repair for a single query at a time, it encodes all
subsequent queries in the log.
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Single Query Limitation. In principle, one could attempt to apply this technique to the
entire log one query at a time, starting from the most recent query. Even ignoring the low
repair accuracy shown in Figure 4.10b, this approach is infeasible. Consider that we generate
a labeled training dataset to repair qi using the query’s input and output database states Di−1
and Di∗ . Note that Di∗ is the theoretically correct database state assuming no errors in the
query log. We would need to derive Di∗ by applying the complaint set to Dn to create Dn∗ ,
and roll back the database state. Unfortunately, UPDATE queries are commonly surjective
such that their inverses are ambiguous, which means that it is often impossible to derive
Di∗ . In contrast, the incremental version of QF IX can bypass this problem by encoding
subsequent queries in the log in a MILP representation.
Structurally Different WHERE Clause Results. The basic classifier approach simply learns
a set of rules to minimize classification error, and can derive a clause whose struture is
arbitrarily different from the original query’s WHERE clause. Although it may be possible to
incorporate a distance measure as part of the decision tree splitting criteria, it is likely to be
a heuristic with no guarantees.
High Selectivity, Low Precision. Classifiers try to avoid overfitting by balancing the complexity of the rules with classification accuracy. This is problematic for highly selective
queries (e.g., primary key updates), because the classifier may simply ignore the single
incorrect record and generate a rule such as FALSE. In fact, this form of severely imbalanced
data continues to be a challenge for most major classification algorithms [88, 109]. Thus, we
believe that alternative classification algorithms would not improve on these results. Compound with the fact that many workloads are primarily composed of key update queries [65]
this issue severely limits the applicability of learning-based approaches.

4.5.6

Repairing the Correct Query

In our proposed algorithm (Section 4.2.1), it is possible to correctly resolve the reported
complaints by modifying a query that was not corrupted. Thus, our final experiment studies
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(a) Correct repair ratio vs. query types

(b) Correct repair ratio vs. database sizes

(c) Top-k vs. query types.

Figure 4.11: QF IX maintains 1.0 correct repair ratio with complete complaint set.

how often QF IX chooses the right query to repair. For each setting, we compute the correct
repair ratio pcorrect over 20 runs: pcorrect is the portion of runs where QF IX chose the correct
query to repair.
In Figure 4.11a, we evaluate QF IX with three types of workloads (UPDATE, INSERT,
and DELETE) over increasing corruption age: corruption age 1 means that the most recent
query was corrupted, while corruption age 250 means that the corruption occurred 250
queries in the past. In this experiment, we assume complete knowledge of the complaint
set. QF IX selects the correct query to repair in all cases. We next focus on the UPDATE
workload and three ages of corruption, while increasing the database size. Again, QF IX is
accurate in every case (Figure 4.11b).
Finally, we study the effect of incomplete complaints in Figure 4.11c. Increasing the
false negative rate means that more complaints are not reported. Similar to the precision
and recall performance in Figure 4.8b, pcorrect also drops for problems with old corruptions
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and high false negative rates. This is expected since with insufficient information, there is a
larger number of queries that offer valid fixes and QF IX simply chooses the one with the
lowest objective.

4.6

Conclusion

The general problem of data errors is complex, and exacerbated by its highly contextual
nature. We believe that an approach to explain and repair such data errors, based on
operations performed by the application or user, is a promising step towards incorporating
contextual hints into the analysis process.
Towards this goal, QF IX is the first framework to diagnose and repair errors in the
queries that operate on the data. Datasets are typically dynamic: even if a dataset starts
clean, updates may introduce new errors. QF IX analyzes OLTP query logs to trace reported
errors to the queries that introduced them. This in turn helps identify additional errors in the
data that may have been missed and gone unreported.
We proposed basic which uses non-trivial transformation rules to encode the data
and query log as a MILP problem. We further presented two types of optimizations:
(1) slicing-based optimizations that reduce the problem size and often improve, rather than
compromise accuracy, and (2) an incremental approach that analyzes one query at a time.
Our experiments show that the latter significantly increases the scalability and latency of
repairing single-query corruptions—at interactive speeds for OLTP benchmarks such as
TPC-C—without significant reduction in accuracy.
To the best of our knowledge, QF IX is the first formalization and solution to the diagnosis
and repair of errors using past executed queries. Obviously, correcting such errors in practice
poses additional challenges. The initial version of QF IX described in this chapter focuses
on a constrained problem consisting of simple (no subqueries, complex expressions, UDFs,
aggregations, nor joins) single-query transactions with clauses composed of linear functions,
and complaint sets without false positives.
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CHAPTER 5
MIDAS: RECOMMENDING THE RIGHT WEB SOURCES TO
FILL KNOWLEDGE GAPS

The quality of data not only depends on the system that produce the data, but also the
data sources that used for generating the data. Therefore, selecting data sources for the data
procedure is crucial for the completeness and correctness of the data and the applications
that use the data. In this thesis, we study the the problem of automatically selecting web
sources for the knowledge base augmentation procedure. Our approach in contrast to
existing industrial knowledge augmentation process, which typically rely on domain experts
to manually select such data sources.
Knowledge bases support a wide range of applications and enhance search results for
multiple major search engines, such as Google1 and Bing2 . The coverage and correctness of
knowledge bases are crucial for the applications that use them, and for the quality of the
user experience. However, there exists a gap between facts on the Web and in knowledge
bases: compared to the wealth of information on the Web, most knowledge bases are largely
incomplete, with many facts missing. For example, one of the largest knowledge bases,
Freebase [30], does not provide sufficient facts for different types of cocktails3 such as the
ingredients of Margarita. Yet, such information is explicitly profiled and described by many
web sources, such as Wikipedia (https://en.wikipedia.org).
1

https://www.google.com/intl/es419/insidesearch/features/search/
knowledge.html
2

https://blogs.bing.com/search/2013/03/21/understand-your-world-with-bing/

3

Freebase data is publicly available at https://developers.google.com/freebase
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Figure 5.1: Two knowledge extraction procedures and M IDAS. The output of the automated
process (b) is often discarded due to low accuracy. M IDAS turns this “trash” to treasure, by
using the automatically-extracted facts to resolve the bottleneck of the industry standard.

Industry standard. Industry typically follows a semi-automated knowledge extraction
process to create or augment a knowledge base with new facts4 from the Web. This process
(Figure 5.1a) first relies on domain experts to select web sources; it then uses crowdsourcing
to annotate a fraction of entities and facts and treats them as the training data; finally, it
applies wrapper induction [94, 105] and learns Xpath patterns to extract facts from the
selected web sources. Since source selection and training data preparation are carefully
curated, this process achieves high precision and recall with respect to each selected web
source. However, it can only produce a small volume of facts overall and cannot scale, as the
source-selection step is a severe bottleneck, relying on manual curation by domain experts.
Automated process. To conquer the scalability limitation in the industry standard,
automated knowledge extraction [67, 176] attempts to extract facts with little or no human
intervention. Instead of manually selecting a small set of web sources, automated extraction
(Figure 5.1b) often takes a wide variety of web sources, e.g., ClueWeb09 [38], as input and
uses facts in an existing knowledge base, or a small portion of labeled input web sources, as
training data. This automated extraction process is able to produce a vast number of facts.
However, because of the limited training data (per source), especially for uncommon facts,
4

We refer to new facts as facts that are new to an existing knowledge base.
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ID

subject

predicate

object

t1
t2
t3
t4
t5
t6
t7
t8
t9
t10
t11
t12
t13

Project Mercury
Project Mercury
Project Mercury
Project Gemini
Project Gemini
Atlas
Atlas
Atlas
Apollo program
Apollo program
Castor-4
Castor-4
Castor-4

category
started
sponsor
category
sponsor
category
sponsor
started
category
sponsor
category
started
sponsor

space program
1959
NASA
space program
NASA
rocket family
NASA
1957
space program
NASA
rocket family
1971
NASA

new?
N
N
N
N
N
Y
Y
Y
N
N
Y
Y
Y

web source
http://space.skyrocket.de/doc
http://space.skyrocket.de/doc
http://space.skyrocket.de/doc
http://space.skyrocket.de/doc
http://space.skyrocket.de/doc
http://space.skyrocket.de/doc
http://space.skyrocket.de/doc
http://space.skyrocket.de/doc
http://space.skyrocket.de/doc
http://space.skyrocket.de/doc
http://space.skyrocket.de/doc
http://space.skyrocket.de/doc
http://space.skyrocket.de/doc

sat/mercury-history.htm
sat/mercury-history.htm
sat/mercury-history.htm
sat/gemini-history.htm
sat/gemini-history.htm
lau fam/atlas.htm
lau fam/atlas.htm
lau fam/atlas.htm
sat/apollo-history.htm
sat/apollo-history.htm
lau fam/castor-4.htm
lau fam/castor-4.htm
lau fam/castor-4.htm

Figure 5.2: Facts that are correctly extracted from http://space.skyrocket.de. We compare
the extracted facts with Freebase and mark the facts that are absent from Freebase as “Y” in
the “new” column.

e.g., the ingredients of Margarita, this process suffers from low accuracy. The TAC-KBP
competition showed that automated processes [7, 43, 180, 181] can hardly achieve above 0.3
recall, leaving a lot of the wealth of web information unexploited. Due to this limitation,
such automatically extracted facts are often abandoned for knowledge bases in industrial
production.
In this work, we propose M IDAS5 , a system that harnesses the correct6 extractions of the
automated process to automatically identify suitable web sources and repair the bottleneck
in the industry standard. The core insight of M IDAS is that the automatically extracted facts,
even though they may not be of high overall accuracy and coverage, give clues about which
web sources contain a large amount of valuable information, allow for easy annotation, and
are worthwhile for extraction. We demonstrate this through an example.
Example 5.1 Figure 5.2 shows a snapshot of high-confidence facts (subject, predicate,
object) extracted from 5 web pages under web domain http://space.skyrocket.
5

Our system is named after King Midas, known in Greek mythology for his ability to turn what he touched
into gold.
6

We refer to correct facts as facts that are believed as true. In practice, we only consider facts with
confidence value above 0.7 as labeled by the automated extraction system.
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de. Automated extraction systems may not be able to obtain high precision and recall in
extracting facts from this website due to lack of effective training data. However, the few
correct extracted facts give important clues on what one could extract from this site.
For each fact, the subject indicates an entity; the predicate and object values further
describe properties associated with the entity. For example, fact t1 specifies that the category
property of the entity Project Mercury is space program. Entities can form groups based
on their common properties. For example, entity “Project Mercury” and entity “Project
Gemini” are both “space programs that are sponsored by NASA”.
The facts labeled “Y” in the “new?” column are absent from Freebase. All of these new
facts are under the same sub-domain and are all “rocket families sponsored by the NASA.”
This observation provides a critical insight: one can augment Freebase by extracting facts
pertaining to “rocket families sponsored by NASA” from http://space.skyrocket.
de/doc_lau_fam.
Example 5.1 shows that one can abstract the contents of a web source through extracted
facts: A web source often includes facts of multiple groups of homogeneous entities. Each
group of entities forms a particular subset of content in the web source, which we call a
web source slice (or slice). The common properties shared by the group of entities not
only define, but also describe the slice of facts. For example, it is easy to tell that a slice
describes “rocket families sponsored by NASA” through its common properties, “category =
rocket family” and “sponsor = NASA”. Moreover, entities in a single web source slice often
belong to the same type, e.g., “rocket families sponsored by NASA”, and thus share similar
predicates. The limited number of predicates in a web source slice simplifies annotation.
Our objective is to discover web source slices that (1) contain a sufficient number of facts
that are absent from the knowledge base we wish to augment, and (2) their extraction effort
does not outweigh the benefit.
However, evaluating and quantifying the suitability of a web source slice with respect
to these two desired properties is not straightforward. In addition, the number of slices in a
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Slice description

Web source

Education organizations
US golf courses
Biology facts
Board games
Skyscraper architectures
Indian politicians

http://www.schoolmap.org/school/
https://www.golfadvisor.com/course-directory/2-usa/
http://www.marinespecies.org
http://boardgaming.com/games/board-games/
http://skyscrapercenter.com/building
http://www.archive.india.gov.in

Ratio of new facts
in the slice
67%
77%
75%
83%
80%
71%

Ratio of new facts
in the web source
15%
13%
27%
20%
10%
18%

Figure 5.3: Selected top returns (slices) from M IDAS targeting the augmentation of Freebase. M IDAS derived slides using facts extracted from a real-world, large-scale, automated
knowledge extraction pipeline (name hidden for anonymity) that operates on billions of web
pages. New facts refer to extracted facts that are absent from Freebase.

single web source often grows exponentially with the number of facts, posing a significant
scalability challenge. This challenge is amplified by the massive number of sources on the
Web, in various genres, languages, and domains. Even a single web domain may contain
an extensive amount of knowledge. For example, as of July 2018, there are more than 45
million entries in Wikipedia.7
M IDAS addresses these challenges through (1) efficient and scalable algorithms for
producing web source slices, and (2) an effective profit function for measuring the utility of
slices. We make the following contributions.
• We formalize the problem of identifying and describing “good” web sources as an optimization problem. Given the automatically extracted facts from a web source, we first
characterize its contents through web source slices, and then measure the utility of a web
source slice through a profit function. Our goal is to find high-profit web source slices;
a high profit indicates that the corresponding source can be easily annotated for the topic
specified by the slice, and contains a large number of new facts (Section 5.1).
• We develop algorithms to generate high-profit web source slices: We first design an
algorithm, M IDASalg , that identifies slices of facts for a single web source; we then
7

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Size_of_Wikipedia
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propose a scalable framework that efficiently produces slices of facts from multiple web
sources (Section 5.2).
• We perform a thorough evaluation and compare the trade-off among the proposed algorithms and multiple baseline approaches, on both real-world and synthetic data sets
(Section 5.3). In particular, we demonstrate that M IDAS is able to find interesting web
sources for knowledge extraction in an efficient and scalable manner.
Example 5.2 M IDAS is able to identify and customize “good” web sources for an existing
knowledge base. We demonstrate a very small subset of the top returns in Figure 5.3. In each
selected web source, along with the web source URL, we further narrow down the scope
of interest to a certain web source slice. The web source slices provide new and valuable
information for augmenting the existing knowledge base; in addition, many of these web
sources contain semi-structured data with respect to entities in the reported web source
slice. Therefore, they are easy for annotation. We will revisit these results in Section 5.3.

5.1

Problem modeling

The goal of M IDAS is to improve the industry standard of knowledge-base creation and
augmentation by repairing its bottleneck of manual web-source selection. M IDAS achieves
this by harnessing extraction data that has remained largely unexploited — that of automated
extraction processes. Our system uses the automatically extracted facts to derive web source
slices, a formalization of the content of a web source, and selects those slices that are the
best candidates for augmenting a given knowledge base.8
In this section, we first formally define web source slices in Section 5.1.1; we then
use these abstractions to formalize the problem of slice discovery for knowledge base
augmentation in Section 5.1.2.
8

The knowledge base can be empty, in which case M IDAS is simply performing creation rather than
augmentation.
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5.1.1

Web Source Slice

Web source. URL hierarchies offer access to web sources at different granularities, such as
a web domain (https://www.cdc.gov), a sub-domain (https://www.cdc.gov/
niosh), or a web page (https://www.cdc.gov/niosh/ipcsneng/neng0363.
html). Web domains often use URL hierarchies to classify their contents. For example, the web domain https://www.golfadvisor.com classifies facts for “golf
course in Jamaica” under the finer-grained URL https://www.golfadvisor.com/
course-directory/8545-jamaica. The URL hierarchies in these web domains
divide their contents into smaller, coherent subsets, providing opportunities to reduce unnecessary extraction effort. For example, the web domain https://www.cdc.gov requires
significant extraction effort as its contents are varied and spread across too many categories;
the sub-domain https://www.cdc.gov/niosh/ipcsneng represents lower extraction effort, because its content focuses on “international chemical safety information”.
M IDAS considers web sources at all granularity levels of the URL hierarchy.
Contents of a web source.

Facts extracted from a web source typically correspond to

many different entities. However, they can share common properties: for example, the
entities “Atlas” and “Castor-4” (Figure 5.2) have the common property of being rocket
families sponsored by NASA. We abstract and formalize the content represented by a group
of entities as a web source slice and define it by the entities’ common properties. The
abstraction of web source slices achieves two goals: (1) it offers a representation of the
content of a web source that is easily understandable by humans, and (2) it allows for the
efficient retrieval of all facts relevant to that content.
As described in Example 5.1, an extracted fact corresponds to an entity and describes
properties of that entity. Web source slices, in turn, are defined over a group of entities with
common properties. To facilitate this exposition, we organize facts of a web source W in a
fact table FW (Figure 5.4). A row in the fact table contains facts that correspond to the same
entity (denoted by the subject).
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Properties

Fact table
EID
e1
e2
e3
e4
e5

subject

category

Project Mercury
Project Gemini
Atlas
Apollo program
Castor-4

space program
space program
rocket family
space program
rocket family

sponsor
{NASA}
{NASA}
{NASA}
{NASA}
{NASA}

started
{1959}
∅
{1957}
∅
{1971}

CID
c1
c2
c3
c4
c5
c6

Property
(category, space program)
(category, rocket family)
(started, 1959)
(started, 1957)
(started, 1971)
(sponsor, N ASA)

Web source slices
SID

Properties

Entities

Facts

Description

S1

{c1 , c3 , c6 }

{e1 }

{t1 , t2 , t3 }

S2

{c2 , c4 , c6 }

{e3 }

{t6 , t7 , t8 }

S3

{c2 , c5 , c6 }

{e5 }

{t11 , t12 , t13 }

S4
S5
S6

{c1 , c6 }
{c2 , c6 }
{c6 }

{e1 , e2 , e4 }
{e3 , e5 }
{e1 , e2 , e3 , e4 , e5 }

{t1 –t5 , t9 , t10 }
{t6 –t8 , t11 –t13 }
{t1 –t5 ,t6 –t8 , t9 , t10 ,t11 –t13 }

space programs sponsored by
NASA and started in 1959
rocket families sponsored by
NASA and started in 1957
rocket families sponsored by
NASA and started in 1971
space programs sponsored by NASA
rocket families sponsored by NASA
any projects sponsored by NASA

Figure 5.4: Fact table, properties, and example slices derived from facts in Figure 5.2. The
facts that are absent from Freebase (t6 , t7 , t8 , t11 , t12 , and t13 ) are highlighted in green.

Definition 5.3 (Fact table) Let TW = {(s, p, o)}9 be a set of facts extracted from a web
source W , and n be the number of distinct predicates in TW (n = |{t.p | t ∈ TW }|). We
define the fact table FW (subject, pred1 , . . . , predn ), which has a primary key (subject) and
one attribute for each of the n distinct predicates. Each fact t ∈ TW maps to a single,
non-empty cell in FW :

∀t ∈ TW , t.o ∈ Πt.p σsubject=t.s (FW )

where Π and σ are the Projection and Selection operators in relational algebra.10
We now define properties and web source slices over the fact table FW .

9

Each fact is in the form of (subject, predicate, and object), denoted by s, p, and o respectively.

10

This and later definitions are in slight abuse of the relational algebra notation, as FW is not generally in
first normal form: instead of a single value, cells in FW may contain a set of values, corresponding to facts
with the same subject and predicate. For ease of exposition, we use single values in our examples.
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Definition 5.4 (Property) A property c = (pred, v) is a pair derived from a fact table FW ,
such that pred is an attribute in FW and v ∈ Πpred (FW ). We further denote with CW the set
of all properties in a web source W :

CW = ∪FW .pred ∪v∈Πpred (FW ) (pred, v)

Figure 5.4 lists all the properties derived from the fact table of our running example.
M IDAS considers properties where the value is strictly derived from the domain of pred:
v ∈ Πpred (FW ). Our method can be easily extended to more general properties, e.g., “year ¿
2000”; however, we decided against this generalization, as it increases the complexity of
the algorithms significantly, without observable improvement in the results. In addition,
M IDAS does not consider properties on the subject attribute since in most real-word datasets
subjects are typically identification numbers.
Definition 5.5 (Web Source Slice) Given a set of facts TW extracted from web source W ,
the corresponding fact table FW , and the collection of properties CW , a web source slice (or
slice), denoted by S(W ) (or S for short), is a triplet S(W ) = (C, Π, Π∗ ), where,
• C = {c1 , ..., ck } ⊆ CW is a set of properties;
• Π = Πsubject σc1 ∧...∧ck (FW ) is a non-empty set of entities, each of which includes all
of the properties in C;
• Π∗ = {(s, p, o)|(s, p, o) ∈ TW , s ∈ Π} is a non-empty set of facts that are associated
with entities in Π.
Example 5.6 Figure 5.4 demonstrates the fact table (upper-left), properties (upper-right),
and slices (bottom) derived from the facts of Figure 5.2. For example, slice S6 on property {c6 } represents facts for projects sponsored by NASA; slice S4 on properties {c1 , c6 }
represents facts for space programs sponsored by NASA.
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Canonical slice. Different slices may correspond to the same set of entities. For example,
in Figure 5.4, the slice defined by {c5 , c6 } corresponds to entity e5 , the same as slice S3 ,
but it has a different semantic interpretation: projects sponsored by NASA and started
in 1957. Based on the extracted knowledge, it is impossible to tell which slice is more
precise; reporting and exploring all of them introduces redundancy to the results and also
significantly increases the overall problem complexity. In M IDAS, we choose to report
canonical slices: among all slices that correspond to the same set of entities and facts, the
one with the maximum number of properties is a canonical slice.
Definition 5.7 A slice S(W ) = (C, Π, Π∗ ) is a canonical slice if there exists no S 0 (W ) =
(C 0 , Π, Π∗ ) such that |C 0 | ≤ |C|.
Focusing on canonical slices does not sacrifice generality. The canonical slice is always
unique, and one can infer the unreported slices from the canonical slices by taking any
subset of a canonical slice’s properties and validating the corresponding entities. All six
slices in Figure 5.4 are canonical slices that select at least one fact.
5.1.2

The Slice Discovery Problem

Definition 5.8 (Problem Definition) Let E be an existing knowledge base, W = {W1 , ...}
be a collection of web sources, TW be the facts extracted from web source W ∈ W, and
f (S) be an objective function evaluating the profit of a set of slices on the given existing
knowledge base E. The web source suggestion problem finds a list of web source slices,
S = {S1 , ...}, such that the objective function f (S) is maximized.
Inspired by solutions in [69, 162], we quantify the value of a set of slices as the profit
(i.e., gain−cost) of using the set of slices to augment an existing knowledge base. We
measure the gain as a function of the number of unique new facts presented in the slices,
showing the potential benefit of these facts in downstream applications. We estimate the cost
based on common knowledge-base augmentation procedures [67, 128, 176], which contain
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three steps: crawling the web source to extract the facts, de-duplicating facts that already
exist in the knowledge base, and validating the correctness of the newly-added facts. In our
implementation, we assume that the gain and cost are linear with respect to the number of
(new) facts in all slices. This assumption is not inherent to our methodology, and one can
adjust the gain and cost functions.
5.1.3

The gain of web source slices

The purpose of web source slices is to augment the information in an existing knowledge
base. An intuitive way to measure how well a set of slices achieves this objective is to count
the new facts that the slices contribute to the knowledge base; this is the gain of a set of web
source slices.
Definition 5.9 Let E be an existing knowledge base, and S be a collection of web source
slices. The gain of S with respect to E is the number of facts selected by these slices that do
not appear in E:
G(S) =

[

S\E

S∈S

In our gain function, we take the union of facts and consider the gain of slices in the same
web domain as a whole, to avoid double-counting the gain for slices that have overlapping
facts. However, we do not penalize the overlap facts across different web domains because
acquiring data from multiple web domains helps us evaluate the utility of facts in the same
category.
5.1.4

The cost of web source slices

Using web source slices to augment a knowledge base incurs the cost of extracting the
corresponding facts. We estimate this cost based on the common knowledge base augmentation procedure [67,128,176]. This procedure follows three steps: crawling the web source to
extract the facts, de-duplicating facts that already exist in the knowledge base, and validating
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the correctness of the newly-added facts. Given an existing knowledge base E, a set of web
source slices S from the web sources W, we estimate the cost as follows.
Crawling. The first step of the augmentation process is to crawl and extract the facts in a
given web source. This requires training the crawler for the facts in each slice. We use a
unit cost fp to model the cost of training, which includes annotating and schema matching,
for each slice. The cost for the rest of the crawling process is proportional to the size of the
web source [75]. Measuring the size of web sources is hard due to their diverse design and
format; instead, we estimate it based on the total number of facts extracted from the web
sources, scaled proportional to an adjustable normalization factor fc :

Ccrawl (S) = |S| · fp +

X

fc · |TW |

W ∈W

De-duplication. A typical step in the augmentation process is to identify and purge redundant facts before adding them to the knowledge base. This de-duplication is often
performed through linkage [25, 95, 106] between the facts of the slice and those of the
knowledge base. Thus, the de-duplication cost is proportional to the number of facts
selected by the web source slice, subject to an adjustable normalization factor (fd ):

Cde-dup (S) = fd ·

[

S

S∈S

Validation. Before adding facts to a knowledge base, it is essential to verify their validity.
The cost of this step is proportional to the new facts that the slice contributes, and subject to an adjustable normalization factor (fv ) that depends on the employed validation
technique [152, 195]:
Cvalidate (S) = fv ·

[
S∈S
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S\E

Finally, we compute the cost of slices in the same web domain C(S) as the sum of the
respective costs of the crawling, de-duplication, and validation steps.

C(S) = Ccrawl (S) + Cde-dup (S) + Cvalidate (S).

The four adjustable normalization factors included in the computation of each of the
three costs relate to the particular techniques used for the corresponding steps (e.g., different
de-duplication methods may result in different values for fd ). In this chapter, we set these
factors such that they are roughly proportional to the actual execution time of such techniques.
However, one can always adjust the setting of these factors. For our experiments, we use the
default values fp = 10, fc = 0.001, fd = 0.01, and fv = 0.1 (we switch to fp = 1 for the
running examples in the chapter). Thus, de-duplication is more costly than crawling, and
validation is proportionally the most expensive operation except training.
5.1.5

The objective function

We measure the suitability of a collection of slices S under the same web domain for
augmenting a given knowledge base as the profit of the slice, namely, the difference between
the gain and the cost.
Definition 5.10 Let S be the web source slices derived from web source W , we denote the
gain and the cost of S with respect to knowledge base E as G(S, E) (or G(S)) and C(S, E)
(or C(S)), respectively.
f (S) = G(S) − C(S).
The profit function underlines three important properties for web source slices.
Productivity. M IDAS prioritizes slices that can contribute a larger number of new facts: if
S1 contributes more new facts than S2 , then G({S1 }) > G({S2 }).
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Specificity. M IDAS prioritizes slices with fewer irrelevant facts: if S1 on W1 contributes
the same number of new facts as S2 on W2 , but |TW1 | < |TW2 |, then Ccrawl ({S1 }) <
Ccrawl ({S2 }) and f ({S1 }) > f ({S2 }).
Dissimilarity. M IDAS prioritizes slices with fewer facts overlapping with E: if S1 contributes the same new facts and is extracted from the same web source as S2 , but S1 has more
facts already appearing in E, then Cde-dup ({S1 }) > Cde-dup ({S2 }) and f ({S1 }) < f ({S2 }).
In our objective function f (S), we follow the state-of-the-art procedure and further
simplify it with several assumptions: we assume the gain and cost are linear with respect
to the number of (new) facts in all slices. However, such assumptions are not inherent in
M IDAS; one can adjust the gain and cost functions and use the same methodology to derive
high-profit web source slices.
M IDAS uses the above profit function as the objective function f (S) in Definition 5.8 to
identify the set of web source slices that are best-suited for augmenting a given knowledge
base. Note that although we define our gain and cost functions as linear functions over the
number of (new) facts in all slices, they are non-linear to the input S since slices in S may
overlap with each other.
Example 5.11 In Figure 5.4, there are three set of slices, {S2 , S3 }, {S5 }, and {S6 }, that
cover all the new facts in the web source. Among these slices, reporting S5 is intuitively
the most effective option, since S5 selects all new facts in the web source and covers zero
existing one.
We reflect this intuition in our profit function (f (S)): slice {S5 } has the same gain, but
lower de-duplication cost (6fd vs. 13fd ), compared to slice {S6 } as it contains fewer facts;
slice {S5 } and slices {S2 , S3 } also has the same gain, but {S5 } has lower crawling cost (fp
vs. 2fp ) as it avoids the unit cost for training an additional slice.
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5.2

Deriving Web Source Slices

The objective of the slice discovery problem is to identify the collection of web source
slices with the maximum total profit. Through a reduction from the set cover problem,
we can show that this optimization problem is NP-complete. In addition, because it is a
Polynomial Programming problem with a non-linear objective function, the problem is also
APX-complete, which means that no constant-factor polynomial approximation algorithm
exists.
Theorem 5.12 (Complexity of slice discovery) The optimal slice discovery problem is
NP-complete and it is also APX-complete [18].
Proof We demonstrate that the slice discovery problem is NP-complete by reducing the set
cover problem to a the slice discovery problem. Given an instance of a set cover problem
with a set of elements, U = {u1 , ..., um }, and a collection of sets, S = {S1 , ..., Sn } over the
elements such that ∪1≤i≤n Si = U , we construct the following slice discovery problem: for
each element ui ∈ U , we create a fact ti ; for each set Si ∈ S, we create a slice Si0 such that
all the facts that are associated with the elements ui ∈ Si are also covered by slice Si0 ; and
we set the existing knowledge as empty and adjust the parameters in the profit function with
fp =

1
|S|+1

and fc = fd = fv = 0.

⇒ The optimal solution of the set cover problem is the optimal solution for the constructed
slice discovery problem.
Let I as the optimal solution for the set cover problem with |I| sets, the corresponding slices
J is the optimal solution for the slice discovery problem with profit |U | − |J|/(|S| + 1). This
is because removing any of the slices in J will hurt the gain by at least 1, but save less than
1 in cost as ∀k > 0, (|J| − k)/(|S| + 1) < 1. Replacing or adding slices in J will also hurt
the gain without improving the cost.
⇐ The optimal solution for the constructed slice discovery problem is the optimal solution
of the set cover problem.
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Let J as the optimal solution for the slice discovery problem, the corresponding sets I is
the optimal solution for the set cover problem. First, J must cover all facts in the problem.
We may prove this through contradiction: let us assume J does not cover all facts, then
any collection of slices, e.g., J 0 , that cover all facts will have a higher profit than J since
|J|/(|S| + 1) − |J 0 |/(|S| + 1) < 1. In addition, among all slice collections that cover all
facts, |J| is minimum because otherwise it will not be the optimal solution. As a result, the
corresponding collection of sets, I, is also optimal.
Therefore, the slice discovery problem is NP-Complete.
In this section, we first present an algorithm, M IDASalg , that solves a simpler problem:
identifying the good slices in a single web source (Section 5.2.1). We then extend the
M IDASalg algorithm to the general form of the slice discovery problem and propose a
highly-parallelizable framework, M IDAS, that detects good slices from multiple web sources
(Section 5.2.2).
5.2.1

Deriving Slices from a Single Source

The problem of identifying high-profit slices in a single web-source is in itself challenging. As per Definition 5.5, given a web source and its extracted facts, any combination of
properties, which are derived from the facts, may form a web source slice. Therefore, the
number of slices in a single web source can be exponential in the number of extracted facts
in the web source. This factor renders most set cover algorithms, as well as existing source
selection algorithms [69, 162], inefficient and unsuitable for solving the slice discovery
problem since they often need to perform multiple iterations over all slices in a web source.
Our approach, M IDASalg , avoids this costly exploration by exploiting the natural hierarchical structure of the slices, formed by the properties in their definitions. M IDASalg works
in two steps: (1) it first constructs slices in a web source in a bottom-up fashion, while
pruning slices that are not canonical (Definition 5.7) or that lead to lower profit; (2) it then
traverses the remaining slices top-down to prune slices that overlap with other higher-quality
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{c3 }

S4: {c1 , c6 }

{c1 , c3 , c6 }
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{c6 }

{c4 }

{c5 }

S5: {c2 , c6 }
S4: {c1 , c6 }
{c3 , c6 } {c4 , c6 } {c2 , c4 } LB:?;
{c1 , c3 } LB:?;
Cur:?
Cur:?

LB:?;
Cur:?

S1:

{c1 }

S2: {c2 , c4 , c6 }

S3: {c2 , c5 , c6 }

LB:?;
Cur: ?

S1:

LB:?;
Cur: ?

S2: {c2 , c4 , c6 }

{c1 , c3 , c6 }

LB:1.657;
Cur: 1.657

LB:0;
Cur:-1.013

(a) Initial slices formed by entities.

{c2 }

{c2 , c5 } {c5 , c6 }

S3: {c2 , c5 , c6 }
LB: 1.657;
Cur: 1.657

(b) Pruning non-canonical slices (Level 2).
Level 1

{c3 }

{c1 }

{c6 }

{c4 }

S4: {c1 , c6 }

{c5 }

{c2 }

S5: {c2 , c6 }

Level 2

LB:4.327;
Cur:4.327

LB:0;
Cur:-1.083

Level 3
S1: {c1 , c3 , c6 }
LB:0;
Cur:-1.013

{c2 , c4 , c6 }
SS22:: {c

LB:1.657;
LB:1.657;
Cur:
Cur: 1.657
1.657

S3: {c2 , c5 , c6 }
LB: 1.657;
Cur: 1.657

(c) Pruning low-profit slices (Level 2).

Figure 5.5: Constructing the slice hierarchy with M IDASalg for the facts of Figure 5.2. LB is
short for the profit lower bound (fLB (S)), and Cur is short for current profit (f (S)). The
initial slices, identified by extracted entities, are highlighted in light gray, and identified
canonical slices in each step are depicted with solid lines. If the current profit of a slice
is lower than the lower bound, we highlight it in red; these slices are low-profit and are
eliminated during the pruning stage. The remaining, desired slices are depicted in bold black
lines, and have current profit greater or equal to the lower bound.

ones. Through the first step, M IDASalg explores and evaluates slices in a web source with
minimal effort as it avoids property combinations that fail to match any extracted facts. The
second step leverages the trimmed slice hierarchy and is able to find a set of high-quality
slices through a linear scan.
5.2.1.1

Step 1: Slice hierarchy construction

A key to M IDASalg ’s efficiency is that it constructs slices only as needed, building a
slice hierarchy in a bottom-up fashion, and smartly pruning slices during construction. The
hierarchy is implied by the properties of slices. For example, slice S4 (Figure 5.4) has a
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subset of the properties of slice S1 , and thus corresponds to a superset of entities compared
to S1 . As a result, S4 is more general and thus an ancestor to S1 in the slice hierarchy.
M IDASalg first generates slices at the finest granularity (least general) and then iteratively
generates, evaluates, and potentially prunes slices in the coarser levels.
Generating initial slices:

M IDASalg creates a set of initial slices from the entities in the

fact table FW . Each entity e is associated with the facts (s, p, o) ∈ TW that correspond to
that entity (s = e). Each such fact maps to one property (p, o). Thus, the set of all properties
that relate to entity e are: Ce = {(p, o) | (s, p, o) ∈ TW , s = e}.
For each entity e, M IDASalg creates one slice for each combination of properties in
Ce , such that each property is on a different predicate; if e has a single value for each
predicate, there will be a single slice created for e. The algorithm assigns a level to each
slice, corresponding to the number of properties that define the slice. These initial slices
contain a maximal number of properties and are, thus, canonical slices (Definition 5.7). As
shown in Figure 5.5a, M IDASalg creates three slices, S1 , S2 , and S3 , at level 3 from entities
e1 , e3 , and e5 , respectively, and one slice, S4 , at level 2 from entities e2 and e4 .
Bottom-up hierarchy construction and pruning:
DAS alg

Starting with the initial slices, M I -

constructs and prunes the slice hierarchy in a bottom-up fashion. At each level,

M IDASalg follows three steps: (1) it constructs the parent slices for each slice in the current
level; (2) for each new slice, it evaluates whether it is canonical and prunes it if it is not;
(3) if the slice is canonical, it evaluates its profit and prunes the slice if the profit is low
compared to other available slices. Slices pruned during construction are marked as invalid.
(1) Constructing parent slices. At each level, M IDASalg constructs the next level of the
slice hierarchy by generating the parent slices for each slice in the current level. To
generate the parent slices for a slice, M IDASalg uses a process similar to that of building the
candidate itemset lattice structure in the Apriori algorithm [4]. Given a slice S = σC (FW )
with properties C = {c1 , ..., ck }, M IDASalg generates k parent slices for S, by removing
one property from C at a time. For example, as shown in Figure 5.5b, M IDASalg generates
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three parent slices for slice S2 : {c2 , c4 }, {c2 , c6 }, and {c4 , c6 }. For each slice we record
its children slices; this will be important for removing non-canonical slices safely, as we
proceed to discuss.
(2) Pruning non-canonical slices. M IDAS only reports canonical slices, which are slices
with a maximal number of properties (Section 5.7). To identify the canonical slices
efficiently, M IDASalg relies on the following property.
Proposition 5.13 A slice S is canonical if and only if it satisfies one of the following two
conditions:
(1) slice S is an initial slice defined from an entity; or
(2) slice S has at least two children slices that are canonical.
Proof Let Si = (Ci , Πi , Π∗i ) and Sj = (Cj , Πj , Π∗j ) as two children slices of slice S =
(C, Π, Π∗ ). We say S is also canonical if both Si and Sj are canonical. We prove this
through contradiction: Assume S is not canonical, it means that there must exist another
slice S 0 = (C 0 , Π, Π∗ ) such that C ⊂ C 0 . Since S is the parent of Si and Sj , we know that
Πi ⊂ Π , Πj ⊂ Π, Πi ∗ ⊂ Π∗ , and Πj ∗ ⊂ Π∗ . As S 0 and S cover the same set of entities
and facts, the above conclusion also holds for slice S 0 . However, since C ⊂ C 0 , S cannot
be the parent of Si and Sj as there is at least another slice, S 0 , that is between Si and
S (or Sj and S). This contradicts with our initial assumption, therefore S must also be
canonical.
This proposition formalizes a critical insight: the determination of whether a slice is
canonical relies on two easily verifiable conditions. For example, at level 2 in Figure 5.5b,
slices S4 and S5 are canonical slices (depicted with solid lines) because S4 is one of the
initial slices, defined by entities e2 and e4 , and S5 has two canonical children, S2 and S3 .
In order to record children slices correctly after pruning, M IDASalg works at two levels
of the hierarchy at a time: it constructs the parent slices at level l − 1 before pruning
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slices at level l. For example, in Figure 5.5, M IDASalg has constructed the parent slices
at level 1, as it is pruning slices at level 2. The removal of a non-canonical slice S, also
updates the children list of the slice’s parent, Sp . Each child Sc of the removed slice S
becomes a child of Sp if Sc is not already a descendant of Sp through another node. In
Figures 5.5b–5.5c, M IDASalg prunes the non-canonical slice ({c1 , c3 }, ..., ...) and makes
its child slice S1 a direct child of the parent slice ({c3 }, ..., ...). However, it does not make
S1 a child of ({c1 }, ..., ...) since S1 is a descendant of ({c1 }, ..., ...) through slice node S4 .
(3) Pruning low-profit slices. For the remaining canonical slices, M IDASalg calculates the
statistics to identify and prune slices that may lead to lower profit. This pruning step
significantly reduces the number of slices that the traversal (Section 5.2.1.2) will need to
examine. The pruning logic follows a simple heuristic: the ancestors of a slice are likely
to be low-profit if the slice’s profit is either negative or lower than that of its descendants.
For a slice S, we maintain a set of slices from the subtree of S, denoted by SLB (S). This
set is selected to provide a lower bound of the (maximum) profit that can be achieved by
the subtree rooted at S; we denote the corresponding profit as fLB (S). fLB (S) is always
non-negative, as the lowest profit, achieved by SLB (S) = ∅, is zero. Let CS be the set of
children of slice S. We compute fLB (S) and update SLB (S) by comparing the profit of S
itself with the profit of the slices in the lower bound sets (SLB ) of S’s children:

fLB (S) = max{f ({S}), f (∪Sc ∈CS ,fLB (Sc )>0 SLB (Sc ))}

M IDASalg marks a slice S as low-profit if its current profit is negative or if it is lower than
the total profit that can be obtained from the lower bound slices in its subtree (fLB (S)).
This is because reporting SLB (S) instead of {S} is more likely to lead to a higher profit.
Note that slices in SLB (S) could be the descendants of slices in CS . In addition, even if a
child slice is pruned, its parent slice may still have the maximal profit in the subtree. This
is because the parent slice may have lower cost than the children slices: for example, if
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Algorithm 8 M IDASalg : the top-down traversal
Require: E, FW , H, L
E: existing knowledge base
FW : fact table of the web source W
H: constructed hierarchy
L: number of levels in the hierarchy
S.valid: slice S is not pruned during construction
S.covered: slice S is not covered by the result set S
1: S ← ∅
2: for l from 1 to L do
3:
for S in H[l] do
4:
if S.valid & !S.covered & f (S ∪ S) > f (S) then
5:
S ←S ∪S
6:
S.covered = true
7:
end if
8:
if S.covered then
9:
for Sc in CS do
10:
Sc .covered = true
11:
end for
12:
end if
13:
end for
14: end for
15: Return S
CS is the set of children of slice S, the training cost of children slices (|CS | · fp ) compared
to the parent (fp ) can often cause the latter to have higher profit.
Example 5.14 In Figure 5.5b there are two canonical slices, S4 and S5 , remaining at level
2. To prune low-profit slices, M IDASalg first calculates the statistics of these two slices and
then prunes S4 since its profit is negative. After pruning non-canonical and low-profit slices
(Figure 5.5c), M IDASalg significantly reduces the number of slices at level 2 from 8 to 1.
Constructing the hierarchy of slices is related to agglomerative clustering [119, 177],
which builds the hierarchy of clusters by merging two clusters that are most similar at each
iteration. However, M IDASalg is much more efficient than agglomerative clustering, as we
show in our experiments (Section 5.3).
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5.2.1.2

Step 2: Top-down hierarchy traversal

The hierarchy construction is effective at pruning a large portion of slices in advance,
reducing the number of slices we need to consider by several orders of magnitude (Section 5.3). However, redundancies, or heavily overlapped slices, may still present in the
trimmed slice hierarchy, especially for slices that belong to the same subtree. The second
step of M IDASalg traverses the hierarchy top-down to select a final set of slices (Algorithm 8).
In this top-down traversal, M IDASalg prioritizes valid (unpruned) slices at higher levels of
the hierarchy, since they are more likely to produce higher profit and cover a larger number
of facts than their descendants. We initialize unpruned slices as valid (S.valid =true) but
not covered in the result set (S.covered =false).
Given the existing knowledge base E, the fact table FW of the web source W , the
hierarchy H constructed from previous steps, and the total number of levels L of the
hierarchy, the algorithm initializes the result set S as empty (Line 1); It then traverses
the hierarchy level-by-level, from root to leaves, to identify slices that are not covered by
the result set S and improve the total profit, and add them into the result set (Lines 2∼5);
Meanwhile, when M IDASalg selects a slice, it excludes all its descendants and stops the
traversal of that subtree by marking the binary variable S.covered as true for its descendants
iteratively through the traversal (Lines 6∼12).
Example 5.15 Figure 5.5c shows a slice hierarchy after construction and pruning. Among
the remaining slices (S2 , S3 , S5 ), M IDASalg first includes slice S5 since it is the highest-level
slice in the hierarchy that improves the total profit. M IDASalg labels S2 and S3 as covered,
since they are children of S5 ; the traversal concludes and M IDASalg reports {S5 } as the
result.
Proposition 5.16 M IDASalg has O(m|P| ) time complexity, where m is the maximum number
of distinct (subject, predicate) pairs, and |P| is the number of distinct predicates in the web
source W .
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Proof In the web source W with m distinct (subject, predicate) pairs and |P| distinct
predicates, the total number of conditions is m and the maximum number of conditions in a
slice is |P|. Thus, the maximum number of slices is m1 + m2 + ... + m|P| . Therefore, the
time complexity of M IDASalg is O(m|P| ).
According to Theorem 5.12, the optimal slice discovery problem is APX-complete.
Therefore, it is impossible to derive a polynomial time algorithm with constant-factor
approximation guarantees for this problem. However, as we demonstrate in our evaluation,
M IDASalg is efficient and effective at identifying multiple slices for a single web source in
practice (Section 5.3).
5.2.2

Multiple Slices from Multiple Sources

To detect slices from a large web source corpus, a naı̈ve approach is to apply M IDASalg
on every web source. However, this approach leads to low efficiency and low accuracy, as it
ignores the hierarchical relationship among web sources from the same web domain, e.g.,
http://space.skyrocket.de/doc_sat/apollo-history.htm is a child of
http://space.skyrocket.de/doc_sat in the hierarchy. The naı̈ve approach
repeats computation on the same set of facts from multiple web sources and returns redundant
results. For example, given the facts and web sources in Figure 5.1, the naı̈ve approach
will perform M IDASalg on 7 web sources, including 5 web pages, 2 sub-domains, and
1 web domain, and report three slices, “rocket families sponsored by NASA” on web
source http://space.skyrocket.de/doc_lau_fam, “rocket families sponsored
by NASA and started in 1957” on web source http://space.skyrocket.de/.../
atlas.htm, and “rocket families sponsored by NASA and started in 1971” on web source
http://space.skyrocket.de/.../castor-4.htm. Even though these three
slices achieve the highest profit in their respective web sources, they are as a set redundant
and lead to a reduction in the total profit: since the web sources are in the same domain,
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reporting the latter two slices is redundant and hurts the total profit since the first one already
covers all their facts.
Example 5.17 Efficiency limitation: Web sources exist at different granularity levels. For
example, web page https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Project_Mercury is
a finer web source than https://en.wikipedia.org. Applying M IDASalg on these
sources separately is inefficient, as it results in processing the same facts multiple times.
Effectiveness limitation: The algorithms are bound to produce overlapping slices across
multiple web sources. For example, space programs sponsored by the USSR is a slice
under https://en.wikipedia.org, and space programs sponsored by the USSR
and started in 1988 is a slice under https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Buran_
programme. Reporting both slices causes redundancy since facts of the latter slice are
fully covered by the former.
In this section, we introduce a highly-parallelizable framework that relies on the natural
hierarchy of web sources and explores web source slices in an efficient manner. This
framework starts from the finest grained web sources and reuses the derived slices to
form the initial slices while processing their parent web source. This framework not only
improves the execution efficiency, but also avoids reporting redundant slices over different
web sources in the same web domain. Figure 5.6 shows the high-level architecture of the
M IDAS framework; we highlight its core components here.
Sharding. At each iteration, we take a finer-grained child web source and a list of slices as
the input. We generate a one-level-coarser web domain as parent web source (if any) and
use it as the key to shard the inputs.
Detecting. After sharding, M IDAS first collects a set of slices for each coarser web source
(current) from its finer-grained children, then uses the collected slices to form the initial
hierarchy, and applies M IDASalg to detect slices for the current web source.
Consolidating. To avoid hurting the total profit caused by overlapping slices in the parent
and children web sources, M IDAS prunes the slices in the parent web source when there
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Output
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Figure 5.6: The M IDAS highly-parallelizable framework that identifies slices from multiple
web sources in three phases. For the “Detecting Slices” module, M IDAS can employ
M IDASalg or other slice detection algorithms.

exists a set of slices in the children web sources that cover the same set of facts with higher
profit. M IDAS delivers the remaining slices in the parent web source as the input for the
next round.
Example 5.18 In Example 5.1, web sources are in three different levels: web pages (http:
//space.skyrocket.de/<category>/<project>), sub-domain (http://space.
skyrocket.de/<category>), and web domain (http://space.skyrocket.
de). Instead of applying M IDASalg on web sources at every level, M IDAS starts from the
web pages:
1st round: We start with the finest-grained web sources in the form http://space.
skyrocket.de/<category>/<project>. M IDAS shards the facts under each
web source such that facts under the same web source are grouped together. M IDAS then
detects the high-profit slices through the slice detection algorithm, M IDASalg , on each of
the 5 web sources. Among 5 identified slices (one under each web source), only two have
positive profit: slices S2 and S3 for rocket family “Atlas” and “Castor-4”, respectively.
Finally, M IDAS consolidates the derived slices by exporting the two positive profit slices
into the next round.
2nd round: We start with the two slices, S2 and S3 , exported from the previous iteration. After sharding, both slices are assigned to the same coarser-grained web source,
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http://space.skyrocket.de/doc_lau_fam. Starting from the hierarchy initialized with these two slices, M IDAS applies M IDASalg and detects slice S5 that indicates
“rocket families sponsored by NASA”. In the consolidating step, M IDAS compares S5 in the
parent web source with slices S2 , S3 in the children web sources and discards the latter
slices since they lead to lower profit.

5.3

Experimental Evaluation

In this section, we first show a few real-world website slices M IDAS identified to augment
Freebase as qualitative examples: these verify our hypothesis that automatic extractions,
which are often of low accuracy and coverage, can still suggest valuable data sources for
knowledge augmentation. We then present an extensive evaluation of the efficiency and
effectiveness of M IDAS over real-world and synthetic data. Our experiments show that
M IDAS is significantly better than the baseline algorithms at identifying the best sources for
knowledge base augmentation.
5.3.1

Qualitative Examples in KnowledgeVault

We applied M IDAS on KnowledgeVault [67], a dataset extracted by a comprehensive
knowledge extraction system, which includes 810M facts extracted from 218M web sources.
In Figure 5.3, we demonstrate the 5 highest-profit slices that M IDAS derived to augment
Freebase.11 From the results, we have three observations. First, we manually checked the
produced web slices, and we found that they all correspond to good sources with valuable
information and they are easy for extraction. Second, all these slices contain data on verticals
that are missing from Freebase. Third, the KnowledgeVault data that M IDAS used as input
contained very limited knowledge that had been automatically extracted from these sources
(e.g., KnowledgeVault had extracted only a few attributes, e.g., name and classification,
for marine species from the source http://www.marinespecies.org, even though
11

We are not allowed to report detailed results on this dataset.
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# of facts

# of pred.

# of URLs

Existing KB

ReVerb
NELL
ReVerb-Slim
NELL-Slim

15M
2.9M
859K
508K

327K
330
33K
280

20M
340K
100
100

Empty
Empty
Adjustable
Adjustable

Figure 5.7: Statistics of real-world datasets.

the source provides many more attributes, such as species’ distribution). Nevertheless, this
limitation does not prevent M IDAS from identifying useful contents from these sources for
knowledge base augmentation.
5.3.2

Experimental Setup

We ran our evaluation on a ProLiant DL160 G6 server with 16GB RAM, two 2.66GHZ
CPUs with 12 cores each, running CentOS release 6.6.
5.3.2.1

Datasets: empty initial KB

We evaluate our algorithms over two real-world datasets, which have significantly
different statistics (Figure 5.7). For our experiments on these datasets, we use an empty
initial knowledge base and evaluate the precision of returned slices.
ReVerb. The ReVerb ClueWeb extraction dataset [77] samples sentences from the Web
using Yahoo’s random link service and uses 6 OpenIE extractors to extract facts from
these sentences. The dataset includes facts extracted with confidence score above 0.75.
Entities and predicates in ReVerb are presented in unlexicalized format; for example, the fact
(“Boston”, “be a city in”, “USA”) is extracted from https://en.wikipedia.org.
NELL. The Never-Ending Language Learner project [39] is a system that continuously
extracts facts from text in webpages and maintains those with confidence score above 0.75.
Unlike ReVerb, NELL is a ClosedIE system and the types of entities follow a pre-defined
ontology; for example, in the fact (“concept/athlete/MichaelPhelps”, “generalizations”,
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Desired slices description

http://www.nationsencyclopedia.com
https://www.drugs.com
https://www.citytowninfo.com/places
http://www.u-s-history.com/
http://blogs.abcnews.com
http://voices.washingtonpost.com

Information about nations
Medicinal chemical
US city profiles
Events in US history
No desired slice
No desired slice

Figure 5.8: A snapshot of selected web sources in the silver standard: Among 100 selected
web sources, 50 of them contain at least one high-profit slice.

“concept/athlete”), extracted from Wikipedia, the subject “concept/athlete/MichaelPhelps”
and object “concept/athlete” are both defined in the ontology.
Evaluation Setup.

Due to the scale of the ReVerb and NELL datasets, we report the

precision of the returned slices. We consider a web source slice as “correct” if it satisfies
two criteria: (1), whether it provides information that is absent from the existing knowledge
base; and (2), whether it allows for easy annotation. We implement these two criteria based
on two statistics: (a) The ratio (Rnew ) of new facts for the covered entities; (b) The ratio
(Ranno ) of entities that provide homogeneous information. To evaluate a given web source
slice, we first randomly select K or fewer entities and their web pages; then, we display
them to human workers, together with the slice description and existing facts associated
with the entity; finally, we ask human workers to label the above two statistics. For this set
of experiments on ReVerb and NELL, since the initial knowledge base is empty, the first
ratio Rnew becomes binary: it equals to 1.0 when there exist facts of the associated entities,
or 0.0 otherwise. In our experiment, we set K = 20 and mark a slice as “correct” if both
statistics are above 0.5.
5.3.2.2

Datasets: existing KB with adjustable coverage

ReVerb-Slim/NELL-Slim. The ReVerb and NELL datasets provide the input of the slice
discovery problem, but they do not contain the optimal output that suggests “what to extract
and from which web source”. To better evaluate different methods, we generate two smaller
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datasets, ReVerb-Slim and NELL-Slim, over a subset of web sources in the ReVerb and
NELL datasets. We manually label the content of these sources to create an Initial Silver
Standard of their optimal slices with respect to an empty existing knowledge base. We
consider that this optimal, manually-curated set of slices forms a complete knowledge base
(100% coverage). We then create knowledge bases of varied coverage, by selecting a subset
of the Initial Silver Standard: to create a knowledge base of x% coverage, we (1) randomly
select x% of the slices from the Initial Silver Standard; (2) build a knowledge base with the
facts in the selected slices; (3) use the remaining slices (those not selected in step 1) to form
the optimal output for the new knowledge base.
Evaluation Setup. For ReVerb-Slim and NELL-Slim datasets, we select the web sources
and generate the Initial Silver Standard as follows: (1) we manually select 100 web sources,
such that 50 of them contain at least one high-profit slice, with respect to an empty knowledge
base; (2) we apply all algorithms on the selected web sources with an empty knowledge
base; (3) we manually label slices and web sources returned by the algorithms, and add those
labeled as correct to the Initial Silver Standard. We demonstrate a snapshot of the selected
web sources and the description of the labeled silver standard slices for the ReVerb-Slim
dataset in Figure 5.8. As described earlier, the initial silver standard allows us to adjust
the coverage of the existing knowledge base and the optimal output. In our experiment,
we evaluate the performance of the different methods against knowledge bases of varied
coverage, ranging from 0% (empty KB) to 80%.
5.3.2.3

Comparisons

We implemented and compared the following methods:
N A ÏVE. There are no baselines that produce web source slices, as this is a novel concept.
We compare our techniques with a naı̈ve baseline that selects entire web sources (rather than
a slice of their content) based on the number of new facts extracted from each source.
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G REEDY. Our second comparison is a greedy algorithm that focuses on deriving a single
slice with the maximum profit from a web source. It relies on our proposed profit function
and generates the slice in a web source by iteratively selecting conditions that improve the
profit of the slice the most.
AGGLOMERATIVE C LUSTERING. We compare our techniques with agglomerative clustering [177], using our proposed objective function as the distance metric. This algorithm
initializes a cluster for each individual entity, and it merges two clusters that lead to the
highest non-negative profit gain at each iteration. The time complexity of this algorithm is
O(|E|2 log(|E|), where |E| is the number of entities in a web source.
M IDAS (Section 5.2.1). Our M IDASalg algorithm organizes candidate slices in a hierarchy
to derive a set of slices from a single source. Used as the slice detection module in the
parallelizable framework of M IDAS (Section 5.2.2), it derives slices across multiple sources.
Note that our parallelizable framework in Section 5.2.2 also supports the alternative
algorithms, including G REEDY and AGGLOMERATIVE C LUSTERING, by adjusting the slice
detection algorithm in the Detecting phase. Therefore, with the support of our framework,
all of these algorithms can easily run in parallel.
5.3.2.4

Metrics

Effectiveness. We measure the effectiveness of the different algorithms using the standard
metrics of precision, recall, and f-measure. Precision measures the fraction of returned slices
that are of high profit, as per our labeling. Recall measures the fraction of high-profit slices
in our silver standard that are returned. F-measure is the harmonic mean ( 2·precision·recall
)
precision+recall
of precision and recall. As we discussed in Section 5.1.1, slices may select the same set
of facts. To account for such cases, we use Jaccard similarity to compare two slices and
consider them as equivalent when the Jaccard similarity is above 0.95.
Efficiency. We evaluate the runtime performance of all alternative methods by measuring
their total execution time.
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Figure 5.9: Comparison of algorithms on the ReVerb-Slim dataset. M IDAS performs
significantly better than all alternative algorithms.

5.3.3

Evaluation on Real-World Data

Our evaluation on the real-world datasets includes two components. First, we focus on a
smaller version of the datasets, where we can apply our silver standard to better evaluate
the result quality using precision, recall, and f-measure across knowledge bases of different
coverage. Second, we study the performance of all methods on ReVerb and NELL, reporting
the precision of the methods’ top-k results, for varying values of k, and their execution
efficiency.
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Figure 5.10: Comparison of algorithms on the NELL-Slim dataset. G REEDY and NA ÏVE
perform poorly. AGGLOMERATIVE C LUSTERING competes with M IDAS, but is significantly
slower (Figure 5.11d).

5.3.3.1

Slice quality vs. Knowledge Base coverage.

For this experiment, we evaluate the four methods on the ReVerb-Slim and NELL-Slim
datasets, each with the 100 web sources with labeled silver standard and we run the four
methods using input knowledge bases of coverage varying from 0 to 80%, as described in
Section 5.3.2.2.
We show the precision-recall curves for three coverage ratios: 0, 0.4, and 0.8 and the
precision, recall, and f-measure with increasing coverage ratio from 0 to 0.8. As shown
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in Figure 5.9 and Figure 5.10, M IDAS performs significantly better than the alternative
algorithms, especially on the ReVerb-Slim dataset, but there is a noticeable decline in
performance with increased coverage. This decline is partially an artifact of our silver
standard: since the silver standard was generated against an empty knowledge base, the
profit of some of its slices drops as the slices now have increased overlap with existing facts.
M IDAS tends to favor alternative slices to cover new facts, and may return slices that are not
included in the silver standard but are, in fact, better.
G REEDY performs poorly on both datasets (well under 0.5 for all measures). Its effectiveness is dominated by its recall, which increases with coverage. This is expected since in
knowledge bases of higher coverage, there are fewer remaining slices for each source in the
silver standard.
AGGLOMERATIVE C LUSTERING approaches the performance on M IDAS on NELL-Slim,
however, it performs poorly for ReVerb-Slim. This is because AGGLOMERATIVE C LUS TERING

is more likely to make mistakes for datasets with more entities and predicates.

In addition, AGGLOMERATIVE C LUSTERING requires significantly longer execution time
compared to M IDAS (as demonstrated in Figure 5.11d).
NA ÏVE ranks web sources according to the number of new facts, thus its accuracy heavily
relies on the portion of web sources that contain only one high-profit slice. Thus, it achieves
similar recall in all different scenarios. Overall, the performance of this baseline is low
across the board.
Due to the limited size of these two datasets, the execution time of the four methods
does not differ significantly. We evaluate the execution efficiency of the methods through
our next experiment on the full datasets, ReVerb and NELL.
5.3.3.2

Precision and efficiency

We further study the quality of the results of all four methods by looking at their top-k
returned slices, ordered by their profit, when the algorithms operate on an empty knowledge
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Figure 5.11: Top-k precision and execution time on ReVerb and NELL data. The input
ratio corresponds to the ratio of sources considered (e.g., a ratio of 0.75 means that 75% of
the web sources are considered by each algorithm). M IDAS achieves higher precision and
outperforms AGGLOMERATIVE C LUSTERING in terms of efficiency.

base. Figures 5.11a and 5.11c report the precision for varied values of k up to k = 100,
for ReVerb and NELL, respectively. We observe that the NA ÏVE baseline performs poorly,
with precision below 0.25 and 0.4, respectively. This is expected, as NA ÏVE considers the
number of facts that are new in a source, but does not consider possible correlations among
them. Thus, NA ÏVE may consider a forum or a news website, which contains a large number
of loosely related extractions, as a good web source slice. In contrast, M IDAS outperforms
NA ÏVE by a large margin, maintaining precision above 0.75 for both datasets. The major
disadvantage of G REEDY is that it may miss many high-profit slices as it only derives a single
slice per web source. However, since we only evaluate the top-100 returns, the precision of
G REEDY remains high on both datasets. AGGLOMERATIVE C LUSTERING performs well on
the NELL dataset, but not as well on ReVerb, which includes a higher number of entities and
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predicates. This is because AGGLOMERATIVE C LUSTERING is more likely to reach a local
optimum for datasets with more entities and predicates. While AGGLOMERATIVE C LUS TERING

is comparable to our methods with respect to precision, it does not scale over web

sources with larger input, and its running time is an order of magnitude (or more) slower
than our methods in most cases. In particular, its efficiency drops significantly on sources
with a large number of facts. The NELL dataset contains one source that is disproportionally
larger, and dominates the running time of AGGLOMERATIVE C LUSTERING (Figure 5.11d).
In ReVerb, most sources have a large number of facts, so the increase is more gradual
(Figure 5.11b). In contrast, the execution time of G REEDY, and M IDAS increases linearly.
NA ÏVE is the fastest of the methods, as it simply counts the number of new facts that a web
source contributes.
5.3.4

Evaluation on Synthetic Data

We use synthetic data to perform a deeper analysis of the tradeoffs between the three
algorithms, G REEDY, M IDAS, and AGGLOMERATIVE C LUSTERING, that use our objective
function and to study the effectiveness of the pruning strategies of our proposed algorithm,
M IDAS. We create synthetic data by randomly generating facts in a web source based on
user-specified parameters: the number of slices k, the number of optimal slices m ≤ k
(output size), and the number of facts n (input size): For each slice, we first generate its
selection rule that consists 5 conditions and then creates n · 1% entities in this slice. To better
simulate the real-world scenario, we also introduce some randomness while generating
the facts in the optimal slice: for each entity, the probability of having a condition in the
corresponding selection rule is above 0.95 and the probability of having a condition absent
from the selection rule is below 0.05. Among k slices, we select m of them as optimal
slices and construct the existing knowledge base accordingly: for non-optimal slices, we
randomly select 0.95 of their facts and add them in the existing knowledge base. In addition,
we ensure that each optimal web source slice covers at least 5% of the total input facts.
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Figure 5.12: Comparison of the methods that use our objective function. M IDAS outperforms
AGGLOMERATIVE C LUSTERING in effectiveness and efficiency. G REEDY is less effective
than M IDAS, but it is faster.

5.3.4.1

Comparison on accuracy and efficiency

We compare the G REEDY, M IDAS, and AGGLOMERATIVE C LUSTERING in terms of
their total running times and their f-measure scores (Figure 3.7). In our first experiment,
we fix b = 20, m = 10 (10 optimal slices out of 20 slices in a web source), and range the
number of facts from 1,000 to 10,000. M IDAS remains highly accurate in detecting web
source slices in all these settings. However, due to its time complexity, the execution time of
M IDAS grows linearly with the number of facts. AGGLOMERATIVE C LUSTERING tends to
make more mistakes when there are more facts and its execution time grows at a significantly
higher rate than M IDAS. The greedy algorithm, G REEDY, runs much faster than the other
algorithms, but it can only detect one out of ten optimal slices.
In our second experiment, we use a web source with 5000 facts (n = 5000) on 20 slices
(b = 20), and vary the number of optimal slices in the web source from 1 to 10. We report
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Figure 5.13: M IDAS’s pruning strategies are effective at reducing the hierarchy size by
several orders of magnitude.

the execution time and f-measure in Figures 5.12d and 5.12c, respectively. AGGLOMERA TIVE C LUSTERING

is much slower than M IDAS and it fails to identify the optimal slices

under several settings. This is expected as AGGLOMERATIVE C LUSTERING only combines
two slices at a time, thus it needs more iterations to finish and the probability of reaching a
local optimum is much higher than M IDAS. Notably, M IDAS achieves perfect f-measure
across the board. G REEDY is three times faster than M IDAS, but its f-measure score declines
quickly as the number of slices increases. This is expected, as G REEDY can only retrieve a
single high-profit slice. At the same time, G REEDY is able to find the optimal slice when
there is only one.
5.3.4.2

Evaluating the pruning strategy of MIDAS

M IDAS prunes non-canonical slices and low-profit slices while constructing the hierarchy (Section 5.2.1). Here, we further study the effectiveness of these two pruning strategies
by comparing the number of slices in the constructed hierarchy. More specifically, using
synthetic data, we compare M IDAS with both non-canonical and low-profit slice pruning (M IDAS -P RUNE A LL), M IDAS with the pruning of non-canonical slices strategy only
(M IDAS -P RUNE N ON C AN), and M IDAS with no pruning strategy (M IDAS -N O P RUNE). Figure 5.13a shows the number of slices with increasing number of facts (n = 1000 ∼ 10000)
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and a fixed number of optimal slices (m = 10). M IDAS -P RUNE A LL generates significantly fewer slices than M IDAS -P RUNE N ON C AN. M IDAS -N O P RUNE needs to examine
every non-empty slice in the web source, thus produces several orders of magnitude more
slices than M IDAS -P RUNE A LL and M IDAS -P RUNE N ON C AN. Figure 5.13b demonstrates
the number of slices with fixed number of facts (n = 5000) and an increasing number
of optimal slices (m = 1 ∼ 10). Similar to our observation in the previous experiment,
M IDAS -P RUNE N ON C AN and M IDAS -N O P RUNE generate significantly more slices than
M IDAS -P RUNE A LL across all settings.
5.3.5

Remaining challenges

Our evaluation shows that our algorithms are very effective at deriving web source slices
of high profit for the task of knowledge base augmentation. However, there are still many
challenges towards solving this problem due to the quality of current extraction systems.
There is a substantial number of missing extractions due to the lack of training data and one
cannot infer the quality of web sources with respect to such missing extractions. Moreover,
although there are techniques [27, 68, 152] to improve the extraction precision, incorrectness
and redundancy may still persist and further influence our results.

5.4

Conclusions

In this work, we presented M IDAS, an effective and highly-parallelizable system, that
leverages extracted facts in web sources, for detecting high-profit web source slices to fill
knowledge gaps. In particular, we defined a web source slice as a selection query that
indicates what to extract and from which web source. We designed an algorithm, M IDASalg ,
to detect high-quality slices in a web source and we proposed a highly-parallelizable
framework to scale M IDAS to million of web sources. We analyzed the performance of our
techniques in synthetic data scenarios, and we demonstrated that M IDAS is effective and
efficient in real-world settings.
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CHAPTER 6
EXPLAIN3D: EXPLAINING DISAGREEMENTS IN DISJOINT
DATASETS

Data drives modern applications, analytic processes, and business decisions, heavily
influencing many aspects of human activity—from product recommendations and friend
connections, to self-driving car decisions and election campaign strategies. Understanding
data and the results of processes that operate on data becomes critical in promoting trust
in data-driven decisions and in facilitating debugging and repair of errors. Even within
the relatively simple setting of relational data and queries, the explosive data sizes, source
heterogeneity, and issues of poor data quality make providing explanations a challenging
problem.
Existing data management solutions that aim to provide explanations for query results [166, 167, 190] have an important limitation: They focus on a single dataset, where
data conforms to a single common schema. However, modern data rarely conforms to this
integrated ideal. More often than not, datasets evolve separately, under different schemas,
and even datasets from trustworthy sources frequently end up diverging, both in format and
content, causing headaches to downstream applications and users.
Example 6.1 (academic data disagreement) We collect two publicly available academic
datasets: the UMass-Amherst dataset on undergraduate programs1 , and the National Center
for Education Statistics (NCES) dataset2 . Both data sources are reputable and contain high1

https://www.umass.edu/gateway/academics/undergraduate

2

https://nces.ed.gov
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quality information. Nevertheless, querying both datasets for the number of undergraduate
degree programs at UMass Amherst yields vastly different answers.
UMass-Amherst data (DUMass )

NCES data (DNCES )

Schema: Major(Major, Degree, School)

School(ID, Univ name, City, Url)
Stats(ID, Program, bach degr)

Query: Q1 : SELECT COUNT(Major) Q2 :SELECT SUM(bach degr)
FROM Major;

FROM School, Stats
WHERE Name = ‘UMass-Amherst’
AND School.ID=Stats.ID;

Answer: 113

90

Existing explanation solutions can only be applied with respect to one of these datasets
at a time, by asking questions such as “Why is the result of Q1 (resp. Q2 ) high (resp.
low)?” But these would not provide meaningful explanations in this case, as each tuple
contributes the same to the aggregate of Q1 , and prioritizing tuples with low bach degr
in the provenance of Q2 would be arbitrary, not grounded on the actual differences with Q1 .
Example 6.1 illustrates the predicament of dealing with disagreements in disjoint datasets
and how single-dataset explanation frameworks fall short. Attempting to use data cleaning [29, 123, 154] and data fusion [28, 73] techniques towards this problem meets similar
challenges. These techniques attempt to reconcile the datasets, but are agnostic to the queries
of interest, which may very well be contributors to the discrepancy. Ultimately, our goal is
not to reconcile the differences between two datasets and consolidate them, but rather to
explain the reasons of disagreement between two queries on those datasets, whose results
are expected to be the same.
In this work, we introduce explain3D,3 a framework for deriving interpretable explanations for the disagreement between two semantically similar queries over disjoint datasets.
3

Pronounced “explained”
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SQL query Q1 :
SELECT COUNT(program)
FROM D1 ;

SQL query Q2 :
SELECT COUNT(*) FROM D2
WHERE Univ=‘A’;

Dataset D1 :

Dataset D2 :

Program
Accounting
CS
CS
ECE
EE
Management
Design

Degree

Univ

B.S.
B.A.
B.S.
B.S.
B.S.
B.A.
B.A.

A
A
A
A
A
A
B

(a) Q1 (D1 ) = 7

Major
Accounting
CSE
ECE
EE
Management
Design
Art
(b) Q2 (D2 ) = 6

SQL query Q3 :
SELECT SUM(Num bach)
FROM D3 ;

SQL query Q4 :
SELECT SUM(Num major)
FROM D4 ;

Dataset D3 :

Dataset D4 :

College

Num bach

Business
Engineering
Computer Science

Campus

2
2
1

South campus
North campus
East campus

(c) Q3 (D3 ) = 5

Num major
1
2
1

(d) Q4 (D4 ) = 4

Figure 6.1: Four queries, operating on disjoint datasets, for answering the question: How
many undergraduate degree programs are provided by University A? However, all queries
yield different answers: Q1 (D1 ) = 7, Q2 (D2 ) = 6, Q3 (D3 ) = 5, and Q4 (D4 ) = 4.

Explain3D leverages the queries in coordination with existing schema matching and entity
resolution methods to derive a semantic mapping across the relevant parts of the queries’
provenance. It processes this initial mapping to find optimal provenance-based (mismatched
tuples) and value-based (mismatched values) explanations and summarizes these explanations to increase understandability. For the disagreement in Example 6.1, explain3D finds
that (1) several tuples in DUMass (such as majors “Equine Management” and “Turfgrass Management”) do not correspond to tuples in DNCES , and (2) there is a mismatch of contributions
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for some tuples—for example, “Computer Science” is counted twice in Q1 for the distinct
B.S. and B.A. degrees, but “Computer Science” has bach degr=1 in DNCES . Explain3D
further analyzes the common properties of the derived explanations to summarize them as:
(1) There is a large portion of mismatches for majors with Degree=“Associate degree” in
DUMass ; (2) There are majors with multiple degree types in DUMass , counted multiple times
by Q1 , for which bach degr=1 in DNCES .
Explain3D addresses the following challenges:
Different schemas. Data sources often adopt different schemas and may thus store their
data with different granularities. For example, in Example 6.1, DUMass lists each degree
program as an individual tuple whereas DNCES stores an aggregate of the degrees in each
program in the attribute bach degr. Such differences significantly increase the difficulty
in determining the mapping relationship between tuples in different datasets.
Missing data mapping. Data mapping or tuple mapping is essential in deriving the explanations. However, existing record linkage and entity resolution techniques [20,124] typically
target mapping entities within the same dataset or datasets with highly similar schemas. In
contrast, in our setting, we can leverage the queries to provide us both with the relevant
provenance, and clues of the matching attributes.
Distinct queries. Two queries meant to retrieve the same information across two datasets
with different schemas are bound to be structurally different. Differences in the queries
are confounded with the differences of the data and the schemas, obscuring the causes of
discrepancies and making deriving explanations more challenging.
We make the following contributions.
• We introduce the necessary modeling abstractions and formalize the problem of deriving
optimal explanations for the disagreements between the results of two semantically similar
queries over two disjoint datasets. We identify explanations as one of two types: provenancebased (indicating mismatched tuples between the two datasets) and value-based (indicating
incorrect values in particular tuples). These explanations are defined over an evidence
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mapping, which is an explanation of the explanations themselves, making our method
interpretable. (Section 6.1)
• We introduce explain3D as a 3-stage framework for solving our optimal explanation
problem. The first stage leverages the queries and standard schema matching and record
linkage methods to derive an initial mapping between the relevant provenance data. The
second stage, which is the core of our approach, models the optimization problem as a mixed
integer linear program (MILP) and produces a refined evidence mapping. This mapping,
informed by the queries and the datasets, pinpoints the discrepancies between the two
datasets. The third stage relies on standard methods to analyze the common properties of
the discrepancies and summarize the explanations. (Section 6.2)
• We propose a smart-partitioning optimizer that breaks the optimization problem of explain3D’s second stage into smaller components, which can be solved separately, increasing
the efficiency and scalability of our framework. (Section 6.3)
• We perform extensive experimental evaluation of explain3D using real-world and synthetic
data, comparing it with a state-of-the-art single-dataset explanation framework, state-of-the
art entity resolution approaches, and multiple baselines. Our evaluation shows that explain3D
is superior in explanation accuracy compared to the alternatives, and the smart-partitioning
optimizer is robust to multiple parameter settings and increases efficiency by orders of
magnitude with little to no loss of accuracy. (Section 6.4)

6.1

Explanations for disjoint data

In this section, we use a running example inspired by Example 6.1 to introduce our
concepts and abstractions for modeling explanations for disagreements in disjoint datasets.
Example 6.2 Figure 6.1 displays four semantically similar queries that answer the question
“How many undergraduate programs are provided by University A?” The queries compute the
same thing semantically, but they operate on different datasets, with different schemas: D1
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lists the undergraduate programs at University A and Q1 counts them; D2 lists the majors
at multiple universities and Q2 selects the ones from University A and counts them; D3 lists
the number of bachelor degrees per college at University A and Q3 sums them; D4 lists the
number of majors per campus at University A and Q4 sums them. While all four queries are
correct semantically, they ultimately yield different results.
Manually, one can easily contrast Q1 and Q2 . The Program and Major attributes are a
direct match, and each program in D1 corresponds to a major in D2 and vice versa, through
a one-to-one mapping: ‘Accounting’ to ‘Accounting’, ‘CS’ to ‘CSE’, ‘ECE’ to ‘ECE’, etc.
This reveals that computer science is counted twice in Q1 , for the B.S. and B.A. degrees, but
only once in Q2 , which explains the difference in their results. Moreover, the mapping of
tuples between the two datasets is an interpretable explanation (evidence) of the explanation
itself.
The correspondence between Q1 and Q3 is a little less straightforward, because the data
is stored at different granularities (list of programs vs aggregates per college). However,
the queries are still comparable. The Program attribute semantically maps to the College
attribute in a containment relationship: each program typically corresponds to a college—
Accounting and Management are part of the Business School, ECE and EE are part of the
College of Engineering, and CS is part of the College of Computer Science. This mapping
reveals that (1) CS is counted twice in Q1 , for the B.S. and B.A. degrees, but D3 only lists
one bachelor degree in the CS College, and (2) the Design program is missing from D3 .
While we can reason about the differences of Q1 , Q2 , and Q3 , we cannot compare them
with Q4 because the Campus attribute does not meaningfully correspond in a direct or
containment relationship with the other datasets.
This example highlights several concepts: (1) attribute matches and their implications to
(2) comparability of queries, (3) explanations as mismatched tuples or mismatched values,
and (4) evidence mappings that support the derived explanations. In this work, we treat
queries, datasets, attribute matches, and the initial mappings between tuples as our input.
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Non-Aggr
Single table
Join
Sub-query

A⊆R
Y
Y
N

Aggregate
SUM
Y
Y
N

COUNT
Y
Y
N

AVG
Y
Y
N

Others
N
N
N

Examples of supported queries:
SELECT a FROM T1 WHERE b = 10;
SELECT SUM(a) FROM T1 WHERE c = ‘xxx’;
SELECT COUNT(*) FROM T1 INNER JOIN T2 on T1.a=T2.a;

Figure 6.2: Query families we support in this work: we denote A as set of attributes.

Leveraging the input information, our goal is to derive explanations, including explanations
over the mismatched tuples or the mismatched values, and the evidence mappings for
supporting the derived explanations. We proceed to formalize these concepts and define the
problem of deriving explanations for disagreements in the results of semantically similar
queries over disjoint datasets.
6.1.1

Problem input: Queries, data, and matches

Our basic input includes two disjoint datasets and a pair of semantically similar queries
that operate on each dataset. In this work, we consider basic aggregate (sum, count, average)
and non-aggregate SQL queries, both of which do not contain any sub-queries. Figure 6.2
summarizes the query families and provides example queries that our framework supports.
While our framework supports joins, for ease of exposition, from here on, we will assume
that each dataset contains a single relation R(A1 , . . . ). We represent queries in relational
algebra notation as Q = πo σc (R), where c is the selection condition and o is the projection
content, which can either be a set of attributes (o = A ⊆ R) or an aggregate function over
an attribute (o = aggr(Ai ), Ai ∈ R). Without loss of generality, we will also assume that
all attributes of R participate in the query (other attributes can simply be ignored).
As Example 6.2 showed, some queries are not comparable (Q1 and Q4 ). Reasoning about
these cases would require external information, not derivable by standard matching and
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Notation

Description

Q = Πo σc (R)
Mattr = (Ai φAj )
Mtuple = {(ti , tj , p), ...}
P (A1 , ..., Ak , I) or P
T
t.I
E = (∆, δ|M∗tuple )
∆ = {t, ...} ∈ E
δ = {t.I 7→ t.I ∗ } ∈ E
M∗tuple ⊆ Mtuple

A query over relation R in database D.
Attribute matches.
Tuple matches.
The provenance relation of query Q.
Canonical tuples of query Q.
The impact of a tuple t.
Explanations and their evidence.
Provenance-based explanations.
Value-based explanations.
Evidence of a set of explanations.

Figure 6.3: Summary of notations.

linking methods. We cannot derive explanations for these cases—this appears impossible
without external information—and we focus on comparable queries. As Example 6.2
highlighted, comparability is determined by semantic mappings that match attributes of the
queries. We formalize these attribute matches below.
Definition 6.3 (Attribute matches) Given two queries Q1 over relation R1 and Q2 over
relation R2 , we represent the semantic mapping among their attributes as attribute matches
between R1 and R2 :
Mattr = (Ai φAj )
where Ai , Aj are sets of categorical attributes in R1 and R2 , respectively and φ ∈ {≡, v, w}
is a matching relation that describes whether the attribute sets are equivalent (Ai ≡ Aj ),
Ai is less general than Aj (Ai v Aj ), or Ai is more general than Aj (Ai w Aj ).
In our running example, Mattr = (program ≡ major) for the pair Q1 , Q2 , and Mattr =
(program v college) for the pair Q1 , Q3 . The attribute matches can be derived from standard
schema matching techniques [12, 22, 96, 194]. Deriving these matches is not a focus in our
work, and we treat them as part of our input.
As per Definition 6.3 one can consolidate matches over sets of attributes, e.g., {zip, city} v
county, instead of zip v county and city v county. Our framework applies on both cases.
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From here on, for ease of exposition, we will assume that the attribute matches are on a
single attribute from each relation.
If there exists at least one attribute match between two queries, we can derive explanations for their differences (comparable queries); otherwise, the queries are not comparable
(Q1 and Q4 ).
Definition 6.4 (Comparable queries) Two queries, Q1 and Q2 , are comparable if and
only if Mattr 6= ∅.
We focus on comparable queries in this work, and from here on we will assume that the
queries we discuss are comparable. To derive explanations for query disagreements, we
need to analyze the contents of the two datasets and reason about their correspondence. We
do not need to do so for the entire datasets, but rather for the parts that contribute to the
queries (provenance). For example, in Q2 only the tuples in D3 with Univ=‘A’ are part of
the provenance. To facilitate exposition, we derive a provenance relation.
Definition 6.5 (Provenance Relation) Given a query Q = πo σc (R) over relation R(A1 , . . . ),
we derive a provenance relation P (A1 , . . . , I) as follows: For each tuple t ∈ σc (R), we
create a tuple t0 = (t, I) in P, where t0 .I = Πo0 (t) is the impact of a tuple, with o0 = 1 if Q
is a non-aggregate query, and o0 = o otherwise. The impact of a tuple (t0 .I) measures its
statistical contribution to the result of query Q.
In our running example, the provenance relation of Q1 has 7 tuples (same as D1 ), each
with impact 1; the provenance relation of Q3 has 3 tuples (same as D3 ), with impacts 2, 2,
and 1, same as the corresponding values of the Num bach attribute.
Given two queries, the tuples of their provenance relations can be associated through
mappings such as the ones described in Example 6.2. We formalize the tuple mapping
below.
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Definition 6.6 (Tuple mapping) Given two relations R1 and R2 , the tuple mapping between R1 and R2 is a set of tuple matches:

Mtuple = {(ti , tj , p), ...}

where ti ∈ R1 and tj ∈ R2 are two tuples, and p ∈ (0, 1] is the probability that tuple ti and
tuple tj correspond to the same or associated (with respect to containment) entities.
In Example 6.2, the attribute match between Q1 and Q2 suggests that their tuples
correspond to the same entity and a possible tuple mapping between Q1 and Q2 can be
(omitting superfluous attributes for simplicity) Mtuple = {(Accounting, Accounting, 1.0),
(CS, CSE, 0.9), (ECE, ECE, 1.0), (EE, EE, 1.0), (Management, Management, 1.0), (Design,
Design, 1.0)}. Similarly, according to the attribute match, tuples in Q1 and Q3 are in the
containment relationship and the associated entities (or a tuple mapping) between Q1 and
Q3 can be Mtuple = {(Accounting, Business, 0.7), (CS, Computer Science, 0.9), (ECE,
Engineering, 0.8), (EE, Engineering, 0.8), (Management, Business, 0.8)}.
Deriving such matches can be done with traditional entity resolution and record linkage
techniques [20, 26, 62, 66, 187]. We use such techniques as blackbox components in our
framework to derive an initial tuple mapping. This initial mapping is typically crude, with
many possible tuple matches of varied probabilities, and it needs to be refined into the
correct mapping M∗tuple . This refinement is a core part of our framework, which we will
discuss in Section 6.2.
6.1.2

Problem output: The explanations

Example 6.2 highlighted the two generic types of explanations we derive: (1) provenancebased explanations, indicating mismatched tuples between the two datasets, and (2) valuebased explanations, indicating incorrect values or contributions for particular tuples. We
formalize these explanations below.
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Definition 6.7 (Explanations) Given two queries Q1 and Q2 and their provenance relations P1 and P2 , the explanations of their differences include two generic types:
• Provenance-based explanation is a set of tuples ∆, such that ∀t ∈ ∆, t ∈ P1 (resp.
t ∈ P2 ) and t does not map4 to a t0 ∈ P2 (resp. t0 ∈ P1 ).
• Value-based explanation is a set of impact value changes δ = {t.I 7→ t.I ∗ , ...}, such that
t ∈ P1 ∪ P2 and t should have impact t.I ∗ rather than t.I.
Example 6.2 highlights a provenance-based explanation for the disagreement of Q1 and
Q3 (the Design program is missing from D3 ), and a value-based explanation (D3 only lists
one bachelor degree in the CS College, when it should be two). The derived explanations are
tightly coupled with the tuple mapping. In comparing Q2 and Q3 , a mapping that matches
CSE with the Computer Science College, will produce different explanations than a mapping
that matches CSE to the College of Engineering. Typically, the initial mappings (Mtuple )
derived from standard entity resolution and linkage techniques are probabilistic, and would
assign the two possible matches for CSE with two distinct probabilities. Our goal is to
discover the right mapping M∗tuple , leading to the correct (optimal) set of explanations;
we call this refined mapping the evidence mapping (or evidence for short). The evidence
mapping is a subset of the initial mapping (M∗tuple ⊆ Mtuple ), and needs to conform to
certain properties discussed in Section 6.2.
The final product of our framework is a set of explanations and their evidence, reported as
E = (∆, δ|M∗tuple ). The evidence M∗tuple is an explanation of the explanations themselves,
making our result fully interpretable.
6.1.3

Optimal explanations for 3D

We now define the problem of deriving optimal explanations for disagreements in disjoint
data, which we will refer to as EXP -3 D.
4

We consider all tuple matches, including those with low probabilities.
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Problem 6.1 (The EXP -3 D problem) Given two queries Q1 and Q2 with provenance relations P1 and P2 , respectively, and a set of initial tuple matches Mtuple , our goal is derive a
set of explanations, E = (∆, δ|M∗tuple ) that maximize the probability:

P r(E|P1 , P2 , Mtuple )

We will formally define P r(E|P1 , P2 , Mtuple ) and revisit the

EXP -3 D

problem in Sec-

tion 6.2.1.
More informally, we are looking for the set of explanations and their evidence mapping
that are the most likely, given the queries’ provenance and the initial probabilistic tuple
mapping. In our running example, suppose that the initial mapping for Q2 and Q3 assigns two
possible matches for CSE, Computer Science and Engineering, each with some probability.
This indicates two possible cases for M∗tuple , mapping CSE to Computer Science in one
case and Engineering in the other. The former choice results in a single provenancebased explanation (the tuple with major=‘Design’ in D2 does not have a match in D3 ).
The latter choice, results in the same explanation and, in addition, that the tuple with
College=‘Computer Science’ in D3 does not have a match in D2 , and that the Num bach
value of the Engineering tuple in D3 is wrong. Clearly, the former choice is better. Intuitively,
a particular tuple mapping identifies specific discrepancies, which we map to explanations,
and fewer discrepancies are typically preferred.
In Section 6.2 we analyze the objective function of Problem 6.1, and describe a framework for deriving the explanations and evidence mapping through a translation to Mixed
Integer Linear Programs (MILP). Later, in Section 6.2, we describe a smart-partitioning
optimizer that improves the efficiency of our basic approach by several orders of magnitude.
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6.2

Deriving Explanations

In this section, we present explain3D, a 3-stage framework that solves Problem 6.1. The
first stage (Section 6.2.1) refines the provenance data into a canonical form that is easier
to analyze. With data in this canonical form, we can then define essential properties for
evidence mappings and explanations, and use those to simplify the objective function of
Problem 6.1. The second stage (Section 6.2.2), which is the core of our approach, models
the optimization problem as a mixed integer linear program (MILP) and produces a refined
evidence mapping and the corresponding explanations. The third stage (Section 6.2.3) relies
on standard methods to analyze the common properties of the discrepancies and summarize
the explanations.
6.2.1

Stage 1: Canonicalization and Simplification

The provenance relation P1 of Q1 has two tuples for the CS program, one for the B.S.
and one for the B.A. degree. The degree information is not relevant to the comparison with
Q2 , and it is not part of the mapping between Q1 and Q2 . Thus the two CS tuples in P1
are indistinguishable with respect their role in the disagreement between Q1 and Q2 . This
indicates that the provenance relation contains redundancy. We consolidate redundant tuples
and their impact through canonicalization. Canonicalization groups tuples with the same
values for the matching attributes and sums their impacts. The canonical relation of Q1 has 6
tuples (instead of 7 in P1 ), and CS is represented by a single tuple with impact 2 (Figure 6.4a).
Definition 6.8 (Canonical Relation) Given a provenance relation P of a query Q, and
attribute matches Mattr , the canonical relation T of P is derived with the query:

T = πA,I (A GSUM(I) (P ))

Where A is a set of matching attributes that appear in Mattr ; A GSUM(I) is the Group By
operation over attributes A with aggregate function SUM on the impact attribute I.
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T1 :
rowID
p1
p2
p3
p4
p5
p6

T2 :
Program

I

rowID

Accounting
CS
ECE
EE
Management
Design

1
2
1
1
1
1

m1
m2
m3
m4
m5
m6

(a) Canonical relation for Q1

Major

I

Accounting
CSE
ECE
EE
Management
Design

1
1
1
1
1
1

(b) Canonical relation for Q2

Figure 6.4: Canonical relations for queries Q1 and Q2 of Figure 6.1. I denotes the impact of
the tuples.

Example 6.9 Figure 6.4 shows the canonical relations of Q1 and Q2 based on the attribute
matches Mattr = (program ≡ major). The canonical relation of Q1 is constructed with the
query:
SELECT program, sum(I) AS I FROM P1 GROUP BY program
Canonicalization simplifies the datasets without losing information necessary for the
reasoning on disagreements. It further allows us to identify and formalize essential properties
for explanations and evidence mapping, which we analyze next.
6.2.1.1

Explanation properties

Completeness. Explanations define refinements on the canonical relations. A provenancebased explanation indicates the removal of tuples, and a value-based explanation modifies a
tuple’s impact. Our goal is to identify a set of explanations that is complete: if one performs
all the refinements defined by the explanations, the queries would return the same result.
We evaluate completeness through the properties of valid mapping and equal impact. In
the following, we denote T1∗ = δ(T1 \ ∆) and T2∗ = δ(T2 \ ∆) as the refined tuples of the
canonical relations.
Mapping validity.

The attribute matches (Mattr ) between two queries imply the car-

dinality of the tuple matches between the two canonical relations. If two attributes have
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an equivalence match, e.g., program ≡ major, then the canonical relations should have a
one-to-one mapping of their tuples. Thus, in Figure 6.4, each tuple in T1 should map to one
tuple in T2 . If it is a less general match, e.g., program v college, then the mapping should
be many-to-one (many programs map to one college). We can never have many-to-many
mappings.
Initial tuple mapping, however, typically do not conform to the required cardinality, as
they frequently assign several probabilistic matches for each tuple. For example, the CSE
major in Q2 may be mapped to two colleges in Q3 , Engineering and Computer Science,
which violates the many-to-one cardinality requirement for two relations. Our goal is to
produce a refined mapping M∗tuple that conforms to the cardinality requirements of the
attribute matches M∗tuple ; we call such a mapping valid.
Definition 6.10 (Valid Mapping) Given attribute matches Mattr = (Ai φAj ), and two sets
of refined tuples, T1∗ and T2∗ , the mapping M∗tuple is valid if and only if the following are
true:
• If Ai v Aj , then ∀t ∈ T1∗ , |{t|(t, t0 , p) ∈ M∗tuple }| ≤ 1
• If Ai w Aj , then ∀t ∈ T2∗ , |{t|(t0 , t, p) ∈ M∗tuple }| ≤ 1
• If Ai ≡ Aj , then both the above conditions hold.
Impact equality. Tuples of the canonical relations and their mapping form a bipartite graph.
In a valid mapping, where the matches can only be one-to-one, one-to-many, or many-to-one,
the graph separates into connected components. Each component contains the tuples that
correspond to each other semantically. When the two query results agree, the total impact
on each side of the bipartite graph is the same within each connected component. Thus,
our goal is to find a set of explanations, such that the refined canonical relations T1∗ and T2∗
demonstrate such impact equality.
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Definition 6.11 (Impact equality) Given canonical relations T1∗ and T2∗ , and a bipartite
graph G formed by a valid mapping M∗tuple between T1∗ and T2∗ , the impact equality property
is satisfied if and only if for all connected components (T10 , T20 ) of G:

X

(t.I) =

t∈T10

X

(t.I)

t∈T20

Definition 6.12 (Complete explanations) A set of explanations E = (∆, δ|M∗tuple ) over
canonical relations T1 and T2 is complete if M∗tuple is a valid mapping and T1∗ = δ(T1 \ ∆)
and T2∗ = δ(T2 \ ∆) satisfy the impact equality property.
6.2.1.2

Explanation problem revisited

The objective function of Problem 6.1 maximizes the probability P r(E|P1 , P2 , Mtuple ).
This probability can be equally and more efficiently computed over the canonical relations,
which are a (lossless, for the purposes of this problem) summary of the provenance relations:
P r(E|P1 , P2 , Mtuple ) = P r(E|T1 , T2 , Mtuple ).
From Bayesian inference, this is proportional to the product of three probabilities:

P r(E|T1 , T2 , Mtuple ) ∝ P r(T1 , T2 |E)P r(Mtuple |T1 , T2 , E)P r(E)

(6.1)

We next consider each of the three probabilities separately.
Pr(T1 , T2 |E). Assuming that tuples are independent, we have:

Y

P r(T1 , T2 |E) =

t∈T1 ∪T2
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P r(t|E)

(6.2)

We assume a priori probability α ∈ (0, 1] that t ∈ T1 ∩ T2 , and another a priori probability
β ∈ (0, 1] that t has correct impact t.I.5 Based on these a priori probabilities, and the
different cases of t’s inclusion in the explanation E, we calculate P (t|E) as:

P r(t|t ∈
/ ∆, t ∈
/ δ) = αβ;

P r(t|t ∈
/ ∆, t ∈ δ) = α(1 − β);

P r(t|t ∈ ∆, t ∈
/ δ) = 1 − α; P r(t|t ∈ ∆, t ∈ δ) = 0.

(6.3)

P r(T1 , T2 |E) is then derived from Equations (6.2)-(6.3).
Pr(Mtuple |T1 , T2 , E). Assuming that tuple matches are independent:

Y

P r(Mtuple |T1 , T2 , E) =

P r(m|T1 , T2 , E)

(6.4)

m∈Mtuple

In addition, for a tuple match m = (ti , tj , p), the probability that tuples ti and tj match is p,
thus:

P r(m|m ∈ Mtuple ∗, ti , tj ∈ T1 ∪ T2 ) = p;
P r(m|m ∈
/ Mtuple ∗, ti , tj ∈ T1 ∪ T2 ) = 1 − p;
P r(m|ti , tj 6∈ T1 ∪ T2 ) = 0.

(6.5)

P r(Mtuple |T1 , T2 , E) is then derived from Equations (6.4)-(6.5).
Pr(E). In this chapter, we simply set the prior probability of an explanation, based on
whether it is complete (Definition 6.12). If E is complete, then P r(E) = 1; otherwise,
P r(E) = 0. These priors force our framework to only consider explanations that resolve all
disagreements.
5

For simplicity, we use the same values for the probabilities α and β for all tuples, but our framework can
be used with different values for different tuples.
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We can then compute the objective function from Equation (6.1). In practice, to improve
efficiency we calculate and later optimize the probability in the logarithmic space:

log(P r(E|T1 , T2 , Mtuple )) ∝ log(P r(T1 , T2 |E)) + log(P r(Mtuple |T1 , T2 , E)).

(6.6)

Our objective function (Equation (6.6)) prioritizes explanations with fewer tuples in both of
provenance-based and value-based explanations, and prefers keeping tuple matches with
higher probabilities in the evidence mapping.
Through a reduction from the Exact Cover problem6 , we can prove that Problem 6.1 is
NP-complete.
Theorem 6.13

EXP -3 D

(Problem 6.1) is NP-complete.

Proof We prove that the EXP -3 D problem is NP-complete by reducing from the Exact Cover
problem. Let S be a collection of subsets over a set of elements X , the Exact Cover problem
is a decision problem that determines whether there exist a subcollection S 0 ⊆ S such that
each element in X is covered by exactly one subset in S 0 .
Given an instance of the Exact Cover problem, we construct an instance of the EXP -3 D
problem as the follows. For each element xi ∈ X , create a tuple ti with impact 1 in T1 ; for
each subset Sj ∈ S, create a tuple tj with impact |S| in T2 ; create a mapping from ti to
tj if the corresponding element xi is covered by the subset Sj . For all tuples in T1 , assign
α = 0, β = 0; for all tuples in T2 , assign α = 0.5, β = 0; for all mappings, assign p = 0.5.
If the constructed Problem 6.1 has the maximum probability P (E) > 0, then there exist
a cover for the Exact Cover problem. This is because a valid set of explanations would cover
all tuples in T1 since α = 0 and the impacts or the degree for the tuples in T1 are 1 since
β = 0. Therefore, the corresponding elements X are completely covered by the selected
subsets exactly once.
6

The Exact Cover problem is one of Karp’s 21 NP-complete problems [115].
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If there exist a cover in the Exact problem, the maximum probability of the constructed
Problem 6.1 is above 0. When there exist a cover S 0 in the Exact problem, we may create
a set of explanations as E = {{tj |Sj ∈
/ S 0 }, ∅, {(ti , tj , p)|Sj ∈
/ S 0 }} and the probability of
this set of explanations is P (E) > 0.
Therefore, the EXP -3 D problem is NP-Complete.
6.2.2

Stage 2: MILP transformation

In this section, we show how stage 2 of explain3D transforms the EXP -3 D problem into a
mixed integer linear program (MILP). This transformation allows explain3D to use modern
constrained optimization solvers to derive the optimal explanations. Later, in Section 6.3,
we show how to optimize computation in this stage, through a smart-partitioning optimizer.
To translate an instance of the EXP -3 D problem into a MILP problem, we first convert
tuples, their tuple matches, and the associated explanations into linear constraints; we then
express the explanation completeness properties, using linear constraints; we complete the
translation process by formalizing a linear expression for the probability of the explanations.
6.2.2.1

Expressing explanations

To express the explanations, we first introduce a binary variable for each tuple ti ∈ T1 ∪T2
and a binary variable for each tuple match (ti , tj , p); we then translate the changes suggested
by the explanations into linear constraints.
Tuple: Given a tuple ti = (ti .A1 , ..., I), there are two types of explanations that may be
associated with this tuple: (1) a provenance-based explanation (ti ∈ ∆); (2) a value-based
explanation (ti ∈ δ). We use a binary variable xi to indicate whether tuple ti is included in
an provenance-based explanation; To express the value-based explanation, we use a integer
variable t.I ∗ for tuple t’s refined impact and a binary variable yi representing whether the
tuple’s refined impact is the same as its original impact (yi = 1) or not (yi = 0). The binary
variable yi should satisfy the following constraint.
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yi = (t.I ∗ = t.I)

(6.7)

When xi = 1, the tuple ti ∈ ∆ is selected as a provenance-based explanation; when xi = 0,
the tuple ti remains in the canonical relation and its impact is set to t.I ∗ .
Based on the binary variables and Equation (6.3), we express the probability of the
explanations being associated with tuple ti as:

log(P r(ti )) = xi ⊗ a + (1 − xi ) ⊗ ((1 − yi ) ⊗ b + yi ⊗ c)

In the above expression, ⊗ represents regular multiplication; we prefer to use ⊗ to indicate
that it is the semi-module multiplication by scalars; a = log(1 − α), b = log(α) + log(β),
and c = log(α) + log(1 − β) as three constant values. Note that the above Equation is
quadratic due to the underlined expression: Pi = (1 − xi ) ⊗ ((1 − yi ) ⊗ b + yi ⊗ c). We
linearize Pi , with the help of two constant numbers L and U as follows [17].

Pi ≥ L ⊗ (1 − xi )
Pi ≤ U ⊗ (1 − xi )
Pi ≥ (1 − yi ) ⊗ b + yi ⊗ c − U ⊗ xi
Pi ≤ (1 − yi ) ⊗ b + yi ⊗ c − L ⊗ xi
log(P r(ti )) = xi ⊗ p1 + Pi

(6.8)

The constant number L (or H) cannot be greater than the lower bound (or smaller than the
upper bound) of Pi .
Tuple Match: Given a tuple match m = (ti , tj , p), we use a binary variable zi,j to express
whether it is a true match: When zi,j = 1, we include it in the evidence mapping. The
probability of this match is computed as follows.
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zi,j ≤ (1 − xi );

zi,j ≤ (1 − xj )

log(P r(m)) = zi,j ⊗ log(p) + (1 − zi,j ) ⊗ log(1 − p)

(6.9)

Where xi and xj are the binary variables associated with ti and tj , respectively.
6.2.2.2

Expressing explanation completeness

We use the explanation variables to express the mapping validity and impact equality
properties as linear constraints.
Valid Mapping: As required by Definition 6.10, the refined tuple matches M∗tuple should
follow the valid mapping property, which essentially restricts the degree for some of the
tuples to be less than or equal to 1. If ti is such a tuple, then we add the constraints:

X

zi,j ≤ 1

(6.10)

(ti ,tj ,p)∈M

Equal Impact: Valid mappings between the canonical tuples T1 and T2 can never have
many-to-many cardinality. Therefore, in the bipartite graph between T1 and T2 under a valid
mapping, at least one of T1 or T2 is guaranteed to have only tuples with maximum degree of
1. This observation allows us to simplify the specification of the connected components in
the bipartite graph and the corresponding impact calculations. Suppose that all tuples in T1
have maximum degree 1. Then the set of connected components is:

S = {(η(tj ), tj , M )|tj ∈ T2 }

where η(tj ) is the set of T1 tuples that are adjacent to tj ∈ T2 . Consider one connected component (η(tj ), tj , M ) ∈ S, the total impact of T1 in the component is Il =
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P

ti ∈η(tj ) zi,j

⊗ ti .I ∗ ; and the total impact of T2 tuples is Ir = tj .I ∗ . Again, the equation for

Il is quadratic and we further linearize Il using the same method as Equation (6.8).
Ii ≤ U ⊗ zi,j
Ii ≥ L ⊗ zi,j
Ii ≤ ti .I ∗ − L ⊗ (1 − zi,j )
Ii ≥ ti .I ∗ − U ⊗ (1 − zi,j )

(6.11)

Where Ii = zi,j ⊗ ti .I ∗ is an element in Il ; L and U are two constants that cannot be greater
than the lower bound (or smaller than the upper bound) of a tuple’s impact.
Finally, the equal impact property requires:
X

(6.12)

Ii = Il

ti ∈η(tj )

6.2.2.3

Formalizing the objective function

The EXP -3 D problem aims to derive a set of complete explanations such that the probability of the explanations is maximized. The MILP formulation creates variables for all
provenance-based (tuples) and all value-based (impact) explanations. Our objective function
can be formulated as a linear expression over the explanation variables in a fashion similar
to the constraints of the explanation properties:
log(P r(E|T , M)) =

X

log(P r(t)) +

t∈T

X

log(P r(m))

(6.13)

m∈M

Where T = T1 ∪ T2 , M = Mtuple ; and log(P r(t)) and log(P r(m)) are formulated by
Equation (6.8) and Equation (6.9) respectively.
6.2.2.4

The algorithm

Algorithm 9 provides the pseudocode implementing the MILP transformation described
in this section. The algorithm first iterates over all tuples in the input to define variables,
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Algorithm 9 The basic solution
Require: Two sets of canonical tuples (T1 , T2 ) and acquired tuple matches (Mtuple )
Ensure: A set of explanations
1: milp vars, milp cond, prob expr ← ∅
2: for each tuple t in T1 ∪ T2 do
3:
milp vars ← milp vars ∪ DefineTupleVariables(t)
4:
milp cond ← milp cond ∪ TupleImpactCondition(t)
5:
prob expr ← prob expr ∪ TupleProbability(t)
6: end for
7: for each mapping m in M do
8:
milp vars ← milp vars ∪ DefineMappingVariables(m)
9:
prob expr ← prob expr ∪ MappingProbability(m)
10: end for
11: milp cond ← milp cond ∪ FormConditions(milp vars)
12: milp ← FormMILP(milp cond, prob expr)
13: solved vars ← SolveMILP(milp)
14: E ← DecodeVariables(solved vars) return E

construct constraints, and express the tuple probabilities in Lines 3-5. The algorithm then
iterates over all the tuple matches and formalizes the probability expression in Line 9
according to Equation (6.9). Next, the algorithm constructs constraints for the completeness
requirement, as in Equations (6.10)-(6.12), by a FormConditions function (Line 11). With
the variables and constraints, the algorithm completes the MILP problem formulation and
calls a MILP solver to get a solution (Line 12-13). We derive the final explanations from the
MILP solution by including an explanation or evidence (tuple match) if the solve value of
the corresponding binary variable is 1 (Line 14).
6.2.3

Stage 3: Summarization

The product of stage 2 of explain3D is a set of explanations and their evidence mapping.
But if the discrepancies between two datasets are extensive, the derived explanations could
involve a large number of tuples and values. Reviewing such explanations can be tedious.
Stage 3 of our framework is tasked with summarizing and abstracting the explanations to
reduce their size and increase their understandability.
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As in Example 6.1, we may summarize the common patterns of the derived explanations
as Degree=“Associate degree” in DUMass , which is easier to understand than presenting
the explanations individually.
Different summarization methods are possible. Explain3D marks tuples associated with
explanations as a “target” and then uses existing techniques, such as Data Auditor [100] and
Data X-Ray (Chapter 3) to identify common patterns for the target tuples. Alternatively,
“target” tuples could be treated as examples by QBE (Query-By-Example) techniques [63,
82, 155, 175], which can then generate SQL queries that precisely describe them.
Developing novel summarization methods is not a focus of our work, and thus stage 3
relies on existing tools. Detailed stage 2 explanations are still available through explain3D,
for users who prefer to peruse the more precise and detailed causes of query disagreement.

6.3

Partitioning optimization

A critical problem with stage 2 of the explain3D framework is that it does not scale for
problems with a large number of tuples and tuple matches. The problem is that the generated
MILP grows to sizes that can stump even state-of-art solvers. To improve the efficiency of
the basic algorithm, we can split the bipartite graph G = (T1 , T2 , Mtuple ) into its maximal
connected components and solve the problem in each component separately. This method
requires linear time, O(|T1 | + |T2 | + Mtuple ), to derive the connected components and it
does not sacrifice the accuracy. However, it fails to achieve any efficiency or scalability
guarantees, as in the worst case, G may be connected.
Inspired by the connected components approach, we propose a method to divide the
original problem into a collection of sub-problems with bounded sizes such that each subproblem is guaranteed to be small enough to solve. Our partitioning method is based on the
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Graph Partitioning Problem (GPP) [32, 116, 120, 151], which aims to minimize the total
weight of the edge cuts7 .
Problem 6.2 (The Graph Partitioning Problem) Given a number k ∈ N>1 , a bipartite
graph G = (T1 , T2 , Mtuple ) formed by tuples and their matches, and an upper bound Lmax
for the maximum partition size, we seek a partition Π of T1 ∪ T2 with disjoint collections of
tuples Π = {(T1,1 , T2,1 ), ..., (T1,k , T2,k )} such that:
• T1,1 ∪ ... ∪ T1,k = T1 and T2,1 ∪ ... ∪ T2,k = T2 ;
• |T1,i | + |T2,j | ≤ Lmax ;
• EdgeCutSum(Π) =

P

(ti ,tj )∈E

w(ti , tj ) is minimized.

Where E = {(ti , tj ), ...} denotes the set of edges across partitions and w(ti , tj ) denotes the
weight of edge (ti , tj ); |T1,i | + |T2,j | ≤ Lmax is the balancing constraint over the maximum
size of one partition.
In our setting, a naı̈ve way to assign the edge weights is by using the tuple matches’
probabilities:
w(ti , tj ) = p.
However, this setting is ill-suited for our problem: According to our objective function
(Problem 6.1), cutting a high probability tuple match tends to hurt our objective value much
more than cutting multiple lower probability tuple matches with equal or even higher total
probabilities. For example, let us assume that we cut a tuple match, with 0.9 probability, that
is part of the optimal explanation (M∗tuple ). The objective value, P r(E), would drop by 9
times8 as the probability of this tuple match would change from P r(m|m ∈ M∗tuple ) = 0.9
to P r(m|m ∈
/ M∗tuple ) = 0.1. This objective value loss is significantly higher than cutting
7

Edge cuts refer to edges across partitions.

8

This is based on the assumption that the probabilities of other tuples and tuples matches are not impacted.
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two tuple matches with lower individual (0.6 each) but higher total probabilities (1.2 in
total). The latter case would only lead to a objective value drop by 2.25 times.
Based on this observation, we prioritize cutting tuple matches with lower probabilities
and avoid cutting tuple matches with high probabilities. We achieve this by adjusting the
edge weight assignments as follows:




p · R,




w(ti , tj ) = p/R,






p,

if p ≥ θh ;
if p ≤ θl ;
otherwise.

Where R ∈ (1, ∞) is a constant for rewarding (or penalizing) high probability (or low
probability) tuple matches and 0 ≤ θl < θh ≤ 1 are two thresholds specifying low and high
probability tuple matches. In this work, we set θl = 0.1, θh = 0.9, R = 100.
Existing graph partitioners, e.g., METIS [151] and hMETIS [116], can be used directly
to derive the sub-problems, but they are not efficient when R is large. To further optimize
partitioning efficiency, we employ a pre-partitioning step that combines tuples connected
by high probability tuple matches. This pre-partitioning step can also be considered as an
extra coarsening level on top of the multilevel graph partitioning algorithms [117, 118].
Empirically, this step achieves 200× partition time speedup over graphs with 10K tuples
without compromising optimality.
Algorithm 10 presents the pseudocode of the pre-partitioning step. The algorithm
iterates over tuples in the bipartite graph in arbitrary order and attempts to merge tuples
that are connected by high probability tuple matches as much as possible (Lines 2-8). It
then iterates over the remaining tuple matches and updates the edge weights of the merged
tuples accordingly (Lines 10-12). This pre-partitioning algorithm has linear time complexity
(O(|T1 | + |T2 | + |Mtuple |)).
Finally, Algorithm 11 presents our smart-partitioning method. This algorithm first
leverages the pre-partitioning algorithm (Algorithm 10) to generate a much smaller graph
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Algorithm 10 The pre-partitioning algorithm
Require: A bipartite graph G = (T1 , T2 , Mtuple ) and thresholds θl , θh , R
Ensure: A simplified graph Gc = (C1 , C2 , Mc )
1: C1 , C2 , Mc ← ∅
2: for each tuple t in T1 ∪ T2 do
3:
if t.isVisited then
4:
continue
5:
end if
6:
(T10 , T20 ) ← FindHighProbTuplesDFS(t, G, θh )
7:
(C10 , C20 ) ← MergeTuples(T10 , T20 )
8:
(C1 , C2 ) ← UpdateMergedTuples(C10 , C20 )
9: end for
10: for each mapping (ti , tj , p) in Mtuple do
11:
(Ci0 , Cj0 ) ← FindMergedTuples(C1 , C2 , ti , tj )
12:
Mc ← UpdateEdgeWeight(Ci0 , Cj0 , p, R)
13: end for
14: return Gc = (C1 , C2 , Mc )

Algorithm 11 The smart-partitioning algorithm
Require: A bipartite graph G = (T1 , T2 , Mtuple ), thresholds θl , θh , R, the number of partitions k,
and the maximum partition size Lmax
Ensure: A partition Π
1: Gc ← PrePartition(G, θl , θh , R)
2: Πc ← GraphPartitioner(Gc , k, Lmax )
3: Π ← InitializeKEmptyPartitions(k)
4: for each (C10 , C20 ) in Gc do
5:
idx ← Πc (C10 , C20 )
6:
Π[idx] ← AddTuples(C10 , C20 )
7: end for
8: return Π

(Line 1); it then partitions the smaller graph (Line 2) with a standard graph partitioner;
it finally produces the final partitioning Π according to the tuples’ assigned partitions
(Lines 3-6).

6.4

Experimental Evaluation

In this section, we evaluate the effectiveness and efficiency of explain3D using both realworld and synthetic data. In particular, we first compare explain3D with several alternative
algorithms over two categories of real-world data (Section 6.4.2); then, we evaluate the
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performance and benefit of the smart-partitioning optimization over a series of synthetic
datasets with diverse properties (Section 6.4.3).
6.4.1

Experiment setup

All experiments were run on 4 × 2.77 GHz machines with 32GB RAM running IBM
CPLEX [53] as the MILP solver on MacOS version 10.11.6.
6.4.1.1

Datasets, queries, and gold standards

We first describe the real-world data used in our evaluation; we describe our synthetic
data experiments in Section 6.4.3.
Academic datasets. We collect three publicly available academic datasets, the UMassAmherst dataset on undergraduate programs and the National Center for Education Statistics (NCES) dataset, described in Example 6.1, and the the OSU dataset on undergraduate
programs9 . We create two pairs of datasets for comparisons: (1) UMass-Amherst vs. NCES,
described in Example 6.1, and (2) OSU vs. NCES, described in the table below. We
evaluate all alternative algorithms with queries that compute the number of undergraduate
programs at UMass Amherst (or OSU, respectively) on each pair of data.
OSU data (DOSU )

NCES data (DNCES )

Major(Major, Degree, Campus, School)

School(ID, Univ name, City, Url)
Stats(ID, Program, bach degr)
Q2 :
SELECT SUM(bach degr) FROM
School, Stats WHERE Name = ‘OSU’
AND School.ID=Stats.ID;

Q1 :
SELECT COUNT(Major)
FROM Major;

Gold Standard: We manually create the gold standard for the explanations and the evidence mapping on both pairs of data. The datasets, queries, and gold standards are publicly
available10 . Figure 6.6 shows the detailed statistics of the academic datasets.
9
10

http://undergrad.osu.edu/majors-and-academics/majors
https://bitbucket.org/xlwang/explain3d
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IMDB View 1 (Dview1 )

IMDB View 2 (Dview2 )

Movie (movie id, title,
release year, genre, country)
Q1,1 :
SELECT COUNT(movie id)
FROM Movie WHERE
genre = ‘Comedy’ AND
release year = hyeari
Q2,1 :
SELECT COUNT(movie id)
FROM Movie WHERE
country = ‘US’ AND
release year = hyeari

MovieInfo(movie id, info type, info)
Movie (movie id, title, release year)
Q1,2 :
SELECT COUNT(M.movie id) FROM Movie as M,
MovieInfo as MI WHERE info type = ‘genre’
AND M.movie id = MI.movie id AND
info = ‘Comedy’ AND release year = hyeari
Q2,2 :
SELECT COUNT(M.movie id) FROM Movie as M
MovieInfo as MI WHERE info type = ‘country’
AND M.movie id = MI.movie id
AND info = ‘US’ AND release year = hyeari

Figure 6.5: Schema and queries for IMDB datasets.

IMDB Datasets. We retrieve the IMDB dataset11 , and use it as a base to create a pair of
disjoint datasets, as two views with different schemas over the original data. To simulate
the real-world disagreements over disjoint data, we choose a schema design for the first
view such that a certain portion of data is lost during the data migration process.12 We
further introduce ∼5% random errors to both views with the BART system [10]. Over the
created two views, we evaluate the algorithms with two query templates: (1) How many
comedy movies were released in hyeari?; and (2) How many movies were released in the
US in hyeari?. In each template, we create 10 queries with year ranging from 2001 to 2010.
We present the schema of the two datasets and the query templates in Figure 6.5.
Gold Standard: While creating the two disjoint views, we keep track of the data lost in
the first view and record the random errors introduced by BART; these are the optimal
explanations of the query disagreements. The optimal evidence mapping can also be easily
acquired through the mapping between the views and the original dataset. The detailed
statistics of the IMDB datasets are also shown in Figure 6.6.
11

https://datasets.imdbws.com/

12

In Dview1 , a movie is associated with a single country and genre.
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Academic datasets
# of undergrad majors
UMass
NCES
113/113/95
239K/81/81
169
71
64 → 11

N/|P |/|T |
|Mtuple |
|M∗tuple |
|E| → |ES |

# of undergrad majors
OSU
NCES
282/282/206
239K/153/153
607
140
127 → 16

IMDB datasets

N/|P |/|T |
|Mtuple |
|M∗tuple |
|E| → |ES |

# of comedy movies in hyeari
View 1
View 2
1M/1617/1617 2.9M/3705/3075
51968
1601
1573 → 28

# of U.S. movies in hyeari
View 1
View 2
1M/2758/2758 2.9M/6201/6201
345627
2756
3766 → 38

Figure 6.6: Statistics of real-world datasets. N , |P |, |T | are the original data size, the
provenance relation size, and the canonical relation size, respectively; the size of the initial
tuple mapping is |Mtuple |; the sizes of the optimal evidence mapping and the optimal
explanations are |M∗tuple | and |E|, respectively. |ES | is the size of the explanations after
summarizing them with Data X-Ray (Chapter 3) In the IMDB dataset, we show the average
numbers over 10 instantiations of the queries.

6.4.1.2

Attribute matches and tuple mapping

Attribute Matches. The attribute matches (Mattr ) for the two real-world datasets are
shown in Figure 6.7.
Tuple Mapping. In our evaluation, we use a similarity-to-probability method [85, 188]
to collect the initial tuple mapping (Mtuple ). This similarity-to-probability method is a
two-step process that generates the tuple matches probabilities from their similarity values:
(1) it first divides the tuple matches into k continuous buckets over the similarity values;
(2) in each bucket, it calculates the probability of tuple matches by the ratio of true matches
within the current bucket. The true matches can be acquired by labeling a subset of data, or
by a known gold standard.
To generate the similarity values, we use token-wise Jaccard similarity for String attributes:
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UMass vs. NCES

OSU vs. NCES

(Major.Major) v (Stats.Program)

(Major.Major) v (Stats.Program)

IMDB View 1 vs. IMDB View 2
(Movie.title, Movie.release year) ≡ (Movie.title, Movie.release year)

Figure 6.7: Attribute matches for the real-world datasets.

sim(ti .A, tj .A) =

|ti .A ∩ tj .A|
|ti .A ∪ tj .A|

We use normalized Euclidean distance on numeric attributes:

sim(ti .A, tj .A) =

1
1 + |ti .A − tj .A|2

We finally combine the similarity values over multiple attributes by taking their mean value:
P
sim(ti , tj ) =

sim(ti .A, tj .A)
|Mattr |

A∈Mattr

After computing the pair-wise similarity for tuples in the canonical relations, we generate
the initial tuple matches and their probabilities with the above similarity-to-probability
method. In particular, we divide the tuple matches into 50 buckets and we use the evidence
mapping in the gold standard to label a sample of matches and produce the probabilities of the
buckets. The sizes of the initial tuple matches for each of the datasets are shown in Figure 6.6.
6.4.1.3

Algorithms

We implemented and compared the following approaches:
F ORMAL E XP: The first method, F ORMAL E XP, explains surprising outcomes of aggregate
queries in a single database [167]. To apply F ORMAL E XP in disjoint datasets, we first
compare the results of the queries and then ask F ORMAL E XP to explain why the query
result is high (or low) on each individual dataset. Tuples that are included by the derived
explanations are considered as provenance-based explanations. F ORMAL E XP returns the
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Top-k explanations, and requires k as an input. In our experiments, we set k = 15, denoted
by F ORMAL E XP-Top15, as it achieves the highest overall accuracy.
RS WOOSH: RS WOOSH [20] is an entity resolution technique that produces deterministic
tuple matches. For RS WOOSH, we treat all derived tuple matches as the evidence mapping
since their probabilities are all equal to 1.0. Based on the evidence mapping, we include
tuples that do not have a match in the mapping as provenance-based explanations, and
tuples with unequal impacts as value-based explanations.
T HRESHOLD: T HRESHOLD is a simple baseline that refines the initial probabilistic tuple
matches by a fixed threshold. It uses the derived evidence mapping to derive explanations,
in the same manner as RS WOOSH. In our experiment, we set a threshold of 0.9 and denote
it as T HRESHOLD-0.9.
G REEDY: G REEDY is a baseline that implements explain3D’s objective function (Definition 6.1), but builds the evidence mapping in a greedy fashion (whereas explain3D derives
it by solving constrained optimization problems). Initialized with an empty evidence
mapping, G REEDY prioritizes tuple matches with higher probabilities and includes into
the evidence the match with highest probability that does not violate the valid mapping
restriction (Definition 6.10) and improves the objective value. After examining all initial
tuple matches, G REEDY finalizes the evidence mapping and creates the explanations using
the same method as RS WOOSH and T HRESHOLD.
explain3D: Our proposed system, explain3D, expresses and optimizes the problem as linear
constraints and solves the constructed MILP problem(s) through a MILP solver (Section 6.2,
Section 6.3).
6.4.1.4

Metrics

Explanation accuracy: We evaluate the explanation accuracy of the algorithms using
precision, recall, and F-measure. We calculate precision as the fraction of true explanations
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over derived explanations, and recall as the fraction of true explanations over the gold
standard; F-measure is the harmonic mean of precision and recall ( 2∗precision∗recall
).
precision+recall
Evidence accuracy: We also evaluate the evidence mapping accuracy with the same metrics. Similarly, we calculate the precision as the fraction of true tuple matches over the
refined tuple matches, and recall as the fraction of true matches over the gold standard;
F-measure as the harmonic mean of precision and recall.
Execution time: We evaluate the efficiency of all alternative algorithms through their total
execution times, including the time for generating initial tuple matches.

6.4.2

Real-world datasets

We evaluate all the algorithms (Section 6.4.1.3) on both the Academic and IMDB
datasets. Figures 6.8a, 6.8b, 6.9a, and 6.9b demonstrate the precision, recall, and F-measure
of the derived explanations; Figures 6.8c, 6.8d, 6.9c, and 6.9d demonstrate the precision,
recall, and F-measure of derived evidence mapping; Figures 6.8e, 6.8f, 6.9e, and 6.9f
demonstrate the total execution time.
explain3D. explain3D is highly accurate, on both explanations and evidence mapping, over
all experiments. The higher accuracy of explain3D on the IMDB datasets compared to
the Academic datasets is due to the quality of the initial tuple matches. Through manual
analysis, we observe that a significant portion of true tuple matches is absent from the initial
tuple mapping. For example, a true tuple mapping, (“Foodservice Systems Administration”,
“Food Business Management”), is missing from the input since the tuples do not have any
common tokens (or words), thus this pair of tuples has 0 Jaccard similarity. However, the
above situation is significantly less common in the IMDB datasets since the movie titles
and movie release years are much more unique and less ambiguous. The performance of
explain3D depends on the quality of the initial tuple matches: explain3D can hardly derive the
correct explanations or evidence mapping if the true tuple matches are absent from the input
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(a) NCES vs. UMass Explanation Accuracy.
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Threshold-0.9
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(b) NCES vs. OSU Explanation Accuracy.
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1.0
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(c) NCES vs. UMass Evidence Accuracy.

Recall

F-measure

(d) NCES vs. OSU Evidence Accuracy.

Method

NCES/UMass (sec)

Method

NCES/OSU (sec)

RS WOOSH
T HRESHOLD-0.9
G REEDY
F ORMAL E XP-Top15
explain3D

0.173
0.276
0.280
0.052
0.322

RS WOOSH
T HRESHOLD-0.9
G REEDY
F ORMAL E XP-Top15
explain3D

0.521
0.581
0.573
0.064
0.729

(e) NCES vs. UMass Execution Time.

(f) NCES vs. OSU Execution Time.

Figure 6.8: Accuracy and efficiency comparison over Academic datasets. explain3D achieves
much higher accuracy than the other methods. T HRESHOLD obtains high precision but low
recall in the derived evidence. F ORMAL E XP does not provide any tuple matches in the
evidence.

or have extremely low probabilities. This difference in input quality, causes explain3D to
have better performance on the IMDB datasets than the Academic datasets.
G REEDY. G REEDY achieves almost 0.9 F-measure scores on the IMDB datasets, but only
0.6 F-measure scores on the Academic datasets. The reason again lies with the quality of
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Figure 6.9: Accuracy and efficiency comparison over IMDB datasets. explain3D achieves
near perfect accuracy. RS WOOSH fails to produce any results for queries with more than
10K tuples in 1hr.

the initial tuple matches. G REEDY heavily relies on good quality tuple matches, such as in
IMDB, to produce accurate results, but it is less robust than explain3D in low-quality settings.
Even with highly precise tuple matches, G REEDY does not perform as well as explain3D
since it may easily reach a local maximum.
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T HRESHOLD-0.9. Similar to G REEDY, T HRESHOLD-0.9 also achieves reasonably good
performance on the IMDB datasets, but much worse performance on the Academic datasets.
This is again expected since the accuracy of T HRESHOLD-0.9 is fully dependent on the
quality of the initial tuple matches. T HRESHOLD-0.9 always achieves good precision for
the evidence, since it sets a high threshold of 0.9, however, depending on the quality of
the tuple matches, it may have very low recall. On the IMDB datasets, a threshold of 0.9,
T HRESHOLD-0.9 recognizes most of the true tuple matches. On the Academic datasets,
T HRESHOLD-0.9 covers a much smaller portion of the true tuple matches, thus the accuracy
drops. The behavior is reversed for the explanations: with many matches missing from the
evidence, the method produces too many explanations, resulting in low precision.
RS WOOSH.

RS WOOSH performs poorly over both datasets and has less than 0.5 F-

measure scores for the derived explanations and evidence mapping. This is due to two major
reasons: First, RS WOOSH uses a similarity metric, character-wise Jaro similarity, which may
mistakenly map some correlated but different tuples, e.g., “Chinese Language and Literature”
and “Japanese Language and Literature”; Second, RS WOOSH fails to leverage the mapping
and impact correspondences during the entity resolution process, often producing bad
matches and missing good ones.
F ORMAL E XP-Top15. F ORMAL E XP-Top15 aims to explain why a query result is higher
or lower than expected, and it does not consider the correspondance between datasets or
queries. Thus, it does not provide any tuple matches in the evidence. In addition, its derived
explanations only explain why the query result is high (or low), rather than why it is higher
(or lower) than the other similar query. Thus, F ORMAL E XP-Top15 is ill-suited for this
problem and performs badly in all experiments.
Efficiency. We show the total execution time of all methods in Figures 6.8e, 6.8f, 6.9e,
and 6.9f. All methods are very efficient, with under a second runtimes. T HRESHOLD,
G REEDY, and explain3D rely on the same procedure to derive the input tuple matches, which
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takes 91%, 90%, and 68% of their total execution time. RS WOOSH does not scale over
queries with more than 10K tuples.
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(a) Solve time vs. # of tuples (n).
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(b) Solve time vs. difference ratio (p).
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Figure 6.10: Efficiency performance of N O O PT, BATCH -100, and BATCH -1000 over
synthetic datasets with diverse properties. Note that we only evaluate the solve time instead
of the total execution time since the all methods share the same initial tuple matches
generation time.

6.4.3

Synthetic datasets

To stress-test explain3D and evaluate its smart-partitioning optimization, we create a
synthetic data generator to produce datasets and queries with diverse properties. In the
synthetic data generator, we use the same schema and queries for every pair of datasets:

Dataset 1

Dataset 2

Table(id, match attr, val)

Table(id, match attr, val)
(match attr) ≡ (match attr)
Q1 :
Q2 :
SELECT SUM(val) FROM Table;
SELECT SUM(val) FROM Table;
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Based on the above schema, we follow three steps to produce a pair of datasets with the
specified properties: (1) We first create n tuples with random attribute values and add them
to both datasets. (2) We then randomly drop d percent of tuples, with uniform probability
across tuples. (3) We randomly select d percent of tuples, again with uniform probability, and corrupt the tuples’ “val” attribute. To generate random values in the “match attr”
attribute, we first create a vocabulary containing v > 5 random words and then generate
phrases, each of which consists of 5 random words from the vocabulary, as the attribute
values; To generate random values in the “val” attribute, we randomly select an integer in
the range of [1, 10]. The optimal explanations include tuples we dropped or corrupted in the
steps (2) and (3); the optimal evidence can be easily derived from step (1).
In this experiment, we study the performance of smart-partitioning by dynamically
changing the number of partitions (k ∈ N>1 , Definition 6.2) using a fixed batch size:
k=d

|T1 | + |T2 |
e
batch size

We evaluate explain3D on three different settings: (1) the basic algorithm without the
smart-partitioning optimization (N O O PT), (2) the optimized algorithm with batch size
100 (BATCH -100), and (3) the optimized algorithm with batch size 1000 (BATCH -1000).
Figure 6.10 demonstrates the performance of N O O PT, BATCH -100, and BATCH -1000 over
diverse parameter settings.
Adjusting number of tuples (n): We first adjust the number of tuples (n) in the synthetic
datasets from 100 to 100K with fixed difference ratio d = 0.2 and vocabulary size v = 1K.
As shown in Figure 6.10a, N O O PT performs well for problems with fewer tuples as the problem can be efficiently solved by a single MILP problem. However, its execution time grows
quadratically, if not exponentially, with increasing data size. BATCH -100 and BATCH -1000
solve multiple MILP problems with bounded sizes, thus their solve time grows linearly
with increasing number of tuples. Meanwhile, BATCH -1000 is significantly more efficient
than BATCH -100 as BATCH -100 requires longer time to initialize and solve each individual
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sub-problems. With the smart-partitioning optimization, BATCH -1000 is more than 20×
faster than N O O PT on problems with 100K tuples.
Adjusting difference ratio (d): We next adjust the difference ratio (d) from 0.1 to 0.5
while keeping the other parameters fixed: n = 1K, v = 1K. As expected, all three methods
require longer time for problems with lower difference ratio. This is because with higher
difference ratio, there will be fewer tuples remaining in the datasets. Again, BATCH -1000
is much more efficient than BATCH -100 and N O O PT.
Adjusting vocabulary size (v): Finally, we adjust the vocabulary size (v) from 100 to 10K
and keep n = 1K, d = 0.2. In the synthetic data generator, we generate the value of the
“match attr” attribute by randomly selecting 5 words from the vocabulary. Thus the probability that two tuples share at least one common word increases with lower vocabulary
sizes. In other words, there will be many more initial tuple matches when we set v = 100
than v = 10K. As shown in Figure 6.10c, BATCH -100 is 15× faster than N O O PT and even
outperforms BATCH -1000 when v = 100. This is because the number of tuple matches in
each sub-problem also affects the problem’s overall complexity. Thus, we need to divide the
problem into smaller partitions when there is a larger number of initial tuple matches. With
increasing vocabulary size (and decreasing number of tuple matches), BATCH -1000 starts to
outperform the other two methods. When we increase the vocabulary size to a large enough
number, e.g., v = 10K, N O O PT, BATCH -1000, BATCH -100 start to perform similarly.
In all experiments on the synthetic datasets, N O O PT, BATCH -100, and BATCH -1000
achieve near perfect accuracy in the derived explanations and evidence mapping.

6.5

Summary of contributions

In this work, we presented an effective and scalable framework, explain3D, that derives
explanations for the disagreements between the results of two semantically similar queries
over two disjoint datasets. Our work formalized several important concepts and essential
properties that explanations should satisfy. Explain3D uses a novel formalization and models
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explanations as two generic types, provenance-based explanations and value-based explanations, and evaluates the quality of explanations through a probabilistic model. The core
stage of explain3D is a translation of the explanation problem into a mixed integer linear
program, allowing the use of modern constrained solvers to address it. Our work further
introduced a smart-partitioning optimization that allows explain3D to scale to large data sizes.
To the best of our knowledge, explain3D is the first explanation framework that can address
disagreeing query results across disjoint datasets.
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CHAPTER 7
CONCLUSION AND OPEN PROBLEMS

In this thesis, our goal is to improve and understand data quality in large scale data
systems. Towards this goal, we implemented two diagnosing systems, DATA XR AY and
QF IX, that are able to identify and even repair the root causes of errors in both data extraction systems and relational data systems; we built a recommendation system, M IDAS,
to help information extraction systems select the right data sources; and we implemented
an explaining system, explain3D, for explaining the differences over the results of two
semantically similar queries that operate on disjoint databases. In particular, our diagnosing systems are in contrast to traditional data cleaning methods, which instead focus on
purging datasets of errors and thus treat the symptom rather than the condition; our source
recommendation system significantly reduces the manual efforts in selecting web sources
for industrial information extraction procedures; and our explaining system helps users
understand the disagreements across data, produced by similar processes over correlated but
disjoint datasets.

7.1

Open problems

Addressing data quality is a challenging task. In this thesis, we proposed a series of
techniques to tackle this problem in several novel directions, from error diagnosis and
source recommendation, to disagreements explanation. However, data quality is broad and
evolving, thus there are several remaining challenges. Here we discuss some open problems
and interesting research directions stemming from the work presented in this thesis.
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7.1.1

Query log diagnosis in more general settings

Our work on repairing query histories produced, to the best of our knowledge, the
first formalization and solution towards diagnosing errors in relational queries. This initial
solution, implemented with QF IX, is based on assumptions that limit its applicability.
In particular, our initial solution suffers from scalability restrictions. Although quite
effective and efficient in diagnosing and repairing query histories with a single erroneous
query, QF IX does not scale as well over problems with multiple erroneous queries. As
demonstrated in our evaluation, when there are multiple erroneous queries, the performance
of QF IX decays significantly if the sizes of the query histories are beyond 50. This is
partially due to the computational limitation of existing MILP solvers. At the same time, an
interesting problem is to further improve the scalability of query log repair systems, e.g., by
using additional optimization strategies.
In addition, QF IX focuses on a limited family of DML queries: it can only handle simple
single-query transactions without sub-queries, complex expressions, UDFs, aggregations
and joins. Addressing these query families is not possible with a straightforward extension.
This is because many complex queries can only be expressed through non-linear constraints,
which are often not solvable even with state-of-the-art MILP solvers. A potential way to
bypass the need for solvers may be to simplify the problem slightly to focus on diagnosis
(where the errors happened), rather than repair (how to fix them).
7.1.2

Addressing error uncertainty in data quality systems

In our proposed diagnosis systems, we treat the reported errors as part of our input
and we assume that the given errors, either reported by users or acquired from existing
data cleaning techniques, are all true, i.e., have incorrect values. However, existing data
cleaning techniques are not perfect and humans also make mistakes, thus it is possible that
reported errors are incorrect. Including such false positive errors may significantly affect
diagnosis systems’ functionality. For example, a single false positive error may cause QF IX
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to derive an incorrect log repair or even fail to derive any log repair. To avoid this, there
are two potential approaches: The first approach is to adjust the error diagnosis systems,
e.g., relaxing some of the constraints in QF IX, such that they are able to account for input
mistakes. Alternatively, one can also try to identify false positive errors in the input and
refine them accordingly before sending them to the error diagnosis systems.
7.1.3

Optimizing understandability in explaining systems

In our explaining system explain3D, we primarily study and optimize two types of
explanations, including provenance-based explanations and value-based explanations, and
we improve the understandability of the explanations through in a separate summarization
stage. However, by deriving explanations and their summarizations in two separate stages,
our current solution fails to explicitly optimize the understandability of the summarizations
while deriving the explanations. In order to further optimize the understandability, an
alternative approach is to drive the explanations, as well as their summarizations, together
through a single stage. This alternative approach is an interesting extension to explain3D,
however, it also encounters two major challenges: (1) Formalization challenge: it is
unclear how to adapt the objective function in order to consolidate both the explanation
optimality and the summarization optimality. (2) Scalability challenge: the total number of
possible summarizations may grow exponentially, which further increases the complexity in
designing the solution.
Furthermore, we can improve the understandability of the explanation summarizations
by considering a wider variety of possible groupings. For example, we may leverage
pre-defined templates to produce more interesting and easy-to-understand explanation
summarizations. Besides basic equality or range predicates, the pre-defined templates could
group explanations with more advanced predicates with aggregations, top-k operations, or
even UDFs. This is similar to an existing explaining system on a single database [166],
which allows domain experts to write much richer and insightful explanation templates.
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7.1.4

Refining semantically similar queries over disjoint datasets

Our work on explain3D focuses on explaining the disagreements between the results of
semantically similar queries that operate over disjoint datasets. An interesting variation or
extension to the explaining system is to refine the semantically similar queries and make
them equivalent. This problem is very useful for data integration systems, which often need
to generate such semantically equivalent queries over heterogeneous data sources once they
receive queries from the uniform query interfaces. One naı̈ve way to refine the queries is
by adjusting their WHERE clauses according to the summarized explanations derived by
our explaining system explain3D. However, this method fails to consider the correlations
between the refinements and the quality, as well as the understandability, of the refined
queries.
This is again an interesting, but hard problem since it is unclear how to refine the queries,
how to quantify the refinement quality, and how to derive refinements efficiently. Meanwhile,
similar to deriving candidate summarizations, we may also rely on a collection of pre-defined
refinement templates to generate potential refinements for the queries.
7.1.5

Enhancing entity resolution by semantically similar queries

An exciting observation we made through our explaining system explain3D is that by
leveraging semantically similar queries, we are able to derive more accurate mappings
between tuples in two disjoint databases. As shown in our experiments, the accuracy of the
derived evidence mappings remains high across multiple datasets with diverse properties.
This result indicates that semantically similar queries can be used to drive and improve the
results of entity resolution methods. The reason is that queries, when it is known that they
are semantically similar, provide correspondence information across the two datasets.
There are many interesting problems we need to resolve in order to perform large scale
entity resolution based on semantically similar queries. First, we need to derive a method
that can produce semantically similar queries at scale. One possible way is to leverage the
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crowd intelligence. However, it is unrealistic to let the crowd write the semantically similar
queries. Instead, we need to carefully design the questions so that we are able to acquire
meaningful and adequate information from the crowd for composing and generating the
queries. Second, we need to design a robust and fault-tolerant algorithm that can handle
queries with significant discrepancies. Having such an algorithm is particularly important if
the semantically similar queries are acquired from the crowd as the data acquired from the
crowd often suffers from high error rate.

7.2

Epilogue

Improving data quality is never all about purging errors from the data. Instead, it also
involves understanding errors in the data and curing the systems or processes that generate
the data. An ideal data quality system should be equipped with three essential components,
from error identification, to error interpretation and error repair. These three components
create a virtuous circle, which will continuously evolve and improve the quality of data.
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